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Teachers Replies to Section 4 of SZSIS 

Qiestionnaire. 
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Table 5.6 

A Quantitative Classification of ESP Written Materials 

(percentages shown in brackets) 

Assignable Category 

Unit 
No. 

r. 
m0 

Ui U r1 
co 

Cd v Id r: 

iý ,0 
4i r-1 Cd 

ÖU 
G) RS G) 

ý"A Cd 4-) 
0 

0 Vlz to E-4 R'+ tQ tU H 

1 No. of pages 37 23 39 10 9 118 
(31.4) (19.5) (33.1) (8.5) (7.6) (100) 

2 No. of pages 16 13 34 33 10 106 
(15.1) (12.3) (32) (31.2) (9.4) (100) 

3 No. of pages 108 2 13 53 131 
(82.4) (1.5) (9.9) (3.8) (2.3) (100) 

4 No. of pages 76 3823 92 
(82.6) (3.3) (8.7) (2.2) (3.3) (100) 

5 No. of pages 47 1 16 36 73 
(64.4) (1.4) (21.9) (4.1) (8.2) (100) 

6 No. of pages 142 0 28 03 173 
(82) (0) (16.2) (0) (1.7) (100) 

7 No. of pages 81 0 25 34 113 
(71.7) (0) (22) (2.6) (3.5) (100) 

8 No* of pages 67 0945 85 
(78.8) (0) (10.6) (4.7) (5) (100) 

9 No. of pages 128 0 28 15 0 171 
(74.9) (0) (16.4) (8.8) (0) (100) 

10 No. of pages 57 3 29 
-7- .0 

96 
(59.4) (3.1) (30.2) (7.3) (0) (100) 

11 No. of pages 71 0 12 73 93 
(76.3) (0) (12.9) (7.5) (3.2) (100) 

12 No. of pages 120 0913 133 
(90.2) (0) (6.8) (0.8) (2.3) (100) 

13 No. of pages 85 6 27 30 121 
(70.2) (5.0) (22.3) (2.5) (0) (100) 

""" COAL. 
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Table 5.6 continued 

Assignable Category 

si aý 0 
+' `a ýý NU 

'L3 f: 
-P 51 0 0) Ea 

Unit ö °' ýýý 
-r4 . -1+ ,. a Cd 

+ 
No. 0r2ýý 

E-cd 
04ä 

r°n' GPl-) E-4 

14 No. of pages 47 022 10 61 
(77) (0) (3.3) (3.3) (16.4) (100) 

15 No. of pages 54 2310 60 
(90) (3.3) (5.0) (1.7) (0) (100) 

16 No. of pages 83 0 14 12 100 
(83) (0) (14) (1) (2) (100) 

17 No. of pages 67 0 10 04 81 
(83) (0) (12) (o) (5) (100) 

18 No, of pages 39 01 11 0 51 
(76) (0) (2) (22) (0) (100) 
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Table 5.9 

A Key-word Analysis of Students' Reports on ESP Units 1-8 

Satisfactory 

123456ý8 

712 12 9672 
(21) (3) (6) (36) (27) (18) (21) (6) 

Clear 
(well presented) 11 806 12 26 11 

% (33) (24) (o) (18) (36) (6) (18) (33) 

Interesting 17 23 678 13 15 23 

.% 
(52) (70) (18) (21) (24) (39) (45) (70) 

Easy (simple) 10 5238115 
% (30), (15) (6) (9) (24) (3) (3) (15) 

Unsatisfactory 00702000 
(0) (0) (21) (0) (6) (0) (0) (0) 

Unclear 
(confusing) 11 14 30540 

(3) (3) (42) (9) (0) (15) (12) (0) 

Boring 11011150 
% (3) (3) (0) (3) (3) (3) (15) (0) 

Difficult 12860 19 71 
(3) (6) (24) (18) (0) (58) (21) (3) 

Too long 
(too much) 81428720 

% (24) (3) (12) (6) (24) (21) (6) (0) 
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Table 8.2 

Self-image Ratings of ESP Teachers 

(out of a possible 360) 

Teacher Self-image 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

323 
302 

329 
324 
346 

324 
200 
232 

315 
281 

290 

341 
333 
323 
268 
271 
287 
309 
337 
270 
272 

281 

279 
273 

Mean 

Sd 

N= 

Highest 

Lowest 

296 
35.9 
24 
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Table 8. 

Self-image Ratings of Lilian Dewar Trained Science Teachers 

(out of a possible 360) 

Teacher Self-image 

1 302 
2 301 

3 321 
4 351 

5 315 
6 344 Highest 

7 320 
8 293 
9 261 

10 315 
11 343 
12 305 
13 331 
14 268 
15 268 
16 235 Lowest 

17 299 
18 307 
19 331 

Mean 306 

Sd = 30.6 

N= 19 



Table 8.4 

Self-image of' ESP Teachers in Nine Areas of Competency 

Teacher Area of Competencj 

s~ .°ö 00 +) 
44 0 +3- "1 0 14 

"ri 
ý 
C) +) (L) cd 6p r1 

ýC7 
0 £ý 60 

C) co r) U "rl N F. ' i-) 0 f. " +) Pi (1) 
t) :j rl r4 
i`i 

Ö 
"a 

ýN0 "T'. Pý "F > pp r-I r-ýI ý rai 
a) ,ýo cd +) 9) s~ r1 U) ý Pi "ri 4) (t) 3 

.H +) ca 'd co "d 
0 

'd cd fd 'd C) r-1 Pi P4 P. "ri O 
V C) "ri F'a td 0 c', O f., i+' rI 0 ^. S a) cd :3 C) () 0 

to =0 cd : E: H cd 00 cd aw cd O' aaa ca cn x 

1 36 35 47 37 29 41 35 27 37 

2 36 36 39 38 20 40 36 24 33 

3 39 37 48 36 26 44 37 25 37 

4 35 38 44 35 28 44 36 27 37 

5 37 40 50 39 27 47 40 28 38 

6 37 35 47 36 28 44 36 25 36 

7 21 20 29 24 20 26 24 13 24 

8 28 27 34 23 21 21 21 18 29 

9 25 34 47 35 24 42 35 28 35 

10 28 33 40 31 23 39 32 20 35 

11 30 33 40 31 25 40 34 22 35 

12 38 38 50 39 30 42 40 27 37 

13 39 38 45 39 28 45 37 27 35 

14 40 35 42 36 27 45 34 26 38 

15 29 30 40 29 23 36 27 21 32 

16 27 33 42 32 24 28 29 22 34 

17 36 37 39 34 24 35 28 21 33 

18 36 37 45 30 28 42 31 22 38 

19 37 39 49 38 27 47 37 27 36 

20 29 34 38 25 22 36 34 21 32 

21 30 28 37 32 23 39 27 22 34 

22 32 32 40 29 22 39 29 24 32 

23 33 30 42 28 28 38 36 16 28 

24 24 32 38 27 25 42 29 26 30 

No. of 
Items 445435434 

Mean 33 34 42 33 25 39 33 23 34 

Sd5.1 4.5 5.2 5.0 2.9 6.5 4.3 3.9 3.5 



Table 8.5 

Self-image of Lilian Dewar Teachers in Nine Areas of Competencj 

Teacher Areas of Competence 

0 

i: "rl 0 bo +ý 
(U 4.3 

"ý 
NýU 

rd hO "ri 
"c'. bo 

G) U] rl 15 U "ri N G. ' +3 0 ýý^ý"± +) GL G) 27 
U 4) U z7 P4 a) 0 "ri "rl cd " ri Nm0 

(L) , 
°q Ücý9 

ýi Cd 
ýHm 

ay) 
0ý ýa) 

03 
U) V "U N 

ri 
'tj 

cd f. a C: 

{ý 

Oý0 r0 lýýýd cd :1ý 
"ü 

i; 

výý A2 ýH tdU a Wýca' aa wA (n x 
1 34 33 42 30 27 41 35 27 33 
2 31 36 42 34 24 38 38 24 34 
3 34 36 44 37 25 46 38 27 34 
4 37 39 44 35 27 45 34 26 38 
5 37 34 40 35 29 42 36 25 36 
6 40 38 47 39 27 48 39 29 37 
7 36 38 44 35 27 42 36 25 37 
8 33 38 42 26 25 36 35 26 33 
9 28 32 38 20 23 38 30 22 31 

10 40 38 45 34 24 32 36 25 36 
11 39 40 48 39 30 48 38 28 33 
12 27 38 47 33 30 39 35 26 31 
13 33 34 47 37 29 50 38 28 34 
14 34 32 38 27 24 34 31 21 27 
15 24 30 40 29 23 37 29 26 29 
16 14 27 32 22 25 42 31 22 20 
17 37 38 46 35 26 39 35 26 36 
18 31 33 46 34 30 46 28 20 39 
19 38 40 45 35 30 49 33 27 34 

No. of 
Items 445435434 

Mean 33 35 43 32 27 42 34 25 33 

Sd 6.4 3.6 4.0 5.4 2.5 4.9 3.3 2.5 4.4 
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Table 8.6 

Self-image Scores of ESP and LDC Teachers Compared 

Competencu. Area ESP LDC t value for 

Mean (Sd) Mean (Sd) 4ldf (if greater 
than 1) 

Science Methods 33 (5.1) 33 (6.4) 

Discipline and 
Management 34 (4.5 35 (3.6) 

Instruction and 
Communication 42 (5.2) 43 (4.0) 

Organization and 
Planning 33 (5.0) 32 (5.4) 

Evaluation and 
Questioning 25 (2.9) 27 (2.5) 

Relevance 39 (6.5) 42 (4.9) 1.6 

Rapport 33 (4.3) 34 (3.3) - 

Pupil 
Development 23 (3.9) 25 (2.5) 1.9 

Science 
Knowledge 34 (3.5) 33 (4.4) 

Overall Mean 296 (35.9) 3o6 (30.6) 

significant at 
5% level 



Table 8.? 

Comparison of ESP and LDC Teachers' Self-image on Thirty-six Skills 

Item FSP LDC t values 
Number Mean Sd Mean Sd significant 

at 5% level 

1 8.1 1.6 8.5 1.3 
2 8.1 0.9 8.3 1.3 
3 7.8 1.5 7.7 1.4 
4 8.1 1.7 8.5 2.0 
5 7.9 1.6 6.9 2.0 
6 8.3 1.6 8.1 2.1 
7 8.0 1.7 7.0 2.1 
8 8.8 1.1 8.8 0.9 
9 7.9 1.6 8.2 1.3 

10 8.6 1.5 9.2 1.3 
11 8.4 1.3 8.9 0.9 
12 8.6 1.4 9.1 0.9 
13 7.2 2.0 8.3 1.3 * 2.2 for 41 df 

14 8.0 1.5 8.3 1.3 

15 8.5 1.4 8.5 1.5 
16 7.5 2.0 8.1 1.9 
17 7.5 1.7 8.1 1.4 
18 8.6 1.4 8.8 1.4 
19 7.0 2.0 8.4 1.3 * 2.8 for 41 df 

20 8.1 1.5 8.2 1.4 

21 8.5 1.2 8.1 1.3 

22 7.8 1.9 8.0 1.6 

23 8.9 1.0 9.1 0.9 

24 8.5 1.4 9.2 1.1 

25 7.8 1.6 8.1 1.1 

26 8.5 1.3 9.1 0.9 

27 8.0 1.5 8.8 1.1 

28 9.4 0.6 9.5 0.7 

29 8.6 1.2 8.1 2.1 

30 9.2 1.3 9.2 1.0 

31 8.8 1.3 8.7 1.3 
32 8.4 1.3 8.8 1.1 
33 8. o 1.6 8.5 1.9 
34 8.6 1.1 9.1 1.0 
35 8.3 1.6 8.5 1.4 
36 8.2 1.4 8.6 1.5 
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Table 8.8 

ESP Teachers' Image of the Ideal Science Teacher 

Teacher Area of Competency 

0 
0a 

ý +ö iý 
-0 

bO 4-1 qä ý ct ý cd 4-31 oý ev 
ý 4) 

4. ) 0ýýä 

. 
`' 0ý 

4-) 
Ä. ýý 

0bä 
äi ä 

W .ýÜ cd 4-3 
.ýýHNýP, 

"ri 
N 

r., 0 -rf ý to "d (f) ho "d Cd Cd rd ýH P4 P4 r, 
cUn 

0 O G) rº 
ý 

s~ i~ o r-ý >~ G) Rf ýý t! 2 =m9 
-i ý Cs 0ýýww Cs cý aaa ca 

1 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 

2 39 18 35 27 22 28 20 14 14 

3 38 37 49 37 26 45 37 26 35 
4 38 39 49 38 30 47 38 28 39 

5 40 40 50 40 30 50 39 30 40 

6 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 

7 31 22 31 19 23 25 24 14 23 
8 28 31 38 32 22 40 27 21 31 

9 40 39 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 

10 37 37 49 37 29 47 37 23 40 

11 37 39 47 38 28 47 37 28 39 

12 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 4o 

13 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 

14 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 

15 37 37 48 37 27 47 38 27 39 

16 35 35 48 40 28 42 37 28 48 

17 40 39 49 38 28 49 36 30 38 

18 36 36 4o 29 26 42 33 21 33 

19 40 39 50 40 29 49 49 29 38 

20 40 40 50 40 30 50 39 30 40 

21 40 40 49 40 30 50 40 30 40 

22 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 

23 39 35 49 38 29 47 39 27 38 

24 40 40 50 4o 30 50 40 30 40 

No. of 
Items 445435434 

Mean 38.1 36.8 47.1 37.1 28.2 46.0 36.7 26.9 37.3 
Sd 3.0 5.7 5.3 5.2 2.6 6.7 5.4 4.9 6.7 
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Table 8.9 

LDC Teachers' Image of the Ideal Science Teacher 

Teacher Area of Competency 

aýö ao ý C) iý 0 41 "r) 53 14 
r4 cd 4J 0 rj 4) 

"H 
Ný0 

Cd 60 "ri 
"0 

UE ho 
U to rl E3 U "ri N ti "FD 0 fr'' "iJ P4 4) Id 
o 'Cy P4 C) 0 ri " "rl "ri Cd ý 

oo 
0U G) 

ý 

. r, 
U 

to 

ýýýHm 
G) P, "rý 

Ný3 

"ri +ý U1 .0ý U1 'b 
0 

ho 'd Cd C$ 'd N r-i P4 P4 "ri o 

U2ý Ä9ý H9Ü öýw w ýöý 0) ä äÄ ný 

1 36 37 44 38 28 46 39 28 36 
2 40 40 49 40 29 50 37 29 39 
3 40 39 48 39 30 48 39 28 39 
4 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 
5 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 
6 40 40 50 39 29 50 40 30 40 
7 40 40 50 39 30 50 40 30 40 
8 40 40 45 40 28 45 38 30 40 

9 39 40 48 40 30 49 39 30 35 
10 36 36 45 35 28 41 36 26 32 
11 30 35 49 40 29 48 40 28 35 
12 39 39 48 37 28 45 39 28 38 
13 40 40 50 40 30 50 40 30 40 

14 22 28 42 30 26 45 36 26 25 
15 39 39 49 39 29 46 39 29 40 

16 32 34 46 36 30 47 31 23 39 
1? 40 40 49 40 30 50 40 30 39 
18 32 35 48 33 28 31 36 24 37 
19 36 39 48 38 28 48 36 28 39 

No. of 
Items 445435434 

Mean 36.8 37.9 47.9 38.0 28.9 46.7 38.2 28.3 37.5 

Sd 4.8 3.2 2.2 2.8 1.1 4.6 2.3 2.1 3.8 
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Table 8.1 1 

Type of School ESP and IDC Teachers Teach In 

Junior Community 
Section All Age High Junior Senior 
Primary Primary 'School Secondary High 

ESP 002 19 3 

LDC 002 11 6 

Table 8.12 

Type of School ESP and LDC Teachers Wish to Teach In 

Junior Community 
Section All Age High Junior Senior 
Primary Primary School Secondary High 

ESP 000 17 7 

LDC 0014 14 

Comparison between numbers of ESP and LDC teachers who, 

teach in senior high schools 
Chi-square = 1.9 for ldf. Not significant at 5% level 

(ii) wish to teach in senior high schools 
Chi-square = 8.4 for ldf. Significant at 1% level 

40 

(iii) wish to change school type 
Chi-square = 1.4 for ldf. Not signiifcant at 5% level 
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Table 8.13 

(a) GCE 0 Level Passes of ESP Teachers 

Note: (X indicates a pass and 0 indicates that the teacher does not have 
a pass in this subject) 

Number 
Teacher of ses Ph s. Chem. Biol. Maths. Eng. 

17XXXXX 

26xxx0x 
36xxxxx 
48xxxxx 

580XXXX 

660xxxx 
7300xx0 
86xxxx0 
98xxxxx 

10 5x00xx 
11 5xxxxx 
12 7xxxxx 

13 40xx0X 
14 4xxx0X 

15 9xxxxx 
16 7xxxxx 
17 7xxxxx 
18 7xxxxx 
19 7XXXxx 

20 60Xxx0 

21 8xxxxx 

22 6xxxxx 

23 7xxxXx 

24 9xxxxx 

TOTAL 19 22 23 21 21 

Percentage 79 92 96 88 88 

Mean number of 0 Levels = 6.5 

Sd = 1.5 
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Table 8.13 cont. 

(b) GCE 0 Level Passes of LDC Teachers 

Note: (X indicates a pass and 0 indicates that the teacher does not have 
a pass in this subject) 

Number 
Teacher of Passes Phys. Chem. Biol. Eng. 

17XXXXX 

25X0XXX 

3400x0x 

4600x0x 
5500xxx 
6800Xxx 
760Xx0X 

8400X0X 

98xxxxX 
10 7xxx0x 
11 5X0Xxx 
12 600xx0 

13 50xx0x 
14 60xxxx 

15 800x0X 

16 80xxxx 

17 80xxxx 

18 600xxX 

19 500x0x 

TOTAL 58 19 11 18 

Percentage 26 42 100 58 95 

Mean Number of Passes = 6.2 

Sd = 1.4 
Comparison of ESP and LDC Teachers' 0 Level Qualifications 

Number of 0 Level t= less than one 
Number of physics passes *Chi-square = 9.9 significant at 1% level 

Number of chemistry passes *Chi-square = 10.1 significant at 1% level 

Number of mathematics passes *Chi-square = 3.5 not significant at 
5% level 

* Yates correction applied 
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Table 8.14 

(a) Ages of ESP and LDC Teachers 

Not yet 21 but not 23 but not 
21 yet 23 yet 25 25+ 

ESP 1779., 

LDC 3943 

Comparison of ESP and LDC teachers' ages 

Chi-square = 3.75 for 3df 

(not significant at 5%) 

(b) Sex of ESP and LDC Teachers 

(percentages in brackets) 

Male Female 

ESP 

LDC 

14 (58) 10 (42) 

9 (47) 10 (53) 

Comparison of sex of ESP and IDC teachers 

Chi-square = 0.5 ldf 

(not significant at 5%) 



Table 8.15 

Head Teachers' Comments on ESP and LDC Teachers Teaching in Same School 

(a) Class Control 

School ESP 

a good 

LDC 

good 

b cool - in control weak 

c always in control don't know 

d good poor 

e good good 

f affected by personality don't know 

(b) Preparation of Work 

School ESP 

a good 

LDC 

good 

b thorough thoroughness not 
evident 

c very careful don't know 

d prepares doesn't prepare 
properly 

e prepares prepares 

f needs more seems to, but needs 
more seriousness 
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Table 8.15 continued 

(c) Attitude to Teaching Higher Forms 

School ESP LDC 

a Teaches four 0 level No 0 level classes 
classes 

b Teaches fourth form Teaches fourth form 
willingly but shies away from it 

c Teaches upper forms Teaches upper forms 
willingly and willing to do so 

d Willing to Lacks confidence - was 
asked but refused to 

e Willing to but doesn't Willing to but doesn't 

f Enjoys teaching upper Knows what he's about 
forms but content shaky Don't think he's hesitant 
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TABLE 9.1 

Results of ESP Criterion Sampling Test 

Teacher Skill Number 123456 Total 

1 64 85 93 52 50 50 394 

2 43 88 53 76 50 100 410 

3 58 88 100 52 50 100 448 

If 56 85 67 80 25 100 413 

5 63 87 100 60 loo 100 510 
6 63 83 87 68 50 100 451 

7 70 96 loo 76 loo 100 542 

8 73 78 100 80 100 50 481 

9 43 80 93 76 100 100 492 

10 55 79 100 76 loo 100 510 

11 43 61 90 68 50 25 337 

12 49 76 ----- 
13 64 84 93 72 50 100 463 

14 61 95 97 72 100 100 525 

15 55 90 100 80 50 100 475 

16 60 80 97 52 25 100 414 

17 51 66 loo 76 100 100 493 

Minimal Competence 55 53 50 48 50 50 306 

High Competence 85 85 93 76 75 100 514 
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Table 9.5 

CSA and Head Teachers' Assessments of ESP Teachers' Subject Knowledge 

CSA Score Teaches GCE Class 
( Skill 1+2) 

166 yes 

156 yes 

151 yes 

150 yes 

149 yes 

148 yes 

146 yes 

146 yes 

141 yes 

134 Yes 

131 Yes 

125 no 

123 no 

117 no 

104 no 

rpbir 0.8 p . 001 
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Table 10.2 

ESP Teachers' Scores on Different Measures of Performance 

o 

. rl N Z (A 
Q) d 
p4 N 
:iw 

u2 < 

r. 
o ýý"ý. 

ö 
ýH q-, 

. 
r-i ÖNýW 

.ý Co ý P, ýý "äU 
CO wmýZxx oý" 

B- 55 323 394 25 yes 
B- 49 268 410 33 yes 
B- 46 323 448 60 yes 
B- 62 333 413 28 yes 
C 71 329 510 78 yes 
A 56 341 451 36 yes 

B+ 67 271 542 55 yes 

B 66 324 481 48 yes 
c 45 - 492 46 no 
B 39 324 510 65 yes 

B+ 50 346 337 88 no 

C+ 36 200 -- no 

B 45 315 463 39 yes 

B 48 281 525 16 yes 
B- 48 337 475 73 - 
B- 57 270 414 56 - 
C+ 49 - 493 - no 

C+ 62 279 --- 

B 37 272 --- 
C+ 49 302 --- 
C- 58 232 --- 
C 50 290 --- 
C 72 273 --- 
B 47 281 --- 
D+ 51 287 --- 

B+ 49 309 --- 

D+ 44 ---- 
C- 53 ---- 
C+ 54 
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ESP Teachers' Replies to Section 4 of STSIS Questionnaire 

The ESP has helped me in my teaching quite a lot. I have become a 

more confident teacher, more assured when I am in front of a class. 
My teaching method is now different due to the various pedagogical 
methods I have learnt about. The training programme has taught me 
to look at science teaching in a different manner altogether - that 

science teaching is more interesting when children can actually see 

and do things rather than hear about them. 

I have taught other subjects before embarking on the ESP. The education 

and psycology courses were of great benefit to me. They assisted 

me to understand my students better and to help them more. The course 

also helped me to organize group activities better and to deal with 

more difficult situations. I am in a better position to teach lab 

skills. I can now use the few equipment available to get over lab 

skills by using 'station techniques'. The course also assisted me in 

test construction items as well as students' practical assessment. 

I benefited in three (3) main ways from my (ESP) training programme. 
These are as follows: (i) I am far more confident now when I appear 
before. my class. (ii) My knowledge has been improved in more subject 

areas. (iii) I have acquired skills in teaching that enable me to get 
through to my students extremely well. 

The Emergency Science Programme has benefited me tremendously in the 

teaching of science. It made me more aware of pupils' needs. It also 

guided me in adopting different methods in passing on information to 

pupils so that they can progress satisfactorily with their studies. 
Also, the programme has provided me with the knowledge of improvising 

apparatus when necessary and for students to follow the same pattern. 
Finally it has also widened my knowledge in certain areas in the field 

of science. 

I have benefited from my training programme in several ways namely: 
() Increase in knowledge in science, mathematics, geography etc. 
(2) Confidence. I have now become a more confident teacher. 
(3) Increase in knowledge in carrying out various experiments. 



I feel that my training programme has better equipped me to teach 

science. I am able to have better class control and to see myself 
as a facilitator when teaching students' interests are stimulated 
by being actively involved in practicals and discussions. I feel 

more confident of myself in front the class encouraging students 
instead of punishing them for petty offences. 

Seeing that I am now trained, I feel more confident and equipped 
when I am teaching a class. I am more capable in handling students 

and their problems. Class control becomes a very easy task and I 

am capable of teaching any type of lesson. I feel very happy and 
a great deal at ease in front of a class. Science being a practical 
subject I feel more at ease when students discover things for 

themselves and improvisation is real fun to the students. They 

enjoy the subject more and as such learning becomes an easy task. 
As such motivation is simple. 

While I feel that the programme has adequately equipped me to teach 

Integrated Science in forms 1- 111 and perhaps form 1V, I do not 
feel that the programme has provided me with enough science knowledge 

for the teaching of specific science subjects in form five. The science 

content could have been wider and to a higher level, perhaps reaching 
the A level standard. I also feel that more emphasis could have been 

placed on practical classroom situations rather than ideal situations. 

For example, in the areas of improvisation, knowledge is lacking as 

to how to make maximum use of local resources. 

In my opinion the Emergency Science Programme has aided me in many 

ways to improve as a science teacher. First of all it made me realise 

that there are more effective methods of teaching science, than the 

lecture method. Secondly-it has increased my knowledge in the subject 

as well as in the field of child study. I am now able to understand 

the students I teach as individuals with their own personality and, 

therefore, have tried to apply the best method of teaching by which 

the students will be able to participate meaningfully and at the same 

time learn. Most of all having completed this training I feel more 

confident and capable of teaching science or any other subject 

within my scope. 
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My training programme has enabled me to structure my lessons so that 

they are suitable to the level of the pupils I teach. It has also 
enabled me handle my lessons more competently so that the objectives 
I set are satisfactorily achieved. In the laboratory I am now more 
at home with the equipments. In cases where equipment are not available 

I am now able to improvise apparatus which can be used to attain the 

same objectives. The programme has made me into a better teacher of 

science than I was before. 

The Emergency Science Programme helped me in a number of ways. Firstly 

I think it helped me to function more effectively in my lessons. The 

programme helped me to acquire knowledge of various teaching methods 

that can be applied. I also acquired better questioning techniques. 

I think I can plan may lessons more effectively'. I also understand my 

students better. It aided me to teach science in a way that the 

lessons are relevant to everyday activities, also to have activities 
for pupils in my lessons. 

It assisted me in teaching methods. It assisted me to set objectives 

clearly and plan activities, that are relevant to the objectives. 

I learnt that assessing my lessons is very important. The programme 

made me more familiar with science equipments and also my knowledge 

in some areas of science has improved. The programme made be better 

able to do more research for the teaching of science. 

prior to my involvement in my training programme I was not acquainted 

very well with proper methodology and questioning technique. However, 

with the completion of my training programme I feel more condifent in 

these areas. All in all I feel more at ease with my students now 

than ever - even if there are observers present. 

After completing the Emergency Science programme I found my self aware 

of many things which I had previously not known. I now feel more 

competent and able in my class for example I have learnt better teaching 

methods , can be able to set up and assemble more apparatus, prepare a 

more healthier and pleasant atmosphere in the class room. Encourage 

Interaction between pupils, teachers and even their surroundings. I can 

now even improvise in using local equipments. As such I think I have 

to thank the ESP for having gained this knowledge. 
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I think the ESP programme was very helpful in preparing me in the 
teaching of science. Frankly prior to my training programme I was 
unwary of the many strategies that would be employed in teaching 

science. However now that I have been exposed to the ESP I find 

myslef not only geared with the various methods in excuting my 
lesson plans but also with the confidence required to successfully 
inculcate learning skills in pupils of science. Now more than ever 
I realise how necessary it is for teachers to be trained before 

taking on the responsibility of the job. Besides the confidence 

which it instils in teachers there is the indirect or perhaps 
direct contribution which it makes towards building the personality 

required of teachers in order to win the much needed respect of 

pupils in and out of school. 

Most important, I've been made to realize that science is a "process" 

of learning which involve actions , rather than the accumulation of 
facts taken from books; thus I now try (as best I could) to allow 

mush more pupil-participation and practical work, instead of just 

facilitating a transfer of notes from text books to pupils note-books. 

(1) Science content of courses the academic of the course was of little 

value, as I feel that a teacher can acquire content easily from a 

variety of sources. Also the course being of a limited nature, the 

content selected for presentation seemed to be quite arbitrary and 

irrelevant (in many cases) to the level of the Integrated Science 

programme in most schools (3rd form). (2) Teaching techniques and 

skills s in this aspect the course was of a high standard and I 

benefitted quite a lot. Methods and techniques of preparing and 

presenting a curriculum were acquired, plus additional skills in 

teaching and class management. I also gained experience in using 

new equipment and being exposed to other branches of science. I do 

believe that the overall course was of a good standard and that I 

benefitted quite a lot. I can be a better teacher if I follow and 

use all I have gained. 

The training programme has prepared me fairly well to teach science. 



The past three and a half years have seen a major advancement in the 

method in which I teach science. Before I underwent training I taught 

science on a weekly basis. This caused many set backs; topics were 
done in the wrong order, improvisation was poor and I found the great 

problem of altering my experiment to meet my own environmental situation. 

Now with the Emergency Science Programme completed, I am more confident. 

I can adjust to meet a given situation and I can plan partially a year 

ahead which enables the work to take a better sequence. Today I can 

relate more to my students and feel more at ease to entertain their 

questions. 

It has enabled me to have better skills in handling scientific apparate 

Also I am in a better position in preparing lessons and understanding 

children's behaviour. What the programme did not do for me, was it did 

not prepare me to handle actual teaching. situations for example over 
(practical) crowded classrooms, or dealing with mentally "backward" 

children. 

I gained much from this course in, the area of teaching methods. The 

guided discovery approach is one that I appreciate and apply in the 

classroom whenever possible depending upon the availability of apparatus. 

I also gained a lot in the setting of objectives for a lesson. i. e. one 

must take into account the age, ability level of intelligence of pupils 

as well as the time factor. 

The Emergency Science Programme has indeed helped me to improve my teaching 

science. However, one problem I experienced was the exposure to working 

in a lab. The school I work at during my period training was unfortunate 

because it has no laboratory. Thus the skill taught to myself could not 

have been properly developed. 

For me my training programme was well done only a few delays that caused 

me to feel neglected. My programme have helped me a great deal and have 

made me more confident in my job. 

The training programme has done a great deal to me. It has made me more 

confident and satisfied on the job. I have gained a lot of experiences 

and learnt to (1) prepare better lessons(Z)improvise apparatus when 

necessary and an all round better approach to teaching. 



UDC Teachers' Replies to Section 4 of the STSIS Questionnaire 

My training programme indeed played a great part in making me so 

effective confident and successful a science teacher that I feel I am. 
I have learnt how to apply and adapt my self in a variety in teaching 

positions to improvise and to use pupils experience as a prerequisite 
for their learning. Also in keeping with the objectives of science 
teaching to let pupils apply their knowledge learnt in everyday situations. 

My training programme did not prepare me adequately to teach science. 

This I think was mostly due to the fact that there was a shortage of 

lectureres in all the science, subjects from time to time, especially in 

the second and third years when then was no physics lecturer. However with 

a little work on my own I think I can adequately prepare myself. 

(1) My training programme prepared me to teach science in"that it was there 

that I learnt and developed the various skills in science teaching- eg 

the different ways in which children learn science-ie experimentation, 

observation etc; (2) My training programme also taught me Psychology which 

helps me in dealing with the students especially the first formers, I don't 

have to use the cane, its just a matter of applying some kind of Psychology 

eg depriving them of something they like quite a lot. 

My training programme should have given a more in depth knowledge of 

Science - Physics, Chemistry and Biology. There should be also special 

training in audio-visual, apparatus making etc. More tours should be 

organized to industrial, scientific places. The study of Psychology 

should have a greaterrole during training as we are exposed and we deal 

with human behaviour of all sorts. Teaching practice sessions were good 

as it exposes you during training to the school. Provisions should be 

made for teachers who want to try out different methods. There is always 

the fear of making a mess of that particular method and being graded at 

that particular lesson. Teaching practice should be a sort of trial 

and error sessons. 

The sessions which I feel were most helpful were those spent on teaching 

practice. Such actual classroom exposure provided the opportunity of 

experimenting with methods that were relevant to specific behaviours. 

I have also gained experience in managing adequately in a situation 

where there is a shortage of materials - an experience I value so much 
more since I am at the moment faced with the problem and so often I 

I 
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I have to be resourceful. 

Not inconsistent with the general developmental objectives of the 

policies of Third World Countries, it is felt that the philosophy and 

method underlying teacher-training for Science Education in Guyana 

serves well in stimulating critical thinking, a rational. approach 

to scientific and social activity motivational techniques, assessment 

procedures, the creating of appropriate behavioural objectives and so on. 
At the same time this educational theory juxtaposed with educational 

practice bringing in its tone persepective the nature of the 

educational process -a gradual subtle creating of psoitive goal directed 

behaviour. Also having considered many aspects of the human person 

a greater understanding of interpersonal and group relationships evolved. 
The course was good, content well defined and up to date people pleasant. 

I am of the opinion that my training programme did not prepare me adequately 

for the task I am faced with. Coupled with that is the fact that while 

college and going through the ordeals of teaching practice I was placed 
in situations where I was made to feel and actually did the things that 

is expected of an ideal science teacher, but because of the kind of 

responsibilities that has now been trust upon me I am aware of the fact 

that I am not the kind of ideal science teacher that I was trained to be. 

Neverthe less I feel satisfied after having been through the training 

programme that I have been though, despite the short comings of that 

programme I an in a position where I can put many of the ideas learnt 

into practice. Added to that, attitudes and habits that are favourable 

to a good science teacher that were practiced by the persons who taught 

me I have adopted and have seen them working like they worked for the 

persons from whom I learned them. 

The training programme at Lilian Dewar College of Education has prepared 

me to teach Science theoretically but in actual fact when I am faced 

with the school situation, there are many other things that I would have 

liked to be included in the programme. Firstly, during the training 

programme my study on methodology was based on an ideal teacher in 

ideal conditions, whereas in the real situation it is completely different. 

Secondly, the practical and laboratory sessions were inadequate to fulfill 

the requirements of the WISC programme. Thirdly, I was faced with the 

problem of not having an adequate staff at the college to carry out 
the training programme. 
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Training at Lilian Dewar has adequately prepared me for my full time 

task as an Integrated Science teacher. This can be seen in the 

following ensuing paragraph. The methodology of science teaching was 

tremendous. The motto of science methodology was to be an interesting 

ideal enthusiastic science teacher. The atmosphere at college successfully 

enabled me to satisfy this motto. The tutors taught by example. 

Experiences obtained from research and tasks were assist to my training. 

I feel very competent in teaching science. However, I feel that 

because of the way children were taught science in the past, they 

somteimes find it difficult to discover and think for themselves. They 

should be able to overcome this gradually. 

My three years training has greatly improved an awareness of myself, 

my problems, others and their problems. It has so far enabled me to 

deal successfully with people and in this sense has made me into a very 

understanding person. Knowledge of Psychology and Principles of 

education has greatly enhanced my methods of dealing with behavioural 

problems. Science methodology has enabled me to present my subject in 

a very interesting manner. As a matter of fact, it has taught me to 

be aware of the many things one has to consider when dealing with people 

and I think I-can safely aay` that this is l one -bf tie' möst important 

aspects of living. Considering all the things that one has to take 

into account I am very willing to say that it has made me into a 

critical teacher and how to pass this on to my students. However, I 

think that the content that is taught should be increased since one 

may find himself dealing with not only 1-3 forms but with 4th 5th 

and maybe even 6 th formers. 

Now that I am placed in a secondary school in the rural area to teach 

science, I can safely say that Iý am faced with many constraints. My 

training has prepared me admirably but to implement some of the imparted 

knowledge is very difficult. To begin with, there is a lack of physical 

comfort -crowded classroom; poor ventilation; lack of equipment, lack of 

chemicals noise and the only laboratory is not properly lighted. 

I have learnt that a very good atmosphere must be created for effective 

teaching but because of the foregoing reasons this is not-too 

applicable. 
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My training programme has equipped me so much that I will say it was 

a wonderful programme. The skills and techniques that I have learnt 

and, the vast experience that I have gained and the content I have 

acquired, has proven itself very vital in my everyday teaching but 

there are a few things which should and must be rectified. The things 

I am speaking about is (a) the shortage of educational personnel 
(b) lack of facilities (c) the attitude of the people in charge of the 

training programme (d) the limited amount of money students collecting. 

In my last statement I seem to go contray to your question but this is 

very vital and detrimental to most of the students attending the 

college that I have attended. 

My'training was programmed for me to specialise in Integrated Science in 

the forms 1,11 and 111 levels. Instead, I an requested to teach the 

fourths and fifth in 0 level Biology. It is not that I am complaining 

but complementing the College's programme wherely the emphasis is not 

only in the volume of the content but the "putting over" of that content 

to the students from forms 1 to V in general. In addition so-called 

traditional methods of "chalk-and-talk" and full authoritorianism 

(teacher's) have been discouraged to a great extent through my training 

programme. Instead, I have taken a more democratic approach like group 

activities and written reports on lesson; groups of individuals leading 

or teaching a lesson etc. 

The training programme which I underwent at Lilian Dewar College of 

Education has done a great deal in the light of preparing me for 

teaching. Due to the periods of practice teaching which I underwent, 

I became quiet an open minded individual. I began to learn of the 

difficulties children faced with and to accept them as well as try to 

help them in every possible way. The writing of notes of lessons has 

played a major role. In doing this I have learnt many more things of 

topics which I have taught I knew all about. I am able to make my 

objectives clear and know whether or not they have been achieved at the 

end of the lesson because they are their laid out in front of me. The 

depth of which subject content is done, extra curricular activities 

though they weren't many and micro-teaching. These are the most important 

but not all. 
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It is my opinion that the three-year programme should be shorter. 
I feel so because the work done in the three years can be done in a 
shorter time. If, however, the three years continue, then the programme 
should include more tutoring in Methodology and Teaching Practice 
(guided). Science teaching demands a great deal of effort from teachers. 

I feel that in order to teach Integrated Science efficiently in schools 
we should be guided in Integrated Science and not Chemistry, Biology 

and Physics. More laboratory preparations should be done in college: 
this can only be so if the college had proper lab facilities. 

My training programme has prepared me in many ways. Firstly ,I learned 

various methods of teaching science. For instance, the implementation 

of group work demonstration and individual work. One method which is 

very important is field study. Secondly, I find that in establishing 

a need to know is vital in a science lesson. This can be done by using 

stories, everyday examples and further still film strips, films and over 

head transparencies can also be used - depending on the availability 

of these. Having done course in Educational Psychology and Principles 

of Education I have learned to apply or understand such words as 

maturation and readiness which help me in the planning of my notes of 

lesson to the standard necessary. All in all, my programme helped me 

a great deal. 

My training programme has equipped me fully in the teaching of science. 

I was exposed to as many situations as was necessary. Both theory and 

practicals were done, not only in science but also in the other subject 

areas. Subjects like Psychology and Education which, were included in 

my programme, helped me a lot in getting through my science lessons. 

The three teaching practices I went through were very helpful. I was 

guided along the right track by people who knew what they were doing. 

N. B. Although the training programme was good the conditions under 

which i studies were not favourable eg signing of contracts, shortage 

of test-books and stationery, a poor building, 90% attendance. One tend 

to think that the above conditions came about because of the Government 

or party in power was not paying enough attention to education here in 

Guyana. 



The training programme has offered me a wide scope of knowledge (content 

matter) particulary in Chemistry and Physics. This has helped to 

develop my self- concept. Teaching practice has brought out forcefully 

the realities of the classroom situation. Here under expert guidance 
I Tried to master the art of Teaching Science, using various techniques. 

In my opinion, the course was a thorough one, in the sense that it was 

supposed to gear us to teach first to third form students, but as a 

result we were geared to teach the higher forms. As a result, I am very 

proud of this because at the moment, I am teaching Physics in the fourth 

and fifth forms gearing them for GCE 0 Levels in June 1981. 

Personally, I feel that in a few years from now, there wouldn't be 

anyone going to training college to do science because when you go 

out in the school, it is something else. Imagine I have to teach 38 out 

of 40 periods with duties as form master. The the salary is nothing much 
to talk about can bearly survive on such a salary. I think teachers are 

really underpaid because teaching is a pretty hard task. The teacher is 

the moulder of the NATION and thus he should be really paid a reasonable 

salary. I hope when you come, you look into all these factors because 

these lead to teacher's frustration as a result a walk off the job. 

---0000000------- 
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Appendix 2 

S'SIS and SST Questionnaires, 

CS A Worksheets, List of Dangers for CS A 

Test 1 and Marking Criteria Used. 



University of Keele 

Department of Education 

Keefe, Staffordshire. ST5 580 

Telephone: Newcastle (Staffs) (0782) 621111 
Telex: 36113 UNKU6 G 

5 th. , January 1990 

Dear 

The UNkCG Institute For Education in Hamburg, Germany is car. ryi nq out 

a major research project into evaluation methods in Mucation. This praj'. ^t 

is based uivan four case studies of innovations in Education; one each in 

Indonesia, Nigeria, Sweden and Guyana. The Guyanese study is concerned with 

evaluating different training programmes for science teacher that exit in 

Guyana. Yore have been selected as a representative of the training programme 

which you followed and we would be most grateful if you woull assist us with 

this study by completing and returning the enclosed qsiestion. iiaire. 

The Chief Education Of f icier, air Lowe, has given ; errisr: ion for the data 

to be collected. Any information that you provide will be treated in the 

strictest confidence. In the study we axe evaluating the training pro; rammen 

and not the individual teachers. We are sending questionnaires only to a 

sample of teachers from each training programme. It is extremely important, 

therefore, that we receive your completed questionnairfA so that we can carrj 

out the evaluation. You responses will be used in UPE"SCO's multinational 

joject, the results of which will be of importance to nary 'third World countries. 

I will be visiting Guyana in January an part of the study. Please return 

your questiornairP in the stamped addressed nnýralolo provitle-1 AS 90(11N AS 

nom m, 
- 

to me via the UIN ,, X ºlationzal Coax ºission Office in G, %orgatown. 

Thanks for your help, 

Yours faithfully 

Michael Brorhy 
ý 
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, tiprºce Ttýachpr's S'e1f-Image Scale w STS? ZS 

In this questionnaire you are asked to compare your ovn teaching with 
that of an ID FAQ; science teacher on a ruuber of skill which science educators 
have suggested are needed by science teachers in Guyana. 

Below and on the following 
. pages you will see a list of thsscº skills. -- 

We would like you to read the statement describing each skill and then decide, 

. if. aa. TD A. L science teacher was in your school teaching the SRMFI CLA? SFM' as 

. yru_do,. *hat mark out of ten do you thinnk that you would give him or her for 

the way that they would demonstrate that particular skill. After you have rated 
the TIDEAL science teacher then you should think about your own EVERYDAY teaching 

and decide what mark out of ten you would give yourself for the way you display 

the SAKE skill. ... _.... 
please do ' write your name do this questionnaire'. - If there is an item 

that you do not tzM 'rstan3 draw a circle around the entire item, otherwise, 

please rate yourself and the Ill1AL -science teacher on EVERY Item. 

-------000Q000--.. _.. ý.. 

Section 1 

Using the scale of 1 to 10, where 10 is'the highest scare, draw a circle 

around the score you would give to the IIAL sc1ence teacher arxd then draw a 

circle around the score you would give yourself for the way that you ........ 

1 show an interest zºnd respect for the pupils 
as individuals 

2--ask questions both oral and written which 
are clear to the pupils 

3 gain the pupils' interest MI arouse their 
curiosity by presentation and approach 

4 encourage pupils to make observations for 
themelves 

5 plan i. nýiividual lessons and serlös of lessons 
taking into account the *pils" ages,, 
abilities and the time and . 

Facilities 
available 

1 Ideal 
self 

ideal 
self 

ideal 
aal. ýý 

ideal 
self 

12345678910 
12345678910 

12345678910 
12345678910 

12345678910 
123456789 10 

12345678910 
12345678910 

ideI al 12345678 910 
91^ self 1?. 34,5678 



- tz? i 

6 encourage pupils to record what they have 
observed 

7 usP correctly all the coif Permt arpirat. w. and 
materials needed for the science currtc 111% 
being used by hi-,, IhPr cl wr4seta . 

t3 ue' language that i , ', aprx'oprtate to' the ae 
and abilities at the cýupi. lu 

and economic life of the community 

9 ? ormulatc clear irstrurt%ons, orally, on the 
chalkboard and on worksheets and ca. rdh ideal 

self 
10 rncouragr the pupils t'b fpel free to ask 

quo t: ions and make comments ideal 
ý; ýlf 

Ii. use 1. erý°x; aýe that is undFrstooA by the 

pause sftmr poring, a question 
r^apils t. mýý to thi nk 

13 

14 encourage iutlils to -discusytheir. results 
with the teacher 

15 splpct content relevant to the objectives 

16 sa. fply stoxp and maintainysuch equipmQnt'as 
Is nee: cäpd for the school'r., sclencpý, pxogmimp 

17 

Ideal 27.34557A 910 
ý, ý, ý yz345578 c4 10 

. 
'. deal 
self 

icinal 
self 

I 'teal 
if 

? 
_2 

345678 ý 10 
1? 3 45678 

tý 345678 
1? 345-678 

C4 10 

C? 10 
9 in 

12345678 q'1o 
12345678 Q 10 

x2.34 56 7A a In 
1234 5671-1 

i234567'.? 
;. 234567FF-I 

idpa1 12 345 67 ER 
r, Ft: f 1 2-3w 5 b7 9 

. 
1+ýpf, Rcientif ;c kncswlcde and Nug&: at, tracaxp 

skill-r, whlcta are 

encourage pupils. to relate new concepts to 
other eituat'icn: within their experlo! nce 

18 gain the respect of the ; u, is 

19 indicate the relevant x rerequisi to knowledge 
and skills needed for, a lesson and find out 
if the pupils have these 

20 select and use relevant iaterials and examples 
from the local environment 

2I sequence the., steps in. the development of a 
concept so that it is clear and 
understandable to the pupils 

22 
n; ýcesesary 

7_? p-wurp, that the -yupi2s understataci what they 
have ben asked to do 

, r) in 

)iO 
ý ?ý 

q 3.0 
9 10 

Ideal 12 3 u5 678 7 i-(ý 
eelf 123456 7"8 o Zn 

ca . 1n i deal 1 '2 345 6-7 R 
self 1234 5 b7R 10 

: deal I 
ý, e7: f l 

i? 345 67 P 'c) 

4 äoal 45 %789 10 
scl,, ' 1? 3456`? 8 -q 10 

ideal 
,: N7. i 1 . "3r-ý5ýý78 9 

ý34h78ý 
23 'u- 5 '6-7 e, 

±. ýlýºýa. i 1ý ýi 456? 8 q 1ý 
s~e ýIf, I 

äa al 
:; el t' 

4 ý! +56? 8 0 

10 
10 

in 
ýn 

V. 

12 34 5578 ri 10 
1 ?3 46 7R q 

Ideal `1 2 34 5 67 8 7)0 
self 12; ý456 ?89 lo 

Ideal 12 345678 
self 124567 

Idea]. 12 
self 12345678 

ideal `t 2 34 56 78 
self 12345-; 78 

24 show respect for the pupils to Individuals 
ideal 123456 ?8 
; ý? f 1ý ý4 5ý? ý? 

ý ýn 
ý ýý 

q ýr 
910 

: 
tý Ir 

'1c 
ý ýr 



(: 3) 
25 adart a lesson to suit the specific local 

conditions of a school 

26 pncoura&r- pupils to ask quPStions 

27 encourage pupils to bring in materials from 
the local environment for use in lessons 

- 28 ensure that information is correct when 
presenting it to the class 

29 encourage pupils to record whit they have 
observed 

30 avoid demonstrating favour-it isr 

31 observe safety precaution, for any situation 
that Is i1kely to ari';. in hin/her teaching 

32 rresent material so that it is clear and 
understandable to the pupils 

33 plan, organice and use a variety of method: 
inaludirg demonstration, group work and 
individual linvestigation 

)4 listen to pupils and demonstrate an interest 
in their contribution 

35 set objectives that are realistic and 
achievable by the pupils in the time 
and with the facilit, es ava; lable 

36 relate new experiences to pupils' previous 
ex -erience 

__-------0oo0ooo--------- 

SeCtltfri 2 

ideal 12345678910 
self 12345678910 

Ideal 1345 578910 
Self 1 ý3456 78010 

Ideal ' 234 567 8a, 0 
", If, 1? 345,6; fig1^ 

Ideal 123454789; () 
self 1734567A, )70 

ideal I? 7 56 
self 12345 57a9 '0 
idaa?. 1 223 456 78 4 2r 
self 12 34 5r7R0 10 

itieaý. 7^ 34 56ý` E? o l' 
-self 13456 

ideal 12 34 54,? 8r)ln 
nelf 12345r7 8ý 7ý! 

Ideal ]? 345678010 
sp2f' 123456799! 0 

ideal 12345678 
self 12 3'a 56799 1' 

Ideal 1234567991 
self 1234.56789Y' 

Ideal 1234 557Po1f) 
n, e1f1 234ý6 78? 10 

Please underline 0' r+, s once for EAr'}{ question än Fection 2 

(1) What is your -reSPnt age in years 

. not yet 21 21 but not yet 23 73 but not yet 25 25 or over 

(2) Mal P FPmalr 

(3) What training programm° did you follow 

Lilian Dewar College Fmergeney. °ci, ence 'rogramme Any other programme 

(4) What type of school do you teach in at present ? 

Junior section All Age section Community High Junior Senior High 
rimary school Primary school school Secondary nchool 



( ý) Which type of rc. hcao :. would YOU rot I iku to teaoh In ? 

Junior seo4; on e: i .; x; e Cnmmunitjr High Junior "P-nior High 
Pri. rnM school .. "iIAYY .:,, 

'}., 01 School, 7 t3. "`oildw school- 

.., s....... .. .nOe, i cý z? r. i n cý _..., w .ýa...,. 

^pction 'ý 

Which, If any, of the qualifications, listed below, did you have `BFI F, you 
started your, training rrogratame ? 

Fiean tick FACH quaiif, cation- that you had. 

Fourth Ypar ? ix-11 `3'caeher '. ortif`ce. to 

0 17 G': Pvrt (' ä+,:. . ̂: ra. ýi. e) in H: olagy Thysic a : ̀hemj; stacy math"; m at! cti 
Er, g13 sh Others .............. >.....,,,. 

a%. 

(; CF A Level ý'sr: )AF) 'ri B101o9r 'c", -IyS irf; Chiý: zici. ry mathematics 

Eng li: jh t}ttiers...................... 
.. 4 

Any 
fothje. 

r. äcience,. ý! ay. h: ý or teýý. cfý! ý^ýz ciýialificaE; on ýýý you started your 
training kýrogrCý»:. i F= kj'iierýsýC' °t j. e4ý:. '. fy, 

"....... 0s"r"r"". ".,.. 0s. 1.1a".......... ý. "". ý 

"f"0f"""a"""<""""f"a"a"tf""""""f""""fs4""0a46""0M"4040""00"0"f<""""""""""9s"ý.. """ 

y_.. _.... -ý0000000........ _.... 

cpctior. 4 

Now that you have completed your tr: airtr, g x, ýcrýxa. ni: ýs and a.. rtb t"aý: hiý ftal i-titný HP 
would l ikr you in this final section of t ht- quest ionnairca to a p&-, Vrarh or 
so gi v; ng your v= Fxs on how you feel that your "+rai ni cng p-c. ýgr°4mma r'r. pnaxýd YOU 
to teach sciFncP. 

""""""t"1"""f""i"Y"i""! 
"Y"""! "r"C""! ""t"! "liY"t"4"""""fa"f"/Itt"i"if"CYeta"Y"ffY"", 

ri 

"""""""""""" 14 """"""""""e"+. """ýe". "a""""" 1... 014. n*4a01s..,. qs4.... e.... y"a.. 
*. 

""""I""""""". 
"""I"""""I"". """""""a """ """II"""". """"I"""""I""". ""ra"" tl """s""I"""""""" 

". 4400414. I"*"a""""f... ". """"""".. a.. ".. 4"a". """".. "r0. "". t"". 0""f"1"".. ""0a, f r, ""+. I 

"".! """"f. ".. r........ "". "r. ". a.. ".... "". "". ".. ""r"! ". f. ". "! "! fi"! "fYt! "!!!! "waf"! 
" 'ýi 

""!! """""! ". "r.. "".! "! ". "!. f"! "ff"! """! ""! ". "R! """t!!!! Yºº"Y". "! "!! f""""\tY"i"fRR"º 
rý`! 

"""""". """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""5f""""""""""""""55"5"""t5". ý. " "'i 

.>". "". ". "". """""""""s"""""""a""ar""". """"r"""""! """""""sý"""""""""r".. """"""ýfa". 

.. """"""""0"00f, """0""4"4"""0"1""404/4910""s4"""0"60000"0/"006"66/"4"441000""0. "/" 

F 

f". "". ". "". """... ". """. """. ". f"""". ". """""""". ". """"r"""ý""ff""ý"ý"f""fsf"""""sef"" 

... """".. "".. "". ""«". w.. ". "!.. f.. ". ".. """. f". ". "... """""I.. "YY". "".... "".. "... "". 
". " 

.. """. """""+". ". ". ". """. ".. "Y... """! /". """"". 1..... "i. ". YY". ". Y"f"".... axa"p4"Y"" Jaý' 

.. """".. ".. """""". 11". "! "". """... """! """"". ". """""". ". ". "".. """". "Y". "".. "1".. "". 
"' 1ý' 

.Y.............................. "....................,...,.....,. x. Y......... "....., 
i 

Ir 



SKILLS 
_ 

FOR SCIENCE TEAC}SRS 

As part of a study of the Emergency Science Programme being undertaken 
in collaboration with the UNESCO Institute For Education in Hamburg, 
I am hoping to identify the COMPETENCIES and the SKILTS that are neede: i" 

by science teachers in Secondary and Community High Schools in Guyana 

and I hope you will be willing to help me to identify these by completing 
this questionnaire. 

Below is a list of NINE different competency areas, each of which MAY be 
important for teaching science in Guyana. I would like to know what 

your general feelings are on the importance of EACH area. I have not 
given details, on this page, of the explicit meaning of each statement, 
because I want to obtain your views on this further on. 

Will you first, please rate EACH area INDEPENDENTLY on'how important 

you feel that it is, for teachers teaching science to forms one to three 
in Secondary and Community High Schools in Guyana, to have reasonable 

competence in that particular area. 
Indicate your rating by marking a tick on the continuous line. 

" 

unimportant important 

Use of scientific methods 

Discipline and management 

Instruction and communication 

organization and planning 

Evaluation and questioning 

Making learning relevant to the pupil 

t 
.ý I,, I 

z3 tr 5 

Having rapport with pupils 

<<L 
Iz3 4- s 

ýýiºJ 
I 2.3 

. 4- $ 

IýIt 
I23wS 

ýýýý 
'I 

t 

_1 23¢ 5' 

I 
---I I 

2.1 4- 

2 

Relating learning to pupils' development L 

Knowledge of subject matter 
L_... 

_ ý 
i 
Z 

5 

I 
II __! 
3 +r. ä 

3ý3' 

ý! ___ýI 3 S' 
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I would next like your help in identifying the specific SKILLS 

which are needed for a teacher to have reasonable competence in 

EACH of the nine areas. 

On the next nine pages please rate each SKILL on its importance 

WITHIN the PARTICULAR competency area, using this five point scale. 

12345 
completely unnecessary slightly necessary very 
unnecessary needed necessary 

For example, in order to set up and maintain a good rapport with the 

pupils, how necessary do YOU feel it is, for a science teacher to be 

able to give praise and encouragement to the pupils ? 

Is it completely unnecessary, unnecessary etc ............ ? 

You should choose ONE of the five points on the scale for EACH 

item. 

So will you please rate each of the skills on the following pages 

according to their importance for the COMPETENCE given on that 

PARTICULAR page. 

If there is any item which is unclear please mark that item with 

a cross. 



Use of scientific methods 

The teacher must be able to ; 

Encourage pupils to make observations for 

themselves 

Guide pupils to make conclusions from 

their observations 

Id a) 
Id 

H 
-Fý 

to Cl) 
r-ý1 a) 4) CL) 

rl U0 -1ý 
ýa 

U 4) ýU ý 

Cl) 0 

1z3ýs 

Iz34 

Encourage pupils to record what they have 1234 

observed 

Encourage pupils to describe or discuss what 1234 

they have observed with the teacher 

Encourage pupils to describe or discuss what 1234 

they have observed with other pupils 

Encourage pupils to design their own experiments 1234 

Encourage pupils to ask questions of the teacher 1234 

Encourage pupils to ask questions of other pupils 1234 

Encourage pupils to discuss their results with 1234 

the teacher 

Encourage pupils to discuss their results with 1234 

other pupils 

Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science 

teacher in THIS competency area ? If. so please describe the skill or 

skills below ...:::....:. _........:.. .....:.:............... __... 
""".... ýýýýý". " ."". _""""""""""". 

Q" . rý. ""p"". """"... """ý". ""....... 

ý 

Co m 
U 

ýý 
02 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

S 
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Management and Discipline 

The teacher must be able to ; 

(Class management) 

Appear calm and confident in front of the class 

Establish and maintain a productive informal 

atmosphere 

Avoid or overcome disruptions 

Gain the respect of the pupils 

Use praise to encourage pupils to work harder 

Avoid using harsh criticism 

Show respect for the pupils as individuals 

Avoid demonstrating favouritism 

(Laboratory management) 

Safely store and maintain such equipment as 
is needed for the school's 

science programmes 

prepare a list of science equipment and 

materials needed by the school for 

a coming academic year 

ýý ý 
ýýN 

: *s 

rl 
ÜÜ 

. 
ý0 

t! I 
ý'i 

oýým >~ 

12345 

12345 

123L. 

1234 

1234 

123L. 

1234 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

12345 

12345 

1z345 

Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science teacher 

in T. 
__IIS 

competency area ? If so please describe the skill or skills below 

"--"... ". "". "... 
:. 

.u"".. " "/+ ." .' 
""".. """.. """. """"... ".. ". "". """ 
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Instruction and communication 

The teacher must be able to ; 

Present material so that it is clear and 
understandable to the pupils 

Formulate clear instructions orally, on the chalk- 
board and on worksheets and cards 

Pace the lesson to suit the pupils' abilities 

Present tasks so that they are neither too difficult 
nor too easy for the pupils in the time available 

Sequence the steps in the development of a concept 
so that it is clear and understandable to the 
pupils 

Allow sufficient time for the pupils to carry out 
activities 

Encourage pupils to discuss their observations 
and deductions 

Use a variety of instructional methods 

Ensure that pupils understand what they have 
been asked to do 

Bring the lesson to a structured close 

Use a chalkboard and aids where appropriate 

Use a chalkboard and aids so that they can be seen 
and understood by all the pupils in the class 

Use language that is understood by the pupils 

Use feedback from evaluation to make any 
necessary changes in the lesson 

Speak clearly and loudly enough for everyone in 
the class to hear 

ýw 
-N M ýý 

ýý 

a) a) (L) -p 't! m uN 

ýýý 
"riý 

ýÜýU 

rý11 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

5 1234 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

12345 

Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science teacher 
in THIS competency area ? If so please describe the skill or skills below 
. ... ....... ............. .... ..... ... ........................................ . 

. ..... . .................................................................... 0 
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Organization and planning 

The teacher must be able to ; 

Plan individual lessons and series of lessons taking 

into account the pupils. ' ages, abilities and the 

time and facilities available 

Set objectives that are realistic and achievable by 

the pupils in the time and with the facilities 

available 

State objectives clearly and unambiguously 

Select content relevant to the objectives 

Select instructional methods suitable for the pupils, 
taking into account the time and facilities 

available 

Have a business-like organized manner when teaching 

Plan for a variety of activities in each lesson to 

suit the pupils' attention span 

plan, organize and use a variety of methods including 

demonstration group work and individual investigation 

Plan for, organize and use field trips and outdoor 
lessons where appropriate 

Organize the distribution, use and collection of materials 

as well as the cleaning up after experiments 

Set` assignments and see that they are marked 
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Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science teacher 

in THIS competency area ? If so please describe the skill or skills below 
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Evaluation and questioning 

The teacher must be able to ; 

Evaluate pupils' verbal, written and manipulative work 

Develop a variety of tests, such as; essay, multiple choice 
and short answer, appropriate to the level of the pupils 
and relevant to the objectives of a course 

00 U) to ýÜ 
4N) U1 to 

ý 
4) 4U) 

ýT1 NýN 

. rl 4) UV 

Ui>: + W0ý 

12345 

12345 

Ask questions, both oral and written, which vary in format 12345 

Ask questions, both oral and written, which are clear to 12345 
the pupils 

Ask questions in language appropriate to the pupils' 
ages and abilities 

z345 1 

Involve as many pupils as possible in answering questions 12345 

Pause after posing a question to allow pupils time to 
think 

Ask questions which involve understanding and thinking 

as well as recall 

Rephrase questions when pupils cannot understand them 

Encourage pupils to explain or expand upon their answers 

Challenge pupils with a comprehensive array of questions 

Encourage pupils to ask questions 

1z34 

12 34 

1z34 

1z34 

12 34 

1234 

Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science teacher 

in THIS competency area ? If so please describe the skill or skills below 
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Making learning relevant to the pupil 

The teacher must be able to i 

Relate new experiences to pupils' previous 

experience 

Adapt a lesson plan to suit the specific local 

conditions of a school 

Select and use relevant materials and examples 
from the local environment 

Suggest examples of scientific knowledge and skills 

which are applicable to the social and economic 

life of the community 

Incorporate into his/her teaching scientific 

words and items appearing in the local media 

Relate each classroom science topic to the pupil's 

everyday life 

Encourage pupils to bring in materials from the 

local environment for use in the lessons 
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Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science teacher 

in THIS competency area ? If so please describe the skill or skills below 
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Rapport 

The teacher must be able to 

Give praise and encouragement to the pupils 

Gain the pupils' interest and arouse their curiosity 
by presentation and approach 

Listen to the pupils and demonstrate an interest 

in their contribution 

Encourage the pupils to feel free to ask questions 

and make comments 

Encourage the pupils to feel relaxed and free 

from tension in the classroom 

Demonstrate enthusiasm in teaching 

Show an interest and respect for the pupils as 

individuals 

Give help to the pupils when needed 

Adopt a conversational manner when talking to 

the pupils 

Gain the respect and cooperation of the pupils 
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Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science teacher 

in THIS competency area ? If so please describe the skills or skills below 
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Relate to pupils' development 

The teacher must be able to 

Encourage pupils to relate new concepts to 

other situations within their experience 

Indicate the relevant prerequisite knowledge and 

skills needed for a lesson and find out if the 

pupils have these 

Use language that is appropriate to the age and 

ability of the pupils 

Have the pupils involved in manipulating different 

materials 

Select content that is neither too difficult nor 
too easy for the pupils 

Encourage the pupils to use differ ; senses 

Incorporate contemporary learning theories into 

his / her teaching 

ýýý 
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Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science teacher 

in THIS competency area ? If so please describe the skill or skills below 
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Knowledge of subject matter 

The teacher must be able to 

N in in 
.Pmm . -1 

ýý 

Answer correctly all the questions FOR pupils asked 
in the science curriculum materials being used by his 

her classes (e. g., pupils' workbooks, texts and teachers' 

guides) 

Apply correctly those principles and concepts which 

are relevant to the curriculum being followed 

Answer a pupil's question or obtain the answer from 

an appropriate source 

Use correctly all the different apparatus and materials 

needed for the science curriculum being used by 

his / her classes 

To observe safety precautions for any situation that 

is likely to arise in his / her science teaching 

Make use of improvised apparatus when necessary 

Ensure that information is correct when presenting 
it to the class 

Relate each topic in the science curriculum to 

other topics in science 

Relate each topic in the science curriculum to 

other subject areas 
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Are there any other skills which you feel are essential for a science teacher 

in THIS competency area ? If so please describe the skill or skills below 
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WITHOUT looking back at your answers on Page 1 will you now 

select from the nine COMPETENCY AREAS the THREE that you 

feel are most important for science teaching in Guyana, 

giving the one you feel to be most important first, etc. 

The three most important competency areas are, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

04F. ýw 1V .. .rf""0"000"00i60 Z'. ;i ! ". 4 Tý "1"""""""""" 

0.0 1-" Yf0"0 -- ""0 is esee"0i ; i4 1 0-0000 60 """4 

"ýýýýý.. ý"""""""" v e"iw"". iýýýýý. . 1,0 00 ýi"ýiiiýýý" 

Now can you select the three COMPETENCY AREAS that you feel to 

be of least importance of the nine, for science teaching in 

Guyana, giving the LEAST important first, etc. 

U- 

I 

The three least important competency areas are, 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

.. F. 
_.. 0T .-.:: 0.6.0..:..: ...:........ ýf0.09 .".... 

a00 _ ..: r ... 
.:. .... ... ... 0 . +. .., -.:. 

.0...: 
4. 

0.00000000.0. 
ý-00600. 

4--"... " .. 0 .00000000 . 
1.0 

.. 0 0 F. 

rE 

ý 

THANKS for your help. 

V 

If you would like to know what the Overall responses were, please 

let me know and I will send a copy to you. 

i 

i ) 

Michael Brophy 
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SAFETY IN THE L1: 
S+OilAtVn 

......., _.. _. _.. _......... _"____. ý........ ____.. -* 

Teacher No 

In this t, -ýzt we wish to check if the teachers trained via the Emergency Science 

Programme are able to observe safety precautions for any situation that is likely 

to arise in their teaching. 

In one of the laboratories we have arranged TOME (12) potentially danLerous 

situations which could wise in your teaching. We want you to identify each 

of the twelve and to suggest a way in which each danger could be prevented or 

overcorn, e. 

In this test the score aw; rded for each teacher will depend on the number of 

dangers that are recognized and also on the suggest-ions made for dealing with 

them. 

D1riCElw NOTED ix 0; 7 THIS COULD BE: I': ':. ': ifiED 
OR OVER COME 
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TEST 2 TEACHER NO 

IDENTIFYING SCIENCE APPARATUS 

In this test we wish to check if teachers trained via ESP are able to use 

correctly all the different apparatus and materials needed for the science 

curriculum used by their classes. 

(A) In the first part of this test we are asking you to identify a 

number of items of equipment needed in the WISC and SDCP programmes. On a 
bench in one of the laboratories you will see thirty-seven (37) items of 

equipment. Each has been numbered. Below you will see the names of 
thirty-one (31) of the thirty-seven items on display. We want you to 

identify these thirty-one by writing alongside the name, the number that the 

actual item bears. For example, if you can see a ring magnet on the bench, 

look at the number on it and then write that number alongside its name on 
this sheet. 

In this test marks will be awarded for each item identified correctly. 

(Please try not to move the items, we want everyone to see them clearly). 

NAME OF ITEM 

ring magnet 

Bunsen burner 

measuring cylinder 

boiling tube 

wire gauze 

retort stand 

conical flask 

round bottom flask 

dissecting scalpel 

petri dish 

filter funnel 

atomic models 

filter papers 

watch glass 

microscope 

microscope slide(plain) 

microscope slide(cavity) 

plug key 

dry cell 

bell jar 

filter/vacuum pump 

asbestos mat 

mounting needle 

teat dropper 

resistence 'Wire 

plotting compass 

. converging lens 

pestle and mortar 

pulley 

protractor 

optical pins 

ký. 
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M, 3T 2 Teacher No 

ASSEMBLIIIG SCIENCE APPARATtE 

(B) In the second part of TEST 2 we are asking you to connect up and 

assemble three sets of apparatus. 

(i) On the bench. you will see the following items of electrical 

apparatus; a plug key, a cell, an ammeter, a voltmeter, a 

fixed resistance, and two light bulbs. 

Use these items to set up the following circuit .............. 

(ii) On the bench you will see the following items of apparatus; 

a one-holed rubber stopper, a length of glass tubing, a 

set of cork borers and a boiling tube 

We want you to' insert the glass tubing through the hole in 

the rubber stopper and. then insert this into the neck of 

the boiling tube. One example of the finished assembly 

is on show for you to see. 

ý4q 

(iii) On the bench you will see the following items ;a length of wire, 

a weight and a wooden rod. 

Vie want you to' cut off a piece of wire of approximatcly 4c mm 

Coil it and then attach it to the weight and the rod as shown in 

the diagran below. Marks will be awarded only for Items 

which are correctly assembled, so please leave your equipment assembled. 

ýMwtpw` 
ý... ý,,.. rý. "ý: 

11 

4ýý 
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TEST 2 TEACHER NO 

USING SCIENCE APPARATUS 

(C) In this part of TEST 2 we are asking you to use some items of 

equipment as accurately as you can. 

We would like you . o: 

l1J Use the metre rule to measure the length of the string 

provided to the nearest millimetre. 

(2) Use the stop watch to time the sound. cn the taperecorder 

to the nearest half second. 

(3) Use the measuring cylinder to measure the volume of the 
liquid given to the nearest .5 cm 

3. 

() Use the balance to weiGh the mass of the stone provided 
to the nearest gram. 

tsl Use the thermometer to measure the temperature of the 

liquid in the boiling tube to the nearest .5 degree Colius. 

(Please tell me when you wish to carry out this activity). 

Marks in this test will be awraded for the accuracy of your measurements. 

1 The Length of the STRING is 

2 The SOUND on the tape was 

3 The VOLUMMM� of the liquid was 

1F The MASS of the stone was 

5 The TEMPERATURE of the liquid was 

------rooooooo------- 

l1. Ll. 

seconds. 

cm 
3. 

g" 
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.e TCST3 TEACHER NO 

SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS 
ý 

In this test we wish to check if teachers trained via ESP are able to s 

(a) guide pupils to make conclusions from 

their observations, 

(b) encourage pupils to record that they 

have observed, 

{c) relate new experiences to pupil's 

previous experience. 

I 

To test these skills ue are going to ask you to TEACH a thirty (30) minute 
lesson to a group of four first form pupils in one section of this laboratory. 

(The other MP teachers in this group will be teaching their pupils At the 

same time). The lesson will be based on the pendulum and at the end of it 

we want your four pupils to have reached the conclusion that, 

"If we change the length of a pendulum we change the time of the swing but 

if we change the weight of a pendulum we do not change the length of the swing". 

Yöu nut not tell tII- pupils this. We want them to draw this conclusion from the 

observations that they mace. ' 

You will be provided with s four sets of weights for pendulum boon, fqur retorts 

with split corks and string, four metre rules and one clock or stop watch with 

a second hand). You are also provided with some blank paper yoiü-can use for 

worksheet::. We would like you to spend about thirty minutes preparing and 

writing out your lesson plan. We will be collecting the plan off you after the 

lesson, so please put your leacher 1o on it. 

In your written plan wo wish you to STRESS how you will demonstrate the three 

skills which this test is assessing. (See a, b, and c above). 

At the end of the lesson we would like you to ask your four pupils to write on 

the bottom of their worksheets - after their other written work - any conclusions 

that they have made about the pendulum. 

We will be collecting, Your lesson plan, the pupils record of their observations 

ad their conclusion.. In this test marks will be awarded for ; the way that you 

plan to derjonstrate the three skills, the way that the pupils record their 

observations and the conclusions that they make. 
-ý----"..... __...... ___.... 

ZS'/ 
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TEST 4 Tk: AMR NO 
ý 

ADAPTING A LESSON FLAN TO LOCAL CUNIitTIUMS 

In this test we wish to check if teachers trained via ESP can adapt a lesson 

plan to suit local conditions. 

We have made a random selection of ONE lesson from WISC - UNIT 14 Lesson 3, 

Power s the rate of energy conversion. We want you to adapt this lesson plan 
to suit a particular local condition (shortage of apparatus). You are provided 

with a photocopy of the lesson plan given in the WISC Teacher's Guide. This plan, 
however, involves the use of a block and tackle and a stop watch. We want you to 

imagine that you are going to teach a third form class which ha, been following 

the WMC prograinue and that you now wish to teach Lesson 3 of Unit 14. 
You have neither a block and tackle nor a stop watch ( or stop clock), so you 

must adapt the lesson plan. 

Adapt Leeson 3 of Unit 14 so that the pupils will be able to achieve the same 

objectives without using; either a block and tackle or a stop watch (or stop clock). 

Write out your new lesson plan. 

In this Test narks gill be awarded for the way that you have adapted the 

original lesson as demonstrated by the modified lesson plan that you have 

Written out. 

-- - -- -- -o oooooo- ---- 
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Twelve Dangers Simulated for CS A Test 

1 passageway cluttered with box and stools. 

.2 
Food eaten in the laboratory. 

3 Dirty apparatus and equipment left untidly on 
bench. 

4R eagent bottle left on edge of bench. 

5 Mercury bottle left uncorked. 

6 Organic solvents stored beside oxidising agents. 

7 Carcinogenic chemicals and equipent in classroom. 

8 Dissection scapels left on bench with blades exposed 
and unclean. 

9W lid rat in cage in classroom. 

10 Unlabelled chemicals and reagents. 

11 Petri dishes with bacteria cultures left open and 
unsterilized in, sink. 

12 Spirit lamp burning beside open methylated spirit bottle. 

-------0000000------- 
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Test 1 Total Score possible 80 For recognition 40 For prevent 40 

Score needed to be Highly Competent - 68 

Score needed to have minimum com etence- 4A 

Item No recognition prevention 
1 (passageway) 32 

2 (orange) 33 (2 marks if mention need to dispose 
II 
11 

3 (clutter) 2 

4 (edge) cQ? 1 

5 (mercury) 4 

6 (solvents)@ 

7 (cancer) 

3 

3 

of orange or cover ) 
3 (need to mention clean and store) 

3 

3 (deduct 1 if don't mention vapour) 

2 

3 
8(dissection) 34 (clean 2, store 2) 

9 (wildrat) 44 (if note near electrical or move 
from children 1 to 3) 

4 (to get 4th mark need to say dispose 

off if can't identify) 

S 

4 

@ Numbers 4 and 6 weighed lightly because of difficulties reported during test 
4 moved from edge and 6 not placed closely enough to oxidising agents. 

Other Dangers Note by students which can be taken in r)lace of above as dangers 

a Closed back door , kept locked mark 3 

b Exposed electrical wire (mains) N3 

c Topless stool with nail ft 3 

d Loosa fit stoppers on reagents 3 

e Large containers used by children 
should be in storeroom to 3 

f ¢mmnnium thiocynate poisonous 
'brio im be in storeroom or labelled of 3 



i. Marking Scheme 

2A 

Identifying Apparatus 

Test Two Uw i. n&, A, atu.. -Z,. 

Thirty-one items of apparatus to be identified. One mark for each item 
identified. 

High Competence - 29 

Minimum Competence= 24 

2B 

(1) Connecting up electrical apparatus 

All terminals tight. Half mark each terminal 14 @i 
deduct i mark for each loose terminal 

All wire loops clockwise. If ONE or more NOT 

clockwise deduct all three marks 

Ammeter in correct position and polarity 

a 

s 

7 marks 

3 

If either wrong deduct all eight ag 

Voltmeter in correct position and polarity 
If either wrong deduct all 12 12 

Bulbs in parallel and correct position 

If either wrong deduct all 10 a 10 

40 

High Competence = 35 

Minimum competence= 25 
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(ii) Final Assembly of Rubber Bung and Boiling Tube 

Glass tube at correct depth 

if more than 1 cm above or below deduct 4 

if more than 2 cm above or below deduct 6 

Rubber bung tight fit 

Rubber bung correct way up 

Assembly made without breakages 
if breaks 1 glass tube deduct 2 

if breaks 1 boiling tube (or 2 glass) deduct 6 

if breaks 1 glass +1 boiling deduct 8 
if breaks iboiling +2 glass (or 

two boiling tubes) deduct 14 

High Competence 16 
Minimum competence 8 

(iii) Making Spring Coil 

a 6 marks 

mw 2 

s 2 

i 10 

20 

piece of wire left within 20 mm of prescribed length 1 

ii . 
Neatness of final assembly - 13 

wastage of wire at attachments deduct 2 

coils not uniform deduct 4 

twists in coils deduct 1 

no coils formed deduct 3 plus all other deductions 

Functional use 

stays attached to rod if pilled 3 

Functional Use 

stays attached to weight if pulled -3 

20 

High Competence 16 
Minimum competence 7 

's ., 
1' 
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GU ACCUTaCy 01 Usti Vl Hppal"aLlits 

Length of rod 
length within lmm 6 marks 
length within 2mm 3 
length outside 3 mm 0 
If answer expressed in cm award two marks for correct length 

2 Time of Sound 

Time within 0.5 seconds 8 marks 
time within 0.75 "4 

time between 0.75 and 1.0 seconds 2 
time outside 1.0 seconds 0 

3 Volume of a liquid 

within 5 cm3 
i, I. 
ýI = ý' i, 

within 7.5 cm3 (half marks) 

within 10.0 cm3 

outside 10.0 cm3 

5 marks 
2.5 
1 

0 

4 Mass of a bottle 

within Sg6 marks 
within 10 g (half marks) 3 

outside 10 g0 

5 Temperature Reading 

within 0.5 degrees 5 marks 

within 0.7 degreos (half marks) 2.5 

outside 0.7 "0 

Bonus marks to be awarded for two measurements or more taken in Z, 2 and 4. 

-Test Two 
Part Total High Competence 

A 31 

it 
iiii 

C 

29 
3-5 

20 16 

? o. . 16 
80 67 

30 25 

Weightings of As Bs C 2: 5s 3 

000000 

Minimum Competence 

-24- 

z5 
8' 

7 
40 

15 



Skill 1 Guiding PuDlls to Make conclusions from their observations 

I 

In drawing up this marking scheme the panel were presented with a sample of 
the methods used by the teachers in the test and they then decided what marks 
would be awarded for each alternative offered. 

If teachers give the pupils detailed instructions (either orally or by worksheet) 

on how to carry out the investigation, ask them to record their results and then 

ask them what conclusions they can make from their results 

Mark 9 

As for A above but teacher discusses results with pupils before asking for 

their conclusions 
Mark 15 

As for A but teacher discusses results with pupils after asking for 

their conclusions 
Mark 12 

As for A above but teacher dosn't ask for conclusions directly instead 

asks pupils how each factor affects the time of the swing 
Mark 15 

Teacher tells pupils he wants them to find out how we can increase or 

decrease the time of a swing. He gives the apparatus and asks the pupils 
to find out , record their observations. He discusses the results and 

then asks for conclusions. 
Mark 15 

If the teacher in his introduction or discussion mentions that he will 

give the pupils an example of an observation 

sý''ROM PUPIL'S WORK SHEETS 

Conclusions by pupils 
Relevant conclusions ........... 4 

English(style) ............... 1 

5 
Maximum Score possible 25 
High Competence 19 

Minimum Competence 12 

Iý 



. Skill 2 Encourage pupils to record their observations 

In drawing up this marking scheme the panel were presented with a sample of 
the methods used by the teachers in the test and they then decided what marks 
would be awarded for each alternative offered. 

Pupils' Work sheets 
Accuracy of records 6 

Neatness of record 4 

The teacher tells pupils to write down what they have observed after 

each activity 
Mark ........ 10 

10 

Maximum Score Possible 30 

High Competence 28 

Minimum Competence Z. 12 

Skill 3 Relates new experiences to DUT il' revious ex erience 

In drawing up this marking scheme the panel were presented with a sample of the 

methods used by the teachers and they then decided on the scores to be awarded for each. 

If teacher provides pupils with worksheets or gives directions to them to 

prepare a worksheet which provide them with instructions to follow and in 

which they have to write down their results at each stage. 
Mark ........ 20 

If teachers shows the pupils a pendulum, names the different parts and shows 
the pupils how to 'use' the pendulum. Mark ........ 5 

Teacher asks the pupils to identify the parts of a pendulum Mark ........ 5 

Teacher asks the pupils what a pendulum is or what does the word 

pendulum mean Mark ....... 10 

D Asks pupils if they have ever seen a pendulum before Mark ....... 10 

it 

Show pendulum and asks what is it Mark....... 10 

Tells pupils of everyday examples of the pendulum Mark ...... 20 

Asks pupils for everyday examples of the pendulum Mark ...... 10 

Elicits word pendulum from the pupils and discusses the 

constructions of a pendulum Mark ...... 10 



Sh&w pendulum and ask pupils how can we vary the time of the swing 

of a pendulum Mark ... 10 

Ask pupils if they have ever used anything like 'this' before Mark ... 10 

If teachers get a score of ten they can gain the extra ten marks if they 

explain what they will do if the pupils can not answer their questions or 

explain. 

Maximum Possible Mark ... 20 

High Competence ....... 15 

Minimum Competence ...... 10 

-------0000000------- 
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Skill Adapt a lesson elan to suit local conditions 

For this skill the teacher must show how he or she would get the pupils to 
achieve the same objective with the help of any alternative activity. 

A Gets pupils to run upstairs. Weighs pupils, measures the height 

of the stairs and times in seconds. (watch Ar pulse) Mark 20 

B Gets pupils to lift known weights through a know height in 

a measured time Mark 20 

C Uses a lever to lift a known wieght in a measured time Mark 20 

D Uses a spool as a pulley to lift known weight through 

a known height. (if pulley not mounted deduct 15) Mark 20 

E Rope passed over a beam to lift a known weight to a measured 
height in a measured time Mark 17 

F Teacher talks about energy conversion, uses a pulley and 

gets pupils to work problems Mark 5 

Maximum Possible Mark = 20 
High Competence = 20 
Minimum Competence = 10 

00000000000000 



Appendix 3 

Report to The UNESCO Institute of Education, 

and Papers Produced with Dr. B. Dudley. 

Papers 

Evaluation of distance teaching :a Criterion Sampling 

Approach. In Percival, F and Ellington, H (Editors) 

As pects of Educational Technology vol xv. Distance 

Leamin and Evaluation. Kogan Page pp 159-164 (1981) 

Patterns of distance teaching in teacher education. 

Journal of Education for Teaching. ( In press). 

Distance-teaching schemes for training small numbers 

of teachers. About Distance Education No 10 pp 9-10 (1980) 
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Introduction 

The traditional view of education was that it took pla, in School ofl. 
colleges something which was 'handled' by profe: sioaal 'educatir. n. _S. iss'. 
During the past decade, however, a new perspective h-: t been devakting, 

one which rejects the notion of education being the exclusive domair, of 
formal learning institutions but sees it as including all forms of leax-nirw 

wherever they occur, whether it be in formalized institutions or (earring 
(formal education), in out-of-school institutions sucl-, ai akili leaxn; rg 
progracvn¬s (nonformal education), or in everyday life expcri-: area k=ufur- . ai 
education) (Dave 1973). From this perspective education le ioOlad on 

not merely as a preparation for life but as an integral part of life { use'. f. 

a lifelonm; process, stressing individual anti collective fulfillment -though 

continuin, personal growth (Skager and Dave 1977)" 

In its 1972 report the International Commission on tho revelopmer. - of 
Education (U: CO 1,072) referred to this idea of education b'ing a lifelong 

process and recommended that it should be the " mazter concept" for 

educational policies in the years to come both for developed saA duveýopino 

countries. ' Lifelong education, as yetis neither an integrated '. Iieory nc= 

an educational philosophy but rather a way of conceptualizing and c: "mr-unic- 
ating "worldwide trends towards the enhancement and variegation of 

education's role in society" (Skagen 1978). 

Since 1972, the U¬t. SCO Institute For Education (Ulu") in Hamburg has been 

concentrating its efforts towards trjir.; to clarify the idea of lifelong 

education (Hawes 1975). It has produced a series of monographs and books 

and promoted a number of studies on the subject (Ui: 1978 a). 

From the perspective of lifelong education each method of learning, whether 

it be fdrmal, nonformal or informal, is a legitimate way of gaining krowlei , 
skills, attitudes and values. It was felt, however, that, 

"If these alternative forms of education are to be legitimized by 

the general public ac well as by those who allocate educational 

resources and opportunities, evaluations of them must provide 

evidence that they lead to the same outcomes as do the formal 

educational institutions (UM 1978 b) 

U -r-, intare'+ed, th'=efore, in rrovtdinz- a ^; ear. 3 by which ro formal 

educational projects (NFEFs) could be legitimized. sought to develo; y 



a "generalizable scheme" (ibid) for the ruco(; nition of the knowledge 

and skills etc obtained through N7r^EF s. E. ccordingly, in l97£ß", th3 Froj: ct 

"Evaluation of Learning in ; onformal Educational Settings" was laurche:. 'y 

the Institute. Based on ? case studies the project soeks to nevelcp 

and try out a particular methodological approach (nanely ýrt! prlýn 

Sampling Approach) for evaluating student achievement in M721--j. If' t:.: 

approach proves to be successful UM- suggest that, 

"An initial step will have been taken in provtdir3 a means 
for legitimizing nonforinal educational prograni es" ( ibid), 

The project involves 3 ease study teams each assessing t:,: a :'º=_"J 

and applicability of using a Criterion Sampling Approach : 'oz e+ 

a particular ! FEP. In selecting the It LR3 to serve as cý: e studies, 

were guided by a number of criteria. For exaiiple, the NFrTs to b. uce,, 

were to have had some "identifiable impact" upon the sq ciety Ir yr ". c 

they were based, they must have met with social pressure; - ar: d 

survived them, they must have an identifible target population 3n: her: 

general aims to guide them (ibid). One of the NFEP s sele'. ed LY c. ''.. _- 

was the Emergency Science Programme of Guyana. 

ýýwýi MN--'-VYV 
VOOO-- 
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Guyana 

Guyana is an independent socialist republic on the North-Ec t corLrt of 
South America. It lies between Veneztaola (to the north aura crest; , 
Brazil (to the south) and Surinam (to the east). Formerly a Dri :: s't colony 
and known as British Guiana, it was during the last three munch e' : ºf-txs, 
also colonized by the Dutch-and the French. The influence of air three 
former administrations is still apparent and reflected in : carry of tLa 
placenames. The Capital, Georgetown, is named after a former '. rý3lier. 
monarch, the second city, New Azrsterdan, after a well known Duty: 

many towns and villages bear French nacres, for example, La Bonge iso-ent*, sr 
and Pleasance. 

The countryside itself is thought to be the site of El tk rado, the fawn,, tc 
lost city of gold and some gold and diamond mining dosa take i 1Fýr, .,. t4. a. 
interior. The vast majority of the land mass, however, 13 u rderdr vrt:. s "! d 

and over 90 % of the population live along a narrow coastal strip 
cultivated land, The rest of the territory is mado up of mount. ttrus 
forest and savannah through which run many rivers. 2., ese contain -rapids 
and waterfalls and are extremely difficult to navigate. Away from the 

coastal region transportation is extremely difficult. 

There are three main ethnic groups in the population of three-quarters of 

a million, namely, Negros, brought as slaves from-West Africa to werk In 

the sugar fields and now making up approximately one-third of the population, 
East Indians, brought into the country*as indentured labourers to replace 
the former slaves after the emancipation of slavery, now make up over 
fifty per cent of the population, about five percent'of the people are of 
Amerindian descent and live mainly in small communities in the interior 

savannah and forest regions. Large numbers of Chinese and Portugese were 

also brought in as indentured labourers in the 19 th century but their 

descendents now make up less than two percent of the population as a whole. 
The remaining roughly 10% are of 'mixed race'. 

Economy 

ý. 

Like that of many third world countries, Guyana's economy depends upon the 

production of primary commidities via mining and' agriculture. The three 

-key sources of wealth for the country lie in bauxite, sugar and rice. 

The performance of the three has been disappointing during the past deca1o. 

In a 1979-report for the Gecord 'výorld Bank Fro jeet in Guyana, ., nierson (1'79) 
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noted that 
" , The long run performance of the agricultural section in pa iý"a'. ý: 

is most distrubing with both 'sugar' and'rice' showing virtual-iy 
zero growth in real terms". (p )5) 

Anderson also reports that there was "cause for conccr " over the -AItrlcti,; 
of the mining industrys noting that whereas over the 19.50 70 perlv, '. it %^: 
grown at the rate of 

.8%p. 
a., -over the 1970 - 75 period it had stýccted 

at just over 2%p. a. The relative decline in these vita:! sectors 
economy along with 'the unprecidented rise in energy prices durirq. -"ho 1 ?:, ""ý 

Tl%' N e.. ýs Cci Ps 4 
has placed considerable strain on the country. Caribb. an : ")n, act 1431 

report the unemployment rate to be between 3,5. and 38 %, of thfj 
force and the national debt to be approaching one billion 03 0-0113r, 

Whatever the overall performance of the economy the decline in the ^aiat--ýº 
importance of sugar and rice has doubtlessly exacerabated the pol.; `. S ̂ .. i Assn 
racial tensions which exist in Guyana. The People's National Con rn; -,, _ (FYC) 

party of president Burnham draws its 
, 
support main:. y from the urwa,: 

whereas the opposition people's Progressive Party (ppr) of Dr Jrw, an aw: l 
its support largely from rural areas. The'East Indian section of the co; rrruJ. -I 
lives predominantly in the rural areas and. tr43itionally. works in t<<-) sugar 
and rice growing 'industries'. 

Education in Guyana 

Education in Guyana was modelled on the British system as it was in many farMºer 
British colonies. Primary schools were built to accomodate all children up 
to the age of eleven. A small minority then proceeded to 'grammar' schools, 

while the majority remained in the 'all-age' classes of the primary schools. 
Up to 1976 many primary and secondary schools were independent, fee-paying 

institutions controlled mainly by religious bodies such as the chiistian. 

churches. However, in September 1976 all schools were 'taken over' by the 

government and since then the Ministry of Education has been striving to 

implement the principle that,. 

"Every citizen will have the right to free education nursery to 

university as well as at non-formal places where opportunities are 

provided for education and training. " (pNC 1978) 

Both government and opposition` parties are socialist oriented and look upon 

education as being 'pivotal' for success in the transition to socialism 

and hence upon the curriculu. ýn as, 
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"a means of promoting national development, as a means of innouat: on 
and transformation, as a means of promoting competencies tJ meet 
the changing needs of society. " (p2$) 

(Chandisingh 19'19) 

Positive efforts have been made by the Ministry of E uce f-on " IrTrdaen 
the government's socialist and egalitarian pol"ciea. There a e.: E", r.: ýa; 
or university fees. Text books are provided free to rt: d1s and fcion .. 'I 

pupils are to be provided with free school uniforms. hawattar, thi 

situation has considerably hindered the Ministry's efforts. In the 
there 'are severe shortages of materials and equipment, especial.:, : ." _yR. ßc3 
and technical subjects. (Brophy and Dalgety 1981, Farley 13 0). 

also a shortage of trained teachers, again most a: pocial1y for the sc. tncý 
and technical subjects since people with qualifications in U ose rrat je "S 

can obtain higher salaries either in local industry or oversc: ra, c. 

survey Anderson (1979) reported that In Guyana, 

"..... the impact of emigration on the dilution of overall 
force quality was found to be a significant barrier to raisins; 

productivity". 

One major development within the education system has been to launch, in 

the mid-seventies, the Community High School (CM) Programme. 'i'ris was... 

"designed to cater for the development of the potential existing 

in all those children who at the age of 11 + years were not 

allocated to any of the traditional secondary schools which 

provide primarily an academic programme for 'white collar' workers". 
(Mingo 1977) 

Community High schools bear some relationship to the secondary modern 

schools developed in England in the 1950's though the programme has also 

been heavily influenced by more recent curriculum development in Tanzania 

(Hinzen and Hundsdorfer 1979). Their primary purpose is to launch their 

pupils on a programme of continuing or lifelong education. The knowledge 

and skills taught in these schools are those which are relevant to the 

pupils' future needs in their community. The programme aims to provide 

young people with organizirg skills for employment and self-employment 

in accordance with their abilities and interests and the observed needs 

of the particular community. -- The major thrust of the C} Programme, theref: re, 

is towards the acquistion of the relevant life skills needed to live an! 

work in a Guyanese community. 
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In common with all other programmes of the Ministry of Education, and in spite 

of its obvious significance for the government's declared aiu. s, the wr 

programme has been affected by shortages of materials and personnel. "ne 

programme iss seeking to provide secondary education for approximately r, -; SMty 
L- i. 

percent of<children in. the eloven to fifteen age group. Urtii 7976 thane, 

children had received only primary education. The provision of st: c. 3ndA. c' 

education will require-a vast amount of expenditure. Buildings mwt ',, e 

converted or constructed, materials and equipment purchased and l:: rga t". _s 
of specialist teachers trained. As part of the emphasis on ag: iciilt&re -ii 
technology a major component of the QHS programme is the stetdy of ciercý 

Unfortunately, even before the first CHS school was c. er. ed (i ) º_., i1 

already a severe shortage of science teachers in Guyana. 

Science Education in Guyana 

There has been a shortage of science teachers in Guyana throughoutt the = "t 
1. 

decade; In a position paper presented to the Science Education Cor,; A:, : ac 

in 1973, 
., 

the Science Teachers'. Association (STAG) reported that tni _ rJr Ä3r . 
"Militates strongly against any significant overall improv. rent 

in our school science teaching". (STAG 1973) 

Millar. (1976) has referred to the shortage 'as being the "bottleneck" to 

. rapid industrialization. Surveys carried out in 1974,1977 and 19? 8 all 

found that a-high iercentage (60 - 84 %) of teachers teaching acience'in tae 

secondary schools were untrained. 

Table 1 Qualifications of Science teachers in Guyana 1971f, 77,78. 

No of schools. 

Trained university graduates 

Untrained university graduates 

Trained non-graduates 

Untrained, xith A level GCE 

Untrained, xith 0 level G 

Total 

Fercentaze untrained 

Fercentage A &-. o level untrained 

1974 1977 1978 

470- 50 53 

21 20 21 

32 77 50 

40 25 33 

58 71 38 

36 91 138 

lb7 2 

6.7 . 84 81 

50 si da 

(Brophy and Dalgety .? 1S+ 
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The 1970's had been a period of intensive curriculum development in science. 
in 1976 the West Indian Science Curriculum (43B C) had been introduced into 

the secondary schools and the Secondary Departments' Science Programme (SISp) 

into the community high schools. In 1977 a pilot study of the Caribbean 

Examinations Council (CXC) Integrated Science project was launched in a fei' 

schools. The majority of schools, however, were short of the materials ale, 

equipment needed to teach these curricula and depended us, on untrained teaclherz, 

frequently, school leavers waiting to enter college or-university. As might 
be expected, therefore, frequent difficulties were encountered in implementing 

these new science curricula (Brophy 1980, Brophy and Dalge by 1981, end Fa lev, 

Coupled with the introduction of these new curricula a number of ev4,4', a 

occurred which both highlighted the urgent need to launch a programme to help 

alleviate the shortage of science teachers and also provided the opportunity 
for this to be done. 

1. Reports from UN: 'SCO and Corunonwealth Secretariat consultants ware 

published showing that there were severe shortages of scientific a. d 

technological personnel generally in Guyana. ponnanperuma(1"975), a 

consultant from the Commonwealth Fund fQr Technical Co-operation, 

advised that, 

"Science at school level provides the 'input to higher education av'd 
training institutions and hence in fact holds the key to the output 

of scientific and technological personnel. " 

and Whitehead (1976), the U2 CO consultant, warned that, 

"The science and technical output of the educational system will 

not increase until more teachers with appropriate qualifications 

are available. " 

2. With the abolition of private education in September 1976 the Ministry 

of Education found that, while some of the schools which had been taken 

over had high standards and good facilities, many had been merely 

commercial 'profit making' institutions with poor facilities staffed 

predominantly by unqualified teachers. Science had a very low priority 

in such schools. In one Georgetown school, for example, the physics 

laboratory was being used as a bicycle shed, while in a New Amsterdam 

secondary school the GCE 0 level Biology class was being taught by an 

untrained teacher, Who, at that time, had not sit 0 level himself. 

(In the following June, of the sixteen entrants from this class one person 

obtained a pass grade in 0 level Biology - the teacher). 
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3. prior to 1976 the Science Unit of the Ministry of Education had been 

staffed by one full-tine officer. In September of that year this wz 
increased to four officers, one of whom was appointed through the U. K. 

Ministry of Overseas Development specifically to supervise science 
teacher education. 

4. The take over of private education had resultad :na. "iditioral 211nd" rein 

made available for the improvement of science teachinn. Unfortt= ,, e1) 

the funds could not be used- to purchase equilmeni from abroad. An "..: ý-sarv cý 

teacher training programme was one of the few ways in which c. irch funds 

could be benefically spent. 

By December of 1976 the Science Unit had made a proposal to the Science 

Education Committee of the Ministry of Education that an amer; e;: programme 

for training science teacher3 should be launched rs soon as poi^ibi 

This proposal was accepted by the committee but no decision waR ia a nt >. a'. 
time as to what form the new programme should take. 

-------0000000------- 
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The Emergency Science Programme 

At first the solution to the teacher shortage problem seemad to requires 
simply an increase in the numbers of students being trained t the seconds 
college of education, but this was impractical. Not enough si,! "denta i cr 
being attracted to the existing training programme to fill places au-t;. 3; r 
available. The college was houzsd in a very old builling and did not h;;, re 
adequate laboratory facilities even for its current intaka Ar. 3 p^rhapa mast 
important of all, the. college was in the capital while the vot'4 severe 
shortages were in rural areas. - 

- 
Two main constraints on the proposed new programme, thrrefoi-e. " :: ý,, ýýý:; 

.. 
. it should be able to train science teachers where they Nero -eeded, Lhar. i 
in situ, in their own urban, rural and interior school: and (b) the tea, rhrz, 3 
must be able to continue teaching while being trained. i1hers are few 
training strategies which allow for both of these constraints. The twos 

which have been tried successfully elsewhere are= 
(a) in-service 'sandwich' programmes, and 
(b) in-service distance-teaching programmea. 
Sandwich programmes involve students undergoing "Lengthy periods of trat^ln: " 
during vacations (generally six to ten weeks) and then teaching normally 
during school term. Thus the training is 'sandwiched' in betweontwo- periods 
of normal teaching. Often the trainees are then supervised by their lecture_3 

or tutors during the teaching periods of the course. There are a numter of 
disadvantages with sandwich programmes. It is expensive to bring students 
to a central college or training institution and pay for their upkeep for 
three, ten week periods. Many teachers are unable to be away from their 

families for such lengthy periods, particularly if they are mothers with young 

children or if they supplement their salaries by farming or small holdings, as 

many male teachers do in Guyana. Sandwich programmes require relatively large 

numbers of personnel during the lengthy 'vacation' training sessions. - 
For instance, the sandwich programme of Ahnado Bello University in Nigeria 

employed twent7seven staff to train forty-five students during their 1973 

vacation course ( Hawes and Ozigi 1975). The programme proposed for Guyana 

would depend upon the assistance of personnel from the University of Guyana. 

However, the Universitie's own B. Ed. 'prograrme was conducted during the long 

vacation and so the university personnel would be able to give only minimal 

assistance. Taking into account the various problems that would be faced 

by either a collets based or a sandwich progranne, the Science Education 

Committee of the Ministry decided that the proposed Emergency Science Programme 

(ESp) should adopt a training strategy based on distance teaching methods. 



Distance Teaching Structure of Mp 

There have been few teacher training programmes in recent years which have 

relied solely upon written correspondence materials. Those which have have ha.. 

only limited success and have suffered from high 
. 
drop out rates (Drol', zy =-, I 

1981). Leading authorities stress the benefits of in orpo. ratir ; ome fact. -tcr- 
face teaching into distance teaching programmes (see'Perraton, 1976,31olmberg 
1979, and Kinyanjui, 1974). They suggest, for example, that a face-to-; jce 

component allows a dialogue to be set up between tutors aryi stude; tzp. nd hel;. 
to break down the isolation commonly felt by many corresponder, r., students. 
Face-to-face tuition is especially important for a pr;., grnmme almi: v +-3 trair 
science teachers because it provides them with the necessary la x-, ra ""nr - c1 _ 
and techniques. 

In the past, correspondence education has been regarded by many ec+s tats- ... 31+ý 

as the "poor cousin" of institutional education (Elliot 1971). Tt's --cýY? s 

expansion in the 1970's has been largely due to it being auppleme;. tea by -. ex 

multi-media teaching techniques. These techniqu©c offer sat ; pportu.. ltýea 
for improving the nature of correspondence education. In setts z up :z dfstaý.: s 
teaching programme in a developing country, however, ' there is a danger Caat 
inappropriate sophisticated technology will be adopted simply tec: ul.: e t+ 1 -. as 
been successful in large scale distance teaching projects in developed 

(Barker 1977) and a further problem is that the skills for . designing, proeucinz 

and maintaining nulti-media teaching materials are difficult to find in de-. elc-, i 

countries (Fames 1976). If such materials can be produced, however, they can 

greatly enhance the feasability of a distance teaching programme, providirr, 

for example, motivation and feedback to the students, helping them to pace the'.. 

work and making the written materials meaningful and realistic (Perraton (197, `. 

and Dallos (1980) ). 

The Emergency Science Progranme (ESP) adopted a multi-media approach. Cor=esrcn_en. e 

materials were specifically written for the programme and were supplemente? vy 

face-to-face teaching sessions and by audio-visual media materials. M -P is 

designed for the many untrained 0 and A level people who are already tea- 

chi-science in Guyanese secondary schools and offers its students a three-year In- 

service programme of teacher training consisting of written correspondence- uni-s; 

audio-visual materials, tutorial sessions, vacation workshops, teaching suýrt: ='_::, 

and workstudy. Upon successful-completion of the progranne the students are 

awarded a trained teacher's certificate of the Ministry of Education equiva1=: t. 

to that awarded to successful students from the secondary college of e luc=t.. n. 

E-, F includes content knowledge in the sciences, in english, in mathematics 

in geography and also educational theory and practice. During their three 

years. of training students receive 1,720 hours of instruction and carry cut 

2,000 hours of classroom teaching. 



Correspondence Materials 

Over the three year training period students receive eighteen cor_-ucpanc? erce 
units, six each year. Each unit is designed to provide learnirg ,; aterials 
for six weeks of 'home study' and includes reading material, a" tt. en 
assignment and practical work ( which may be carried out at hoiio, or Än the 
teacher's own school or at one of the face-to-face to+, jria'. sessions;. 
Eleven authors were involved in writing thee correspondenc3 materials. al'. 
of them specialists in their own fields. Detailed inforr"<iti{., n ataut ti: e un ra 
is given in Table 8, Appendix 1 

Face-to-face Teaching 

The face-to-face teaching component of the programme uses four , xffer .. t 

approaches, namely; weekly tutorial cessions, vacation workshors, srpe; n-isefi 
teaching and workstudy. 
Tutorial Sessions 

When the ESP programme began in 1977 local tutorial centres war, set stn 

the most fully equipped secondary school in each of five regif rs, (Se -t uuip 
on page 16 ) with an experience dgraduate science teacher ire ch: sge &,: each 
centre. The tutorial sessions last three hours and are held on eva_y 
Saturday during school terms. At these sessions the students carry crt 
supervised laboratory practicals related to the correspondence zatarials , 1: "d 
use equipment and facilities which may be unavai. lable, in their own schools, 
they receive face-to-face teaching and individual help as needed including group 

work and micro-teaching and they use the centres to obtain resource materials 

such as books, magazines and audio-visual materials. 
I 

Vacation Workshops 

The three week vacation courses are held in Georgetown and form an integral 

part of the training programme. At the-workshops work is closely related to 

the correspondence materials but emphasis is placed on practical and group work. 
Course writers and local tutors are involved in the planning and teaching of 

the workshops. 

Supervised Teaching 

Throughout the three year training period regular visits are made by officers of 
the Ministry of Education to the schools in, which trainees are teaching. 

During such visits the student is observed teaching a lesson in his normal 

environment and the supervisors, who are all trained and experienced science 

teachers, -advise and guide him on the professional aspects of teaching 

During these sessions and during their other visits to the schools, the 

supervisors also act as field-workers for the programme by disseminating 

information to the students and headteachers, collecting feedback on the 

correspondence units and weekly tutorials and by trying to solve any school 
based problems related to the programme. 



Workstudy 

A key feature of the science curricula now being implemented in the set--ols 
in Guyana is the emphasis placed on the relevance of science to the local 

environment. Since ESP teachers are being trained in thei+ cn. mi4enit i"ý; they 

are expected to develop an understanding of the need for uch(; ol 3cicn.: 0 . ') be 
relevant to that community and of how this relevancy can be incorpariF. I. -A Into 
the science curriculum. In an attempt to help the students gain sisch as 
understanding they are required to undertake a period of "wo, rkatvdy, Ar %oxk 
experience, in which they are attached for a three-week period, räurir. an August 

vacation, to a local industrial or medical laboratory. In l9T? 
students were attached to the Government Analyst Depa tneri-*., te^! Ut)- .. '; off, / 
Office, hospital and private food company laboratories. Thi. a com-i. - _snei, t, of 
the programme has proved to be very popular with the ct'adents and 2,11 thy, 
laboratories involved have commented favourably on the wo: k; at thr. trý i6. ký . 

Audio-visual Materials 

There is no television service in Guyana and the Course Team fe1 t'' a ~ýýý .. "-ý 
broadcasts would be unrealistically expensive for a prograrrns urith ar, 
intake of forty-two students. Supporting audio-visual and resource rater a3 
therefore, are supplied to the students through the local tutorial --anties. 
At the centres the students have access to small libraries of education and 

science books, tapes, slides, 16mm films , multi-media. packages aºKi a se: ot1,. n 

of science magazines and journals. The books, tapes, slides and multi-media 

packages were obtained mainly as gifts from the U. K. Ministry of Ov r&eas 
Development (now the Overseas Development Association) and the magazines and 
journals from the local J. F. Kennedy(U. S. Aid) Library. Each centre is 

supplied with a cassette tape recorder and a number of blank recording tapes for 

use in micro-teaching and group work. Pre-recorded tapes and slides lir. ked 

with a number of the units are produced by the Ministry and sent to the centres. 

The 16mm films are supplied from the Ministry's Audio-visual Unit's library, 

projectors are also available from the same source. 

In the early stages 'of the programme the feasibility of obtaining some video- 

recording equipment for use at the local centres was examined but three major 

problems were encountered, namely; 

1. the cost was prohibitive, 
2. technicians were-not available to run and maintain such equipment, and 

3. the national electricity service was in the process of converting 

electricity transmission from a sixty to a fifty Hertz system. 

The Audio-visual Unit of-the t Iinistry does have some video equipment, however, 

and this has been used at the ESP vacation workshops. For instance recordings 

were made of students teaching in their schools and these were used for micro- 

teaching sessions. 
w 
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Student Population 

There have been three intakes of students into the ESP prgrv. mme, tins t'irst if 
forty-two students in April 1977, the second of eighteen studentr, in Septeaze 
1978 and twenty in April 1981. With only one exception, the students who 
have been accepted had at least four passes at C0 level ( 6y. 5 % ?; pct six or 
more passes). Most have passes in English Language (82%), Mathematic. (8ýi 

and- Biology (86) and the student's average age on entry ix, - twenty-cre. 
They have each taught for about two and a half years. Mary different ethnic, 
religious and cultural backgrounds are represented, the East Ir Ials leing 

mainly Hindu and Muslim and the Negros and Amerindians Cx1rAL.;. ns 
are recruited from secondary and from community high scbools In eve:., res:.. )- 
of the country and hence from schools on islandn, in cities and towns, in 
farming areas and the interior. Their incentives for participating include 

higher status, a certificate, a large pay increase and tenure, if they do 

not already have it'. The map, page 16, has the schools of trainees marked on it. 

Aims of ESP 

The Emergency Science programme seeks to increase the nu or of irairc: d s"ýic 
teachers in Guyanese secondary and community high scool3, a development 

external consultants, local educators and industrialists havo re7aitn3 a3 t: irg 

vital for the future scientific and technological development of the atie. 
ESP seeks to do this by means of a three-way distance teaching aporoa_h -C-'zed 

at the many 0 and A level untrained teachers who already teach science in t'- 
-secondary and community high schools. General aims for the programme were 
decided. on by the Science Education Committee of the Ministry, a body repr^esecta:: -. t 

of science educationalists at all leveis in Guyana with delegates from the 

University, the colleges of education, Athe primary and secondary schools. 
The Course Team, 'consisting of Ministry officials, lecturers from the Unive: s ity 

and practising teachers, decided on the detailed aims. In turn these aims 

were adopted by the Board of Examiners as a formal part of the overall 

submission for certification of the programme. ESP, therefore, officially 

aims to : 

provide (its) students with sufficient content knowledge in integrated 

science to enable them to teach effectively the proposed CXC, 'WISC arri 

C} science programmes. 

2. develop in the students a-working knowledge, to A level standards, these 

areas of chemistry, biology, physics and the earth sciences which will 

be necessary for an adequate understanding of the proposed CXC, 'dISC 

CH; 3 programmes. 
3. expose the students to other fields of study relevant to the teachirg 

integrated science and the integration of science in the curriculum. 
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provide a course of training in educational theory and, practs. ce Hhf: h 
will enable the students to fulfill their roles as qualified tea thers 
in secondary and CIS schools, and 

ý. foster in the students an awareness of the irportance and rnlsva. r 
of science and technology to the achievement of the aims of a 
developing society. 

Achievement to Date'(1981) 

Twenty-nine students successfully completed the ESP programms in 1980 a: 4i 
were awarded the trained teachers certificate by the Board of Erýw_ : a--ý of 
the. Ministry of Education. A further twenty to twenty two 1F studc%-ts arv 
in training and expected to complete the programme in September 1; 81. 

Provided this is so. over 80% of the combined 1977 and 78 intakes w111 hs., e 
gained their teacher's certificates and the programme will :. ave 
substantially the number of trained science teachers in Guyana , in d see 
doubling the numberteaching science in 1977. In the four years ainco it 
began 1. (1977 - 81) the ESP programme will have produced the sane nvabr of 
trained science teachers as did the College of Education in the nine yea-- 

period (1971 - 79) (Brophy and Dalgety 1980). At the level of number cf 
science teachers trained the programme 'can be judged a success. In fact 

the Ministry of Education began preparing for a third intake as soon as Vie 

first batch of students had qualified. However, it is important to judge 

success by the quality of the ESP teachers and not only by the numbers. 

. 
One measure of quality might be achieved by comparing the teaching perfo_-=. a: ca 

of the ESP teachers with that of science teachers trained concurrently at t! ý-_ 
College of Education. There had been an unusually high intake of students 
into the college science programme in 1977 following the take over of sc. 'eo: s 
the previous year and twenty-six teachers qualified from the programme is 15ý. 

F5p and College groups were both assessed by the same panel of science eý. ": :: r 
(appointed by the Board of Examiners) and the two groups were awarded 

equivalent certificates. Comparing the teaching grades awarded to the two 

groups appears to be an appropriate way of evaluating the performance of the 

ESP programme. Making this comparison we find that on the ten point gar g 

scale used by the examiners, the college trained teachers were awarded al. _. g 

higher grades than the ESP teachers= the average College grade being B 

compared with the average ESP grade of B- . The highest and lowest g=ýý= 

were awarded to ESP teachers. 
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Table 2 Pass Grades Awarded to Science Teachers 1n 14` O 

Grade A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ 

College- trained --3873 

ESP trained 1-466532L 

Mann Whitney U Test (Z Z. ip .G . 
05 

This comparison is not as. straightforward as it might appear, % 
The College trained teachers were assessed whilmt on a six peek %e un)nc 

practice during which they taught, an average, eleven poriod_s L-: ich waek. 
Because they were so widespread geographically and because they 

taught in their schools anyway, the final assessment of the t? % X1%', rt o--' 

place over a more extended period of time' (three months) duri-k; ift'. 6: 4 t^s 
ESP teachers taught, on average, twenty-three periods each week. T'ei"rör 

group were told when a Ministry assessor would visit the scikoo'i 4o c_ , -. e :e 
a lesson, thus while the college, trained teachers needed to p: pars fa: az 
average of sixty-six teaching periods for the assessment exercise, the E; 
teachers were required to prepare for almost three hundred periods. 
In such circumstances the teaching grades awarded to the ESP tea. c'rers conp- 
favourably with those awarded to the College trained teachers. `. e corizý_--_ 

with College teachers, however, only provides information on the ral_tiva 

performance of ESP teachers, information on their actual performance was 
desired.. When the UNESCO Institute For Education (Ui) invited us to 

evaluate ESP, therefore, by assessing the criterion performance of the tez. js 
the invitation was seen as most opportune. 

-------ooo0ooo-------, 
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The C5A Evaluation of ESP 

Objectives of the Criterion Sampling Study 

The Criterion Sampling Approach (C3A) is one way of ev: auating learningg in 

non-formal educational settings and 13 being evaluat3d in a specie. '. o±;: dýº 
by the UIE. It arises from the UIE 's desire to know if knowledge acquired 
through relevant non-formal educational programmes will have tha se..: st . uus 
as that acquired through the programme of formal learning institut'ai, n 
(UIE 1979 ). The CSA evaluation of the Emergency Scianca foras 

one of four case studies being carried out on behalf of UI;: end UU1 cant. t 
to a metaevaluation of 6A, i. e. the evaluation of a methodolcgc, al apj va-ýs 
to evaluating the outcomes of non-formal educational prograart3e. 

One case study is being 

carried out by the Institute of Education at the University of Ib24-4z On are 
in-service primary teacher project and the third is testing the we of CS, q 

in an evaluation of a basic education programme in Indonesia. This, th 

case study, is investigating the use of MA for evaluating ESP. " a 
distance teaching programme for science teachers in Guyana. 

ý 
. t' 
ý_ . ý- 

I. 
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Each of the four case study teams have been asked to, 

(a) provide a rich description of the procedures used by the team in 

the GSA evaluation, 
(b) document the degree of success obtained in implementing the C SA 

in a pilot test, and 
(c) evaluate critically the applicability and utility of the C SA 

approach in their own evaluation. 

The report is written with these requests. in mind. 

Criterion Sampling 

Unlike most traditional tests which depend upon norm reference measurements, 

; riteriox Sampling uses criterion reference measurements for evaluation iu^ : x= ts. 

Norm referencing assesses a candidate by comparing his or her performance 

. 
that of a large number of other candidates. Criterion referencirg'assesses a 

candidate against a fixed, pre=determined, standard. If a candidate ac. i=. 

a score above the 'fixed' or criterion level he 'passes' irrespective of tzne 

number of other candidates who have, either 'passed' or 'failed'. and irre: _ý~: ve 

of the supply and demand for people-with this 'pass' qualification. 
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Criterion Sampling, therefore, involves 'quota free' selection (Hambleton and 
Novick 1973). 

Students gain marks in traditional pencil and paper tests by responding to 
stimuli which they are unlikely to encounter outside the examination hail. 
Traditional tests also require indirect 'symbolic' responses fr. in the c. ndida _s 
- responses which may have little to do with the individual's actual behMviour. 

-. For example, Ghiselli (1965) in a review of fifty years of research on. genera: 
intelligence tests reported that the correlation between these tests ; ý. rd yob 

proficiency was only + 0.23. In a 6A evaluation an individual is Lszessed tj 
the score he achieves on a number of situational 'perforr nca' keSfs; tests vh 
reflect real life situations. 'A second characteristic of CsA is thoi. ' Wt 

attempts to standardized test conditions. Traditional 'on the job' asse z*ents 
such as supervisor's ratings are normally based on unstable 'hug. h inference' 

. 
observation techniques (Rosenshine 1971) and attempt to assess the individual 
by looking at a'global' or overall performance= a performance which can be 

affected by many situational and personality variables. GSA controls for mmy 
of the variables encountered in real life situations and then tests the 

candidate's performance on a sample of the tasks he would normally carry out 
in the everyday situation. This technique, therefore, : slows for direct 
'low inference' observations to be made of different aspects of the candidate's 

performance. 6A standardizes test conditions and as Fredenskens (1975) 

suggests approaches the 'authenticity' of real life. The approach leas 

been described as one, 
"in which the student's performance on standardized samples of tasks 

for which he has been trained is systematically observed, measured 

and evaluated". (UlE 1979 ) 
.. 

Strategy For 6A Evaluation of ESP 

The (SA evaluation of . 3P was based on the guidelines produced by UT (l97 ; 

with modifications to suit the particular context of the progra^u1e itself. 

It was decided to carry out the case study in five stages. 

. 
(A) Identification of Coal to be Evaluated 

one request of ME was that the case study should measure 

"the extent to which ONE of the nonformal educational programme's 

most important goals has been achieved" (Ui 1979 b) 

The first step in the t5A evaluation of ESp, therefore, was to identify 

and select this goal. 

(b) D? ternin; tion of P"trfo"a, ce criteria to be used for E: valuatin -o a` 

At the second sta93 of the evaluation we determine the skills a. -sd 

tasks a candidate should be able to perform if he or she has the 

required level of competence. 
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(C) Construction of Criterion Sam*, ling Instrurents 

Knowing the skills and tasks a candidate should be able to per'fotxnv. 
then developed ways of measuring the teacher's performance of th9m. 
For CSA purposes tests must be standardized and yet be true to - 

real life situation. We developed situational teste to 
. measure . 

the, candidate's real life performance and which, when t ats as a)Ao7e 
would show whether or not the candidate was able to carry out the Jc$ 
for which he was trained. 

(D) Testirp of Teachers' Criterion performance 
Having developed and piloted the instruments we used theta to test the 

performance of a sample of the ESP teachers and determined If the teachers 
has in fact achieved the criterion standard needed for their Job. 

(E) Evaluation of CSA as a Means of Evaluating, ESP 
Having tested the situational performance of a samilo of ESP teachers 

the final stage of the case study determined the applicability $n& 

utility of the CSA method for eveluatiog ESP. Tia results obtained bý_ 

CSA were compared with those obtained from other evaluation methods 
and the views of the participants' of the ESP programme on the suitat-L' 

of the CSA evaluation collected and analysed. 

Stage A Identifying the Goal 

The general aim of the ESP progra^me is to increase the nui ber of trained 

science teachers in secondary schools in Guyana and the five goals given it 

the proposals (see page 14) and accepted officially for certification : a, 

all seek to help satisfy the one general aim. Whether it be to provide t1he 

students with enough science content (goals 1 and 2), with enough educes ic.. "_ 
theory and practice (goal 4), with enough background in other areas (goal f , _,: 

all five share the same purpose, i. e. ' to train the students so that they 

teach the science curricula Used in Guyanese secondary schools, specific ? -: 

. 
the proposed integrated science programme of CXC and the WISC and SLSP 

programmes. We decided, therefore, to use the Criterion Sampling A. gp_TM 

to evaluate whether or not this basic aim of ESP had been achieved, ra=e: y 

that those who qualify from the ESP training programme can teach the scsecce 

programmes used in Guyanese-secondary schools satisfactorily. The CXC 

integrated science programme is in its pilot stages and its course rate=! a: -- 
are being evaluated and modified. We decided, therefore, to evaluate the 

ESP teachers' ability to teach w73C and SLS P, the two curricula in uz-- 

Guyana at present. 



Stage B performance Criteria for Evaluating Science Teaching' 

In this second stage of the CSA evaluation we are concerned with identifying 

what the 'graduate' of the ESP programme should be able to do if the 

programme has achieved its basic aim and so we address c"1rseives to the 

question s what does a science teacher need to be able to do in order to 
teach WIE C and SDGP ? 

There has been considerable research in the past fifty to sixty yº. }; irs, into 
the relationship between the instruction given by teachers a,: d the ac: ilsvarne;: t 
of their pupils. Barr (1961) reviewed seventy-five doctoral studies on this 
topic undertaken in one American state alone. Avalos (l5¬¬0) rev%ca, ed t; )e 
results of 589 studies carried out in third world countries into {*a. cher 
effectiveness. Husen (1978) reviewed sixty-four 

such studl. es in less dave2ope+3. 

countries and Rosenshine (1971) fifty in developed countries. Theults cf 
all this research have been meagre. Pupils of teachers vho have reeei. ve4_ 
teacher training do appear to learn more than pupils of untrained. 1 chekS 
(Avalos ibid. and Husen ibid. The evidence is 'unclear, however, as to how 

much training a teacher should have and there is no conclusive evidence to show 
that teachers with higher academic qualifications make 'better' teachers. 
(Avalos ibid and Husen ibid. 

one major problem in comparing the results of teacher effectiveness studies 
lies in the fact that different measures of effectiveness have been used in 

the many different studies. For example, while some researcher: have looked 

at the way different teachers influenced student learning in english, others 
have looked at learning in science. Some have looked at changes in student 

attitude, while others have measured teacher effectiveness in terms o. 

supervisor's ratings. What may be an effective stratgey for teaching english 
is not necessarily effective for teaching science, similarly the style of 

teaching which helps pupils to snake the greatest gains in examinations is not 

necessarily the style rated as most effective by teaching supervisors. 

Comparison is made even more difficult by the fact that the studies have been 

carried out in different countries and in different situations. For example, 

even if a researcher in Africa and a researcher in the UDC used the same 

measure of teacher effectiveness to assess student achievement in the same 

subject there will be differences between the two groups being tested in the 

subject content, the racial and cultural background of the pupils and the 

facilities and equipment used by the teachers. *As Shavelson and Atwood-Russo 

(1976) have suggested the generizability of results from studies of teacher 

effectiveness nay be extremely limited. Certain teaching behaviours may bs 

effective with certain groups of pupils and yet be ineffective with others. 

A teacher who happens to be effective in one situation may be ineffective 

in another. 
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".. teacher effectiveness as currently measured may depend on 
the luck of matching a teacher with a particular group of students". 

(ibid) 
The result is that in spite of all the research into teacher effectiveness 
we still have no definative idea of what the characteristics of a good teacher 
are. Thus Brim (1958) concluded, 

"... although there is a vast body of research on the relation of 
teacher characteristics to effectiveness in teaching, the reviews 
of this research..... show no consistent relation between eny 
characteristics, including intelligence, and such teaching effect4v-. 3" 

and Heath and Nielson (1974) in their review of perfoa ance. baeed teacher. 

education reported that, 

"Research into the relationship between teacher characteristics 

and student achievement has been conducted for more than 50 years. 
A large number of studies of this relationship have been dove, 
but reviewers of this body of research generally conclude that 

an educationally significant relationship simply has not been 
demomstrated. " 

Since the general characteristics of good teachers are not clearly idcntis_=:? e, 
there is the problem of how to test the-teaching performance of the C ;P 

trained teachers . This was resolved by determining the skills and arilities 
that were needed specifically by ESP teachers to teach the particular scie 

courses used in Guyanese secondary schools. 

In the evaluation of ESP we are not determining if the teachers were 'good' 

teachers but whether or not the ESP programme was successful in achle-e g 
'to aim. Thus, we argued that it would be successful if it could be shown to 

creating the skills and competences that science educators sought to 

in science teachers. The approach adopted, therefore, was to determine z xt 

skills and competences Guyanese science educators wanted to produce in 

secondary school science teachers. This was determined in a th ee-stae 

strategy. 

(i) 

0 

A thorough review of the literature was made to see what compete: c 

were generally claimed to be required for teaching science. Perieum 

were made of those surveys which have collected opinions of science 

teachers, supervisors, educators, researchers and also of pupils on t`e 

characteristics of good teachers. (See appendix 2 for a list of t 

surveys reviewed). An analysis of these surveys led to nine r. afa- 

competences being identified. These are the nine competences or Sd. 

areas which, according to the major surieys carried out, are tole :. =- 

by educators, teachers and pupils to be most important for se. Aenc, 

d 
I 
i 
I 

s 

ý 
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The nine competences identified weres 

1. Knowledge of subject 
2. Rapport with pupils 
3. Organization and planning 
4. Instruction and communication 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

(ii) 

Discipline and management 
Questioning and evaluation - 
Use of scientific methods 
Relate to pupil's development 

Relate to pupil's environment. 

Using these nine competences a further inv"tigation of t; 's IF : z_. 
was undertaken to see what evidence existed that these ct ps: ter.:; - °e. 
important for science teaching. Over 

. 
500 stuiios which ra=' 

carried out intö the effect of specific skills on teatht ., ý per 
were reviewed. We then identified the skills which were sh. _ 4n . z4 
number of studies to have been important for effective tf: aching. 
(This is not to say that these skills are essential for go: -, 1 . ea&irj 
on all occasions but that evidence exists to show that in si-. dies -t-trs 
they have been tested they have been positively related to tecchi-t 

performance). The skills identified were then listed nsir^-, s rsetr 
possible, wording taken from, or similar to, Guyanese sources, such _s 
the Teacher Assessment Scale (used by the Ministry of Education) and 
the Science Teacher Rating Scale developed at the University of C'4-fa`a 
(Lalgie 1978). A number of skills which were stressed in the Oar; a se 
sources but which had not been identified in the review of the liter t-, r 
were also included in the list, for example the two skills relating to 
laboratory management. Altogether we identified -z- :- skills r: _ 
science teaching. 1P4' 

(iii These skills were then incorporated into a questionnaire which was 
designed to establish what skills and competences Guyanese science 
educators considered to be important for teaching science in ee crc. z=-f 
schools in Guyana. The questionnaire/ first piloted on a group of ; ̀ "ýý 

experienced science educators from developing countries and then cm 
a group of science educators studying for the M. Sc. in Science ld__a: iý= 

at the University of Keele. The final version was then sent to sc: ec-* 

educators in Guyana. Each was asked to identiff the competences they 

regarded as being most important for science teaching in Guyana 

then to rate each of the skills on their importance within a. "r-a 
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competence. The educators were also asked to suguest any other skills which 
were not listed in the questionnaire but which they considered to be iTpCrtart 
for teaching WISC or SL6 P. Only one addition was suggested. 

The Guyanese science educators concurred with the skills we had identified. 

Stage C Construction of Criterion Sampling Instrumentation 

The best predictors of a studnet's behaviour in real life situation3 are 
measures of his performance on-samples of the situations ±heiselves (:: cClsl'_ý.;: 
1973). CSA uses such an approach since it tests the performance of the 

students on a sample of the criterion behaviours for which they hav-, b, -ken 
trained. Having identified the competences and skills that FZP teache33 Should 
have at the end of their training the next step was to obt&tn a zannp1e of 
these so that we could test student performance. The samp?. e of ski3's 
competences can be drawn in a number of different ways. Following surr` _r: t _,:, s 
made by the CSA Projector Co-ordinator the sampling method chose,; far F'>' wa 
a modification of that recommended by VIE (Shavelson 1980). Inste.. $ cf 
taking a random sample from the universal set of science teacher task/sk_. 

combinations it was decided to use a stratified randon sampling procedure. 
The questionnaire responses were used to identify the three competences thi-h ; c3 
Guyanese educators felt were most important for science teachers to - ve. 
These were, 

1. Use of scientific methods 

2. Knowledge of subject 
3. Relate to pupil's environnent.. 

I 

The skills rated by the educators as being important for these three corete:. __s 

were then listed in three. separate lists and a random sample of two skills (S"-"- '- p Q. i. vL z3 
from each list., In this way a random sample was obtained of the skills wh! ci. 

science educators in Guyana think are most important for teaching 'WZ-: C and' 
SD6P in Guyanese schools. 

The six skills identified were, 

1. ' Observe safety precautions for any situation that is likely to 

arise in his / her teaching. 

2. Use correctly all the different apparatus and materials needed for 

3. 
4. 
5. 

the science curriculum being used by his / her classes. 

Guide pupils to make conclusions from their observations. 

Encourcge pupils to record what they have observed. 

Relate new experience to pupil's previous experience. 

Iapt a lesson plan to suit the specific local conditions of 

a school. 
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Having identified the sample of skills to be tested the next step was to design 
'situational' tests to measure the teacher's ability to perform t2ere eki' 
Both the WISC and the SL5P programmes have prepared and p±iblishec Beta; led 
teacher's guides (fdey 1976, Impey 1.51 ). and a*analysis as made of +h:. 66 
to identify tasks in which these six sample skills were nccdc4. 

Test 1 To test the ESP teachers', skill in observinn safety rrecaut"ions. 

The Ministry of Education siipply to secondary schools a s.?., fety bookif-t V th 

also forms part of the correspondence materials supplied to P teaci: e-s 
(Ministry of Education 1978). By means of this booklet twenty potentiolly 
dangerous situations, which could arise during the teact: in, of '': 7;, o..: I+o} % ý*t d c. ýýgQava' 
were identified. 'From these twenty twelve which could t'u simulate? in a 
static display (i. e. without actors) were selected for use. These includes. 

a spirit burner left burning close to an open bottle of alcohol, ar . -t 
bottle left at the edge of a bench and a bottle of mercury left uncorked. 
(A photograph of some of the potential dangers used in the test is tho-n 
an page 27 ). 

The ESP teachers! 'safety skill' could be tested, therefora, by tho abilitP 
they displayed in recognizing. and overcoming these twelve potential dargeý, f, 

Test 2 To test the ESP teachers' skill in usinn science apparatus. 

To develop a situational test for Skill 2 it was first necessary to deta ii 

what a teacher would have to know and do to be able to, "use correctly all 
the different apparatus and materials needed for the science curriculua bei 

used by his / her classes". After considerable thought and discussion w=t.: 

other science educationalists we decided that in order to use science 

apparatus and materials correctly a school teacher would first have to :_ ntifp 
it, then assemble it into the form required for the pupils to carry out rte 

classroom or laboratory activity and finally he would have to be able to 

'manipulate', 'read' or 'use' it to the degree of accuracy required for the 

activity.. Three sub-tests were designed to test the teachers' skill in 

using apparatus. 

In Sub-test 2a, a complete list of the equipment needed to teach WIrC ate. 

was prepared. (Equipment required for optional activities was excluled). 
CS- es- a4Pa.. L- ---" 

A random sample of one-third 7of the items was then selectedA Using t h! 
-- __ 

we would test the teachers' ability to recognize the various items of 

needed to teach 'd3C and SECP. 

Sub-test 2b. An analysis of the teacher's guides of WISC and SECT was done fb 

identify tasks which would require teachers having to 'join together' or 

assemble various hers of equipment or material., Many such tasks were 
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Some of the Simulated Dangers in C SA Test 2 

IOne of the Assemblies set up in CS A Test 2 
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From the analysis it was clear, however, that they could all be grouped into 
three categories. 

(I) those requiring the teachers to assemble items'of glassware, 
(ii) those requiring them to assemble items of electrical ap_aratus, 
(iii) those requiring the cutting, folding or betiding of materials such a£ 

paper, rubber, wire'and sheet metal. 
Tb i, 

Representative tasks were selectedAfrom the teacher's guides for each of the 
three categories. (The second photograph on page27 shows one of the r. ssembLe: i 
set up by the teachers during Sub-test 2b). 

Sub-test 2c. In the WIS C teacher's guide there is a recommen, ation that tt,; 

iiJPIIS should be able to take measurements to an accuracy of ±2%. It is 

reasonable to expect teachers to be able to use the same lnstrýmentz to at 
least that degree of accuracy. Measurements of length, voiune, weight, 
temperature and time are needed throughout WL', C and STEP E3 it was decided that. 

Sub-test 2c should test the teachers' abilities to take such measure=ents to 

the recommended degree of accuracy. 

Test 3 To test the teachers' comnetence, in Skills 3,4 and 5 

In this test we w. o assess the teachers' skills in, 

guiding pupils to make conclusions from their observations, 

encouraging pupils to record what they have observed, 

relating new expo fences to pupil's previous experience. le - f. oLt .t3SK. ýl i ý+ ý. a ; t, +cA. a4 (h uia+ re. .,. 
1r"-ýº+ 

. 
A number of constraints had to be considered, however, before this test could 

be developed. C5A tests must take place under standardized conditions but how 

could we measure a teacher's behaviour with a 'standardized' class of miffs? 

We could standardize or control the conditions by having different teachers 

teach the same class. in the same laboratory, but would have had to vary the 

content for each teacher. If we wanted to standardize the content, we wool' have 
4'. &. ... - . <a.. 1G. . ýw.. t... ý-ýia was 

.r 

to use a different group of pupils for each teacher Different pupils wculi 

have different abilities and bacgrounds and so the test conditions would r. 

be standard. We decided that the best alternative would be to get the t. ea zs 

to teach the same content, in the same laboratory using identical sets of 

apparatus but teaching to different - though similar - groups of pupils. 

The teachers would be asked "to.. prepare a lesson on a given topic, to ac 

children of specified age and ability'. They would-be provided with 11-M-1. =Call 

sets of equipment and given *a specific objective which the pupils shoul-d L. _. e 

achieved by the end of the lesson. Having pry pared written notes on the le===s 

the teachers would then be asked to teach their lesson to a small group of 

pupils randomly drawn from the same age and ability 'band' of the one 



The teachers' skill in relating new experiences to the pupil's previous etpcs; ence 
will be judged from the way they propose to do this in their lesson plan. 
Their skill in "guiding" pupils to draw conclusions from their own 
observations will be judged both from the way they propose to do it and frt 
the conclusions that the pupils write. Lesson notes and pupii3' wrcjtt3n 
responses will also be used to assess the teachers' skill in encotn"3ging the 
pupils to record their observations. 

1ý 

ý_ . [ý 

Test 4 To test the teacher's skill in edantinp lessons to sv"t local 

Of the two science programmes taught by ESP teachers, one, the SIL:. }- Frogsa.:... s 
of the community high schools was specifically designed to suit c mn -1:, ions ,r 
Guyanese schools. It requires a minimur, cf equipment and the lessor. plans c=. R 
be followed in almost every school without major modific&:. ion. The VMC 

programme, however, was originally designed for use in Trinida ian z 
schools and was piloted in only a few, relatively well-eruiped, Cuyc:: e -- 
schools. Many of the lesson plans are not suited to- Guyana and oft: --i the -'e- 
needed to be adapted to suit local conditions. (Brophy and Dalgcty 1981). 
It was decided that as the ESP teachers were much more likely to have to t. 

- 
WISC materials in their everyday teaching then in the MA test we iould 

evaluate their skill in adapting a WISC lesson to suit local cond! i; 1or. 3. 
random number tables, one of the fourteen units in W35C was 'selected. A`'. e- 

excluding optional and homework lessons, all lesson plans in this unit re:.. 
then 'listed and using a random number table once more, we selected one lesacz- 

from a. list of twenty. The lesson that came to be selected in this way ;: az 
lesson 14.3 Powers the rate of energy conversion. This double period : eas~-ý 

seeks to introduce the pupils to the time factor involved in energy convex: -- 

and to get them to record the number of Joules of energy converted per secc; L 

when they lift loads. The lesson also seeks to introduce the pupils to the 

Watt as a unit of power. WISC teacher's guide sets out the lesson plan in 

detail. The major activity of the lesson involves the pupils using a block a=! 
tackle and a stopwatch to lift a set of weights. Almost certainly the schcc'r 

in which the .:: P teachers teach will/neither a block and tackle nor a stet + .,;,.. 
Test 4, therefore, will measure the teachers' skill in adapting a lesson to 

local conditions by the way they are able to adapt this WIvC lesson to suit 

a (common) local condition of shortage of equipment. In the test the tes .e 

will be given a photocopy of the WmC lesson plan and asked to adapt it s3 --x 

same objectives can be achieved by a relevant class of pupils without the , -e 

of a block and tackle or stopwatch. 

Iý 

I 
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Stage D Procedure Used for Testing Teachers' Criterion perf'ormanre 

Fbr the C3 A tests to be carried out under standardized conditions it was 
necessary for all the teachers to be tested in one place. The twenty-mane 
ESp 'graduates' cone from many different regions and it was not possible 
with the finance available to bring all of them to one centre for testii. g: 
It was decided, instead to evaluate the performance of a sample of fift: cn 
of them. However, since some of the teachers lived at cc,, ns iderable diti t. ancea 
from the capital and since the postal services in the ru. rai regions wexrei r., t 

reliable it was thought best to invite a large sample to parvic dato th4ui 

was actually required for the test. The names of 'all tv*enty-ni. -444. i:. t- 

were placed into three groups according to region (Region 1 Ca; 4rget+)wr; 
East Coast Demerara, Region 2 West Coast Deaerara and Essequi " czr. d Re ; ir, _; 
Berbice). A sample of six names was drawn randomly from each list.. 

Eighteen 'graduates' were invited to participate in the (BA n. 
The tests were carried out over a three day period in January 1982. at 
Queen's College in Georgetown, with teachers from Region 1 being tested t; js 

" 26 th, those from Region 2 on the 27 th and those from Rag ion 3 on 1,,: e 2: LY:. 
The tests were carried out in the same laboratory and in the same order for 

. each group. Of the eighteen people invited seventeen arrived for the tfr, '-i* 

one of whom had to leave to attend a funeral after completi.: ý,; only two of 

the four tests. 

Test 1 Procedure 

In test 1 the twelve potential dangers were simulated in the school laboratory. 

The teachers were provided with Worksheet 1, 'Safety'in the Laboratory' Q 

and were required to identify the dangers , record them on their worksheet 

and suggest a way in which each could be prevented or overcome. 

Test 2 Procedure 
For Sub-test 2a the sample of items of WISO and SLSP equipment were placed 

on a bench along with a number of other items randomly selected from the 

list of equipment. All items were then numbered. The teachers were provided 

with worksheet 2, 'Identifying Science Apparatus' 4 
on which the names 

of. thirty-one items to be identified were given. They were then required 

to identify each item by writing its number alongside the name on the 

worksheet. 
In Sub-test 2b each teacher was provided with Worksheet 3, 'Assembling Science 

Apparatus' and assigned a position at a laboratory bench. 
Each person was. provided Nith the-individual ite s of apparatus ana required 
to assemble them as specified in the worksheet. 

@Copies of the Worksheets used for the situational tests are given APPENDIX 3 
ý,. . 
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In Sub-test 2c the teachers were provided with Worksheet 4 'lasing Science 
Apparatus' and were asked to take five measurements using the five different 
instruments. The teachers were informed both verbally and on the worksheet 
that marks would be awarded for the accuracy of measurement. 

After completing Test 2 the teachers were allowed a lunch break of one and a 
half hours. The group from Region 3, however, preferred to take a break of 
only half an hour so'that they could complete the tests in time to 'catc;, 
hire-cars' (taxis) to Berbice. 

Test 3 procedure 

The teachers were given Worksheet 5, 'Science Teaching =+ethods' W Id asked to 
spend thirty minutes preparing the lesson plan. Originally it had been 

planned to select at random pupils from the entire first form of the sc: col 
for Test 3. The size of the school's first form and the constraints of th 
school time table however made this unrealistic. The first form of tn3 

was grouped into three ability bands with the middle band consistinr, of tr=ee 
classes; within each band the pupils were unstreamed. The procedure ada-e= -: r 
Test 3 therefore, was to select twenty-four pupils from one middle-band 
class each day and then randomly ascribe four pupils to each teacher (so 

each day, six teachers taught four pupils) . All the. teachers ta'i: ght at the s are 
time but in different areas of the same laboratory. They were provided with 
identical sets of equipment and were asked to teach for the same length of 

. 
time (a single thirty minute school period). 

Teaching in the same room as others is not an unfamiliar ernerience to tea-r-_-s, 
in secondary schools in Guyana. Most,. irf not all, ESP teachers can expect 
at some time in their career to teach in an open area shared by more than one 
class. * The conditions for Test 3, therefore, reflect the real life situati 
in Guyana. 

Test 4 procedure 

In Test 4 the teachers were given a copy of Worksheet 5, 'Adapting a Lessca 

plan to local Conditions' and a photocopy of lesson plan 14.3 from the W'_ 

teachers's guide. In the guide a number of alternative activities are 

suggested for this lesson. These, however, were not included in the pivoto; --yes 

provided for the C3A test. The teachers were asked to write a report cn bcw 

they would modify the lesson if they had neither a block and tackle nor a 

stop watch. 
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Scoring Criterion Performance 

It has been suggested that scoring is probably the major technical 11-Atatlon 
of a situational test (UIE 1979). It took a considerable arount of tine rd 
effort to develop a scoring procedure for the ESP tests. Onc concept %i, -Ach 
was found to be of benefit was Fre mer's (1973) sugüestion of minimal 
competency levels. Using this approach a minimal standard '"1s pre-specifier, 
a standard which a candidate must achieve before he can bs judge as being 
competent to do the job for which he was trained. The problem is now to 
specify what this standard should be. Zieky (19) has identified seven 
different ways in which standards can be set for criterion reference test-.. 
These include 'inspection-based' judgeme. its (in which the tests are rcvi-. w'i 
as they are performed) and 'judgemental ' methods (in which the test itet, 

assessed by a panel or committees of judges and a conseau3 at Piveci at). 
Both judgemental and inspection-based methods were used to develop to 

marking scheme for the ESP tests. A panel of three judges was appoi.:. cd to 
draw up the marking scheme. One meiber of the team represented the Sýienoe 
Unit of the Ministry of Education, one the Course Writing Team ani the ; ii.. 
the local tutors. All three were also members of the panel of assessors- 

appointed by the Board of Examiners to make the final teaching assessrerts of 
ESP and College of Education students. This Criterion panel mat in Queen's 
College while the CSA tests were being carried out. They read the materials, 
observed the tests and then met in a separate room to discuss the scheme. 
If they had difficulty in arriving at a consenus they obtained a Sample of the 

candidates' ' scripts' and used these to reach final agreement. The panel 

provided detailed marking schemes for each of the six skills. As well as 

setting minimal competency levels for each they also identified levels 

which would denote a high level of competence in each skill. 

Problems Encountered During C SA Test 

It took longer than anticipated to assemble the equipment needed for the 

situational tests with the result that, although some piloting had been care. 

out, on the spot piloting of the tests-was not as thorough as one would have 

wished and a number of practical difficulties arose during the situational 

testing; difficulties may well have been eliminated with proper piloting. 

The three main problems encountered were, 

. 
(i) Difficulty of keeping conditions standardized 

In a research laboratory it may be comparatively easy to maintain 

stanIarc. iz_ci conditions but in an effort to reflect the authenticity of 

real life the C SA tests were carried out in an normal school labcrat= 
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and here it is much more difficult to maintain standardization . This was 
particularly noticeable in Test 1 which measured the teachers' safety skill. 
One of the 'dangers' which the teachers were expected to recognize was that 
a reagent bottle sitting at the edge of a tench could be easily ov, ýrbalancs-_; * 
and its contents spilt. Each day the 'dangers' were chocked, before the 
first student was allowed into the laboratory. On the first &y, ho. 'ever, 
we failed to keep checking that the dangers 'continued to exist' for each 
student and only at the end-of Test 1 did we discover that at sore tire 
during the test, one of the teachers had moved the reagent %ittle slightly 
back from the edge of the bench. This may have made the 'rAa^: -r' more 
difficult to recognize for the other teachers. On the secW nd 
we observed one of the teachers picking up the Cottle -t;, o ri th3 

and then setting it down slightly further back from the edge. r ficu:;, y 
in maintaining standardization was also reflected by the fact t. ,tt:, i 
teachers noted 'dangers' of which we were not aware. Fns exarpl- . c'- ti--- 
first day the seat of one of the pupils' stools was broken and t.. - 
exit locked. V 

ii) Differing interpretations of instructions 
In order to maintain standardization over the three days the in3truct_or--t 

for the tests were printed on worksheets a; -. d verbal instructions 'kept to 

a minimum. It was difficult to be sure, however, that each ca dilate wss 
interpreting the instructions in the same way. In Test 4, for irta*. ce, 
in which the teachers were asked to modify a lesson plan, some interetrd 

the instructions to mean that they had to write out a new lesson plan 

whilst others intrepreted them. -as meaning that they had only to write 

about the modifications they would mike. Fortunately, the Criterion fa=el 

were close by and able to give_a judgement which was then announced to .l 
the candidates. 

(iii) Fatigue 
Many of the teachers were noticeably tired by the time they care to do 

Test 4. In order to arrive at the test centre for nine a. m. some had 

left home at six-thirty a. m. and had travelled distances of up to air--=--ýd 

miles. Most had taken only small. snacks for lunch and so by the ti--e 

Test 4 began they were clearly fatigued. 

One benefit of having the Criterion Panel present at the test centre va: :. l. -- 

they could obcerve the : roblenz at fir. t hand and could race allowances 

them in the marking scheme. The difficulty of standardization, for ex= -ý 

was recognized and the'bottle at the edge' danger was weighted accord : p; 

allowances were also made for valid alternative dangers noticed by the 

ý 
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Results of the CS A Teat 
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Competence 

Subject knowledge 

High 

Competency Level 

Above minimum 

0 15 II 

Science methods ?90 

Relate to environment 6 91 

Overall competence 0_ 16 0 

I. 

l 

Using the marking scheme and the criterion standards set, by the panel we vere 
able to assess the performance of the ESP teachers on a representative sazple c° : ý: e 
skills considered by Guyanese science educators to be important 'or teaching 
science in Guyana. We were able to investigate the extent to which the ES p 
teachers had achieved overall competence and also their ccm�etence level is 
each of the six skills. 

The results of the 6A test are set out in Table 3 in Appendix 4 at are 
summarized in Table 3a, below. From the tables we see that all sib^re toad;,, 
achieved the level required for minimal competence. 

Table 3a- . Competence of ESP Teachers as Measired by CSA Test 

Skills 1 and 2 are different aspects of the same competence -"owledge of 
subject matter - so we combined the scores for these two skills to obtain a 
measure of how competent the teachers were in 'Subject knowledge'. -. From the 

results we found fifteen of the sixteen"to be competent. Similarly, combining 
scores for Skills 3 and 4 we find all sixteen competent in their use of science 
methods ( with seven of the sixteen demonstrating a high level of competence 
in this area). From the results for Skills 5 and 6 we find fifteen competent 

at-relating to their pupil's environment. Fifteen of the sixteen ESP teache=s 

were. competent, therefore, in all three areas considered by Guyanese scie: cre 

educators; to be of particular importance-for science teaching. All the 

scored above thi level needed for minimal overall competence. Since these 

sixteen were a representative sample of the tire rty-nine who have so far 

qualified through ESP we conclude that the programme has achieved its majors 

of training teachers to teach WTSC and SL6p. 
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, G5 A as an Evaluation Method 

Using CSA to evaluate ESP has shown that the programme auchlevded its It---jar 
goal but for the purposes of this case study it, was even more import.. nt to 
evaluate the CSA method itself. We approached this by addres*in� otý : 21v? e 
to certain questions. 

plan for Evaluation of CS A 

Validity and reliability 

(a) Is the CS A test accurate 

(b) Is it consistent ? 

Opinions about 6A 

(a) Does it satisfy administrators 
and staff ? 

(b) Do the teachers tested feel it 
was fair ? 

If 

Overview 

(a) What are the strengths :' 
the GSA method ? 

(b) What are the ; Hain prcb_e. -, 
difficulties arß 
limitations ? 

(c) How can M; A be imp: ovm- 1) 

I 



Validity and Reliability 

t 

Before claimimg the satisfactory results of the CSA test : demonstrated 
that ESP has achieved its main goal it is necessary to show that the. ; 'S t 
method itself was a valid measure of the teachers' : school performance on 
this occasion. We need to demonstrate that there is a positive relatiorshi_ 
between the C5A test and the teachers' teaching of science in : h: -. i= schools. 
A method commonly used to demonstrate the validity of a new test dej r. 3s upon 
correlating the results of that test with results of an independent and 
previous test, one which itself has been shown to be a valil rzQ.:. ixn of 
the behaviour under test. 

14 "bs 

Concurrent Validity 

In order to demonstrate concurrent validity for the C SA. test, thersfoc:, 

we need another independent measure of the Sp teachers' pcr. for ; ancs. 
Unfortunately, the other measures-that are available, have not tren. elzes 
been shown to be valid. If we compare the GSA results of the si. c üeen MP 
teachers with the grades they were awarded in their final teal-hing 

assessment we find that there is a weak correlation between the two meas-L-ec 
Final teaching grades, however, were decided using ratings 

obtained from a panel cf supervisors who observed the teachers in their 
individual school. Different teachers were rated by different cuperriso s, 
in different situations and in a process that took place over a period of 
three months. That there is such a low correlation between CS A test results 

and final teaching assessment is not surprising in the circumstances. 
Indeed there is little evidence to show that supervisors' ratings can 

measure a teacher's everyday teaching (Rosenshine 1971). 

One way in which we might expect to find a higher correlation of results 

would be by comparing those obtained in the C SA test of 'Science knowledge' 

with those obtained in the final(written)exanination in science and 
indeed there is a significant positive correlation between the teacher's 

competence in subject knowledge (as measure by their combined scores on 
Skills 1 and 2) and the score they obtained in their final science 

examination (r-0.53 p -Z . 05 

. We cannot say, however, that the final'science examination itself was a 

valid measure of the teachers ability to teach for the scores in the 

science examination were obtained using the pencil and pager techniques 

that we noted earlier depended upon indirect symbolic responses. 
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McClelland (1973) has proposed that the criteria for establishing the 

validity of criterion reference teats, 

"really ought to be not grades in school, but 'grades in life' in 

the broadest theoretical and practical sense. " 

The problem, however, is to determine a way in which 'grades In life' can 
be determined far Guyanese science teachers. 

predictive Validity 

Clearly it would be best to go to their schools to find out h. w well the 

ESP trained teachers performed in their 'job situation'.. We fell. that it 

would have been of little benefit simply to observe them teaching and rate 

their performance as this was how the final teaching grades 4ece obtained. 

A second major problem with the rating technique was that it woi'dhave 

given us a measure of teaching based on a single observation of the teacher's 

performance. While'real life' may be made up of a series of sin, -I-- events, 

a teacher's on the job 'everyday' performance is liable to vary greatly from 

that demonstrated in a single special 'command performance' before & ti-?. t! rZ 

supervisor. We felt that an accurate rating of a teacher's everyday 

performance could best be obtained from those who observed this everyday 

performance; those who work with him in the school, his fellow taach. ers a 

pupils. 

The great majority of schools in Guyana are still based on a traditional 

authoritarian model with decision making power within the school being fL-.. 1y 

held by the headteacher. In a few of the larger schools,. there are heads 

of department to whom some authority is-delegated but in general those who 

are likely to know about a teacher's performance are head teachers on the c= 

hand and pupils on the other. 

Interviews with Headteachers 

Interviews were conducted with the headteachers of fifteen of. the . 
ESP teachers who took part in the GSA test. The interviewer was well k. -. own 

to all the headteachers concerned and they were assured that their cc. en'rs 

would be treated confidentially and not disclosed to the teachers- or 

. Ministry*of Education personnel. In a few of the larger schools the beadtea. = -s 

asked for the head of the science department to be allowed to take pat in 

the interview. At the time ot'interview the headteacheirs did not know the 

results of either the CS A test or of the final teaching assessment a. 

examination grains awarded to the teachers. They did know, however, that the 

teachers had been awarded teaching certificates. During the first part Of 



the interview the headteachers were asked to 

. "Tell me what do you think about ---- as a science teacher? " 
After they had finished discussing their general comments they were asked 
specific questions relating to the ESP teacher's class control , lesson 

preparation, confidence in subject, and ability to teach higher forms. 

From the replies it became clear that the headteachers assessed the teachsrr 

mainly on their general attitude, maturity and confidence. They 3pokA about 
their 'good' teachers as being 'keen', 'dedicated' , 'confident in himself', 
'firm - not hesitant', 'very confident in his work' . When trey were critical 
of teachers , however, they referred to them as being 'nervous and hZsitalt', 

'hasn't matured as a person, still ; childish ', 'a bit emctic: al'. 
Of the eleven heads interviewed only one had ever taught science, most were 
hesitant to discuss topics especially related to science teachir . They felt 

unable, therefore, to comment on two of the three competences tested in the 
CSA test, 'Use of Science Methods' and 'Relating to Pupil's r: rivtronner.,: ' 

The replies to. the four specific questions are summarized in Table 4 

Appendix 4. Twelve of the fifteen teachers were said to prepare their 

work well; all were seen as being confident in content although the heads 

felt that four would need sone*help to teach fifth form classes. Ten of the 

fifteen were regarded as'having good class'control and twelve were reported 

as being willing to teach GCC forms. From'the interviews it is clear that all 
the teachers were regarded by their headteachers as being suitability 

confident to teach WIS C and SIS P. Most were also considered to have good 

class control and lesson preparation. The interviews and the general 
findings of the GSA test agree closely. From Table 4 in which the teachers 

have been ranked according to their CS A results, we can see that, only two 

of the thirty-two replies to specific questions about the teachers in the top 

half of the table were unfavourable as compared with eight unfavourable replies 

given about teachers in the bottom half of the table. Indeed there were more 

unfavourable replies about the four teachers scoring the lowest marks on CSA 

than for all the other twelve teachers. 

From notes made during the interviews, we later found a more specific 

correspondence'with'the CS A results. In Guyana, as in many developing countries, 

headteachers tend to give the higher ability classes to the teachers in whoa 

they have most confidence, especially with regard to their academic and 

subject knowledge. In Guyanese schools a good measure of a headteacher's 

confidence in a teacher's subject knowledge would be whether or-not he 

timetables that teacher to take a CC`: cl,, -s. If we compare the results 
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obtained by teachers who taught G{ classes with those obtained by teachers 
who do not teach GCL, on tests 1 and 2 we find strong evidence to support 
the view that the CSA tests were a valid measure of the teacher's eubject 
knowledge. This comparison is made in Ta1ld. 5 Appendix 4 and 
summarized in Table 5a below. We find that there is a strong wnd highly 
significant relationship between the CSA results for 'Stab ject knowledge' and 
the headteachers' perception of this, as judged by whether or not he time- 
tables the teacher for a GCE class. (- a. a f0.8 pC . pg1. )(-t =4.8 for 13df). 

Table 5a Correlations Between Different Measures of Teacher's 
Sub jý Knowwledpe 

CSA +0.53! x 

Science Exam 

Science Exam Heaiteacher'3 placement 

+0.8111 

+0.42 

s'p ý . 05 
f*pt . 001 

Pupils' Opinions on Teachers 
.. ý. 

The opinions of pupils and students have been used in a number of studies 
into teacher effectiveness (for reviews of these studies se Costin, Greeroueh 

and Menges 19 71, and Strumph and Freedman 1979). Costin et al in their 

review concluded that, 

"..... student ratings can provide reliable and valid information 

on the quality of courses and instruction" 

Strumph and Freedman, however reported that the results obtained from 

. pupils' opinions were 'inconsistent'. They suggested that student or pupil 
ratings related to the teacher's strictness or leniency when marking 

examinations, especially if the teacher's grades affected their chances of 

getting a high school diploma. This does not apply in Guyana where pupils 
sit for 'external' examinations and teacher's grades do not affect the 

final certificate grade. 

We wanted to investigate how pupils opinions about teachers would correlate 

with the CS A results but it was difficult to find a satisfactory means of 
doing this. Initially, we had planned to use a rating scale similar to 

i 



the one developed by Tamir and Zoor (1977) in Israel= their work, however, 
has been carried out on pupils who all belonged to the one age group. 
From our experience, and from our contact with the schools, we knew that it 

was unlikely that the ESP teachers would all be teaching the same age T�zoup. 
The pupils were likely to come from different age groups, races and cultural 
environments. Pupils from such widely differing backgrouz ire felt, would 
be likely to place different inte-rpretations on the meaning of words and 
phrases used in a printed rating scale, and wording that was to be ;n aerstood 
by (low ability) first form pupils was likely to be seen as childish and 
naive by fifth formers. So we rejected the idea of developing a ra; ärg 

scale. 

We decided, instead, to ask the pupils to give a 'free responso' written 

report of about half a page in length on, 
"My science teacher and the way he ( or she) teaches sctenci. " 

This method, while it provides less precise measurements than a ; "tire; :c tie 
of the teacher's personality, has the advantage of allowing ºus bolt -i to 
the pupils views with the CS A results and to investigate the pe 3pect's of t: ne 
pupils. A science teacher's performance in Guyana could be affected by 

'factors not identified in the opinions expressed by the science educators and. 
headteachers. The pupils' free response replies provided any opportunity 
for them, perhaps, to emerge. 

Classes taught by fifteen of sixteen teachers who did the GSA tests were 

visited. As was noted above, we could not obtain reports from children all 
of the same age group but whenever possible reports were obtained from pupils 
in form 3. In all cases the reports were collected when the teacher was 

absent. Pupils were assured that their reports would be treated, in strict 

confidence. They were also asked not to identify their teacher by name 

and were told that the study was being carried out on behalf of UNE C0 - 

an'overseas agency' who wanted to "know about the different methods that 

teachers use to teach science". 

Written reports were obtained from 443 pupils= an average of thirty for each 

teacher (range 9- 50 ). Each report was read by the evaluator and then 

catagorized as being either 'favourable', or 'neutral' , or 'unfavourable' 

about the teacher. 371 (84. were found to be favourable about the teachers, 

for example, describing them as being, 'interesting' 
, 'helpful', 'courteous 

and attentive'. 58 (13 u) describe the teachers and their work in terms 

which were neither favourable nor critical, for example, 'teachas me about 

living things and non living things' or she tells us what the topic is' and 
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what we are going to experiment on ". In fourteen (3 ; 6) of the reports 
criticism was expressed about the teachers. 

"He is very good in science but I am experiencing that ho does not 
know how to explain himself. " 

, 
".. but something I found out, bad about him is that he does not Eu 

according to the syllabus ." 

During the first reading of the reports comnon 'key words' and phrases were 
identified and noted. The scripts were then reread to see how many studen; Q 
used these 'key words' or phrases to help describe either their teacher or 
his teaching. Care was U ken to include only specific references -.. -) the 
teaching. Fhrases such as. "I like the way he teaches ne" and ha i3 a 

. 
"good man" or is "good to. me" were excluded. Even so 48 % of the puls 
reported that the-teacher was either 'a good teacher' or,. that he tzugtit. 1-well 1 

The analysis is not yet complete but the results obtained sa far : ire ný reps::,, 
There is an extremely low and negative correlation between tha ; t-ýcor. tav of 

pupils in a class who wrote that their teacher was either a 'food' tea:; b: rs o 
taught 'well' and the scores obtained by that teacher on the CA teal. 

However, there is also an extremely low correlation between the pupils' rer: rts 
and final teaching assessment grades. 

Table 6 Correlations of Three Measures of Teacher Performance 

6A 

Teaching assessment 

Teaching Assessment Pupils' Reports 

+0.11-- - 0.05 

+ 0.07 , 

We sought to find a relationship between any of the key phrases used in the 

pupils' reports and teacher's C SA performance of individual skills and could 

find no word or phrase in the reports which could be used as a direct measure 

of subject knowledge. We hypothesized however, that teachers who scored 

highly on Skill 2- Use of Apparatus - would be more likely to use apparatus 

in school than those who obtained low scores for this skill. A greater 

percentage of'their pupils could be expected, therefore, to write about the 

teacher's use of apparatus. On analysing the data, however, we found no 

evidence to cuprort the hypothesis. Az with the rating scale, the problem' 

stems largely from the fact that the ESP teachers were teaching in so many 
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different schools and to such a range of pupils. For example, an fiber of 
the teachers who scored highly in the (SA tests, taught in schools which die 
not have functioning laboratories, others taught classes without havi ; 
the equipment for the course. On the other hand, some of the teachers who 
scored the lowest marks of the two MA tests taught only junior classes 1'. 
schools which were equipped for this. 

During the initial reading of-the scripts it was noticed that may of the 
pupils reported on the written work they did in science. since one of the 
CS A tests measured teacher's ability to encourage pupils to r card their 

observations it was hypothesized that there would be a nigniiicant 
between the percentage of pupils in a class reporting the recording cf w 

. 
and the teacher's GSA score for Skill 3. -- Such a corrs%tion did cxist, 
although it was not significant at the 5% level (r + 0.32). 

A point of interest did arise, however, when we divided the set of s: cipt: 

on the basis of teachers-being reported to have 'called out' or written not, f 
on the blackboard from those reporting teachers as encouraging pupils to 

write their own notes. The GSA test, as well as providing a measure of the 
teacher's skill in encouraging pupils to 'record' observations, had also 

provided a measure of their skill in guiding pupils to make their own 

observations (Skill 4). We hypothesized that teachers who frequently dictate 

notes - either verbally or on the blackboard = would be unlikely to encot aZ-_ 
their pupils to draw their own conclusions from their observations and so 

could be expected to score poorly on the test for Skill 4.. There is, in fa. --. 

-a negative correlation between the percentage of pupils who report that the{= 

teacher 'dictated' notes and the teacher's score in guiding pupils to draw 

. conclusions from their observations. (r- -0.37, not significant at 5 ). 

Teachers-who were reported by the pupils as encouraging them to write notes 

did score highly on the test for encouraging pupils to record observations. 

If they were reported to be dictating notes, however, they scored poorly 

on the test of their skill in guiding pupils to draw conclusions from their 

observations. 

We find there is little correlation between any of the three measures of 

teacher performance shown in Table 6 but there is reason for believing +�h~: 

the"C A test was a valid measure of the ESP-teachers teaching performance. 

There is a significant relationship between the (A test scores on science 

knowledge and. the final examination scores for science. There is also a 

ciC; nificant correlation, betw3en the results of the (-A tests for Skill 1 ý. 

and the headteachers' views of teacher competence. Both pupils' reports 

interviews with headteachers further substantiate the CS A finding that ES? 

teachers can competently teach IBISC and Srp. 
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Reliability of the MA Test 

Although CSA has been shown to be able to effectively measure the competence 
of the Mr teachers as yet we have shown no evidence that it is a reliable 
measure of competence. Traditional indices of consistency are not appropriate 
for criterion referenced tests (Popham and Husek 1969) as the indices were 
designed for use with norm referenced measurements, and derend upon the 

existence of differences among the candidates' scores. CL-iterion-refnced 
tests are intended to apply to situations in which there may be no difference 

among the students' true scores. In a CSA test, for example, it Couli 
happen that all the people in a population arc above the critcriür. C'Cox4 ar. d 
thus the true score variance will be drastically reduced or e%on could te. 

eliminated completely. A (5A test, therefore, could reliably indicate that 

all the candidates have demonstrated the criterion performance but still have 

a conventional reliability co-effirlent of 'zero. 

The problem of obtaining a reliability index for a criterion referenced te:. l-- 

has been recognized for some time and a variety of approaches have been 

proposed (See Hambleton est al, 1978). For anyone faniliar with conventional 

reliability measures the criterion method which is probably the wjost approDr at 
is the one developed from classical test theory by Livingston ()972). 

In this method a reliability co-efficient is calculated based on the deviatici, 

of scores from the criterion rather than from the mean. Calculated in this 

way the co-efficient will have many of the important properties of conventional 

norm-referenced reliability measures including its interpretation as a ratio 

of variances. It has been argued, however, that as Livingston's co-efficient 
is a function of the criterion as well 'as of an individual's responses, 
it should not be interpreted as if it were a conventional reliability index. 

(Shavelson et al 1972). Never-the-less , the Livingston method for calculating 

reliability is recommended by UIE, (1979) and especially so for criterion 

tests where only a single administration of the test is possible. 

The CSA results for ESP were obtained from a single test and so Li.. ingston's 

method was used to calculate reliability. The co-efficient obtained was 
demonstrating a high degree gýcrý ý'0.9, ng gree of-reliability-for the CSA test. 

Thus the C SA test used for ESP has been shown to be both a valid and a 

reliable measure of the teacher's everyday teaching Performance and it has 

been successful in evaluating the major goal of this nonformal educational 

rrogr:, ý-ize. Although the statistical indices have demonstrated the suitability 

L'; 
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of the CS A approach, we felt that more credance would be given to these 
indices if we could also demonstrate that those who ha ve participated in 
the ESP programme were satisfied with the CS A method used in the evaluation. 

Opinions About (SA 

(a) ESP Teachers 

Each day after '- completing 
. the tests the FSP teachers were asfa 

to give written replieu to two questions asking how relevant they thew-} 
the CSA test were to their everyday situation and how effectively the) 
thought the complete 'package' of four test would ansess t--, Ir abi1; ' 
to teach WISC and SISP. When everyone had finished wr1 tin ,4c a-;, uý 
were invited to discuss the tests. The eval'. ator led th9 d1acur, 

made notes of the points raised. The teachers felt that the tact wa: 
relevant to their everyday teaching situation and many used -=xents 
such as 'well prorortioned to WISC', 'relevant' or 'closoiy e'- ited *a 
WISC'. A number of the teachers suggested that as well as evaluating 

skills the tests also provided them with-a rewarding learning exrrci: e. 

One teacher felt that the test content was biased towards physics er, 1, 

so , those who taught physics would be at an advantage. In the 

that day, a number of the teachers disagreed with this corment, howeve_. 

and suggested that the test reflected the balance of content in the 

WISC and SDSP programmes. There were a number of criticisms about :.:,. 

length of the test with some teachers reporting that they were too timed 

to give their best performance in Test 40 

(b) Administrators' and Educators' Opinions 

Those involved in the running of ESP were interviewed about the G3A 

evaluation. One week before the interviews they Here provided with a 
three page discription of the evaluation procedure, asked to read it 

and prepare comments about GSA's suitability for evaluating : p. 

Amongst those interviewed were members of the Criterion panel, the 

Education Officer with overall responsibility for science education in 

Guyana, the co-ordinator of the ESP programme, science education 

who had helped supervise and assess the teachers, members of the Ca, =s-a 

Writing Team and local iZ P tutors.. All the people interviewed had 

received copies of the Science Educator's (Zuestionnaire used in 

developing the test. 

Administratoro Views 

The a ministrators felt that (-A could provide a viable means of 

evaluating ! SP-Some concern was felt, however, over the method used -.. D 
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obtain the views of Guyanese educators. One administrator reported that it 
had been extremely difficult to rate the skills in the questionnaire since 
there were so many different schools in which ESP teachers could be asked 
to teach and what could be a highly important skill in orte situation would 
be of relatively minor importance in another. A second adminjstzatcr felt 
that the questionnaire should have been developed using only uuyaness 
sources and opinions rather than being based on opinions and resulte from 
developed countries. The problem of obtaining-a true measure of a 
teacher's performance from a single observation was commented upon. 

Supervisors' Views 

Supervisors felt that the main benefit of the CSA approach lay in its ability 
to test a teacher's performance in a practical yet controlled way. The -: t 
of safety skills was particularly praised. One sup ervisor, wondered ;. tteth_r 
CSA could measure a teacher's 'willingness' or 'attitude' to perform a 

skill rather than his ability to perform that skill. Vass it was su. -ges-tai 
that the best measure of a teacher's performance should be what he ¬ctualLy 
does rather than what he can do. Another supervisor felt that them had beer 

a bias towards physics content in the test and suggested that we should 
"Sacrificed statistical purity of randomness to get a more, 
deliberately representative sample of the skills. " 

Unlike the administrator quoted above, one of the supervisors felt that 

too much attentation had been paid : to the views of the Guyanese educates 
in developing the CE A test and as a result the evaluation had been too 

narrow. ' It told us, he suggested, only about the teacher's performance on 

skills thought to be important by Guyanese.. Surely, he argued, these were 
the skills that teachers were most likely to have since if the educates 

thought they were important they would be the ones emphasised in the 

training programme. What if educators in other countries, felt that other 

skills were more important ? Would the ESP teachers have these skills ? 

If not can they be said to teach W13C and STEP effectively ? 

Views of Local Tutors 

The local tutors felt that the CS A approach used would provide a good 

evaluation of the Emergency Science Programme. They liked, especially, the 

two tests related to subject knowledge and suggested that tests of the 

different skills would help in diagnozing weaknesses in training. One tu:, - 

felt that the marking scheme should have allowed for some marking to to dc, -e 

on an observational basis, with assessors rating the teachers' perfor.. ai., --- 

on the different skills. It was also suggested that the equirr. ent urea 1. 



Test 2 could have caused some problems for students from rural regions. 
It was pointed out that there is no one source of equipment for Guyanese 
schools and during the past decade science materials have been lurch;. sed 
from the UK, the USA, Canada, GDR and the Republic of Chin,,. While all 
the teachers could be expected to be familar with a lever balenr. o,, the UK 
model used in the test itself could be unfamilar to them and would place 

, those who were familar with for-example, the Canadian model at a dis- 

advantage. .. 

Course Writers' Views 
The Course Writing Team members felt that CS A was a "very pramis. avaluat')a 
method' and that it could provide a valid evaluation of the ESP prcgrane. 
They disliked the fact, however, that the assessment " of the teac: 3rs "ars 
made on a 'once and for all basis' and suggested that this could effect t:: e 
reliability of the assessment since a teacher could be denonstratircg Si 

. atypical performance of his ability. The role of the Criterion Markirr ? an, -'_ 
they regarded as being crucial in a CSA evaluation and sugesiect that gm--rt 
care should be taken in selecting the mebers of the panel. . Rey should be 

people 'steeped' in the actual performance and knowledge of the skills being 

tested and yet at the same time they cannot be people who are so 'set in the-i- 

ways' that they are unable to rethink or change their minds after discussion 

and reflection. People with this combination of experience and flexibility 
it was suggested were rare and yet, were essential for good CSA evaluaticn. 

Case Study Team's Overview 

Appropriatness of the 6A Evaluation of ESP 

The CSA evaluation has produced tangible results to demonstrate the success 

of the distance teaching method in training science teachers in Guyana. 
., 

Analysing the results we have seen that-the C SA test was highly reliable (0.9) 

and made a valid assessment of the. teachers' abilities. The findings 

correspond to-the 'traditional' examination scores ( 0.53) and to headteachexVi 

and pupils' opinions. Participants in the ESP 
., programme including students, 

local tutors, supervisors, course writers and administrators all felt that 

the methods and instruments used could evaluate ESP. A number of criticises 

of the method were made by participants and these have been outlined. 

It is appropriate at this stage of the report, therefore, to take an overail 

look at GSA's suitability for evaluating ESP, taking into account the results 

and opinions obtained and our own experience indeveloning and ca ying out 

the evaluation. 
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Strengths of the Criterion Sampling Approach 

During the case study we have become aware of six main benefits or advantages 
of the Criterion Sampling Approach. These area 

1. Using CSA we are able to obtain direct 'low inference' measures of teacher's 
performance, measures which give us absolute rather than relative judgements 
about performance. We now know that ESP teachers are competent to teach WISC 
and SDSP on the skills that we measured. Other methods have merely given us 
relative data, such-as whether or not the ESP teachers were as 'good' as other, 
science teachers or whether or not the particular teacher was in the top 
twenty percent of his age group. The CS A criterion tests can be used year after 
year to assess different groups of teachers yet each future test will indicate 
the competence of the teachers in the particular group on the particular skills. 

2. By using situational tests C5A enabled us to evaluate teachers from many 
different schools and areas, under controlled conditions. Ca=ying out 
ratings of ESP teachers in their normal classroom situation has proved 
to be very difficult throughout their training period. For example, 
a supervisor could be asked to rate teacher A who is teaching a GCE physics 
class without equipment in a crowded hall. Later the same morning he may 
be. required to assess a second teacher teaching a form 1 class in the well eq- 
uipped laboratory of a new secondary school. In awarding a grade the 

supervisor is faced with the problem of judging whether teacher B's 

performance in his school situation-was as good as Teacher A's'performance 
in his situation. With the C SA test each teacher was tested under 

standardized conditions. 

3. CS A enabled us to obtain a measure of the teacher's ability using tangible 

concrete measures of performance. When assessing a teacher's competence 
in a normal classroom situation the supervisor is faced with the difficulty 

of having to observe many different skills at the same time. The grade is 

awarded on how well the complex of skills have been demonstrated but often 
this can only be judged on rather intangible evidences "the pupils' level 

of attention" , "the general productive atmosphere", "the teacher's 

stumbling speech". CS A allowed us-to isolate the different skills needed 
to teach WISS C and SLOP and assess the teacher's ability to do this using 

clearly observable indicators of performance. For example, did he or did 

he not show how to overcome a specific danger ? Could he get the four 

pupils to record their observations ? 

4'4 
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Criterion Sampling permitted an element of diagnostic evaluation. 
By testing the teacher's performance on a number of differcit skills 
we are able to see how effective the LSp progra. t a is in developing 
each of these skills. The information obtained serves, therefore, 
as a formative as well as a summative evaluation. This vas larticularly 
beneficial since 

.a 
third intake of students were about to begin training 

and the information obtained from C5A could be used) to help modify the 

programme. In distance teaching it is often difficult to get first 
hand information about the learning difficulties of st-;. dents. 
often organizors are dependent on local tutors and teachir suuez-. -iscr: - 
noting and relaying detailed information about the students cspabllitie-d 

5. One point which cane over very strongly in the interviews vita the 
ESP participants who were members of the Criterion Panel, was the 

benefit they felt they had gained from being involved in this 

procedure. They felt it had helped them to. 'rati: )naliza' uhat they 

wanted ESP to do. Although many of the. correspondence units h&4 

provided the students with specific objectives and although there were 

general aims for the programme, the course organizorn. had not 
previously considered what competences and skills MP should seek to 

produce in its 'graduates'. Working on the Criterion Panel they felt 
had helped them to do this and would, in future, help then In 

directing ESP 

6. Using Criterion Sampling continually to evaluate the ESP programme 
would have a dramatic impact on-the motivation of the students 
If they knew they were to be assessed on their performance of tasks 

and skills directly related to their job then they would be more 
likely to practise and try to improve upon their performance of these 

rather than merely trying to improve upon their academic Tc owledge 

for examinations or in trying to prepare a 'one off' special lesson 

for the benefit of a visiting supervisor. 

Limitations of the 6A Evaluation 

As well as having particular strengths the 6A evaluation also had a 

number of weaknesses and limitations as we applied it. Althotigci they mayor may 

not be limitations in future work, they reflect problems we encountered. 
1. C SA testing is relatively expensive and time consuming both to 

develop and to carry out. Other evaluation methods, such as those 

using examinations, ratin�TS, questionnaires and interviews Involve 

some expense at the development stage but are relatively cheap to 

carry out. Questionnaires can be posted, examinations held at a 
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a number of local centres, interviewers can vist ta number of schoolu 
in one area.. Criterion Sampling, since it depends upon students Ding 
tested under standardized conditions required that-the Mp students be 
brought to a central testing area. 

Distance teaching ; as its name implies, involves students being taught 

at a geographical distance from the programme headquarters and frequertºf 
there are also considerable- distances betwoen the areas in which dif; ere-t 
students live. To bring a. body of students from the rural and interior 

areas of a developing country to 
,a 

central location is espens; -; d, 'c+, was 

necessary. Initially we had considered carrying out the tests the 
local centres so that the teachers would have had to travel cal;, 
distances but as well as the major problem of standardIzfng corditionn t 

the different centres, other difficulties were anticip='ted. For Example, 
the ESP teachers had 'all worked together at the vacatirin workslfu-s 641 

were familar with their counterparts throughout the country. Orcn-a-y c.: a 
batch of teachers were tested information about the test would be stresl 

around the other teachers in a matter of days. We could overocme this only 
by varying the test content or by carrying out all tests within a two or 
three day period. In-the interests of standarization we did not want to wary 
the content but we-knew that it would be impossible to carry out tests i_ 

all three regions in anything less than a week. 

2. Because CS A testing is time consuming and expensive only six of the 

thirty-six skills rated as most important by the educators coull be 

tested. As we have reported, even this proved to be tiring for the tea e. 

Testing performance on a greater number of skills would have requi-re! 

bringing the teachers back to the centre for a second day of tests- and. 

with the finances and time available, this would have meant reducing the 

number of teachers who could be tested. We had to maintain a balance, . 
therefore, between the two 'sample' sizes= the larger the sample of ski'? e 

the smaller the sample of teachers and vice versa. While every a ralu3fi: n 

method may have to maintain such a balance, the relative expensiveness of 

situational testing makes this balance particularly important in as- A 

evaluation. 
-- 
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one of the criticisms leveled at the CSA approach we used, by the administrators 

and course writers was that it made an assessment of the teacher based on the 

observation of a sinCle performance. Tho ca as: esamcnt 

that the teacher's performance on the day of the test was typical- e: 

his everyday performance. It is hardly likely, however, that everycn-t 
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will give a typical performance on any particular day. 
'Although sixteen people completed all four C SA tests, seventeen had in fact 
completed Test 1 and 2. This is because, for example; one teacher had to 
leave at mid-day to attend a family funeral. To what exteDt, w may azi, waz 
this teacher's performance on the tests she completed affected by har 
'domestic' circumstances ? 

Teacher assessment by visiting-supervisors can be reaxrang d fairly easily 
to allow for any major disruptions to a teacher's domestic or work situati. Zn 
and many modern examinations try to overcome the problem of 'cne -`f' 
measurement by including in the assessment a percentage of ^aJ. c Bair. ' from 
continuous evaluation or course work. 'However, in 6A evaluation, - 
because of the additional expense involved the individual can not be 
catered for to the same extent 

An interesting example of the difficulties arising from assessing eon=cne 
from a one off performance is demonstrated in the CSA results. Iii : able 3 
Appendix 4 we find that one teacher was below minimal competence on Skills 
1 and 6, had the lowest score on Skill 2, and had the lowest score for the 

overall test. Surprisingly, however, during final teaching assessment this 
teacher had been ranked as one of the top five in the whole ESP group and 
was in the top fifty percent in the final science examination. 
Her headteacher thought she was a good teacher, who was thorough and 
methodical, and suggested that her greatest strength lay in her 'ability to 

communicate effectively with students'. He felt that because of her 

good 'rapport' with the students they "develop a liking for her and as a 

result she can get over her content". Indeed thirty out of the thirty-two 

pupils in her class (94 %) wrote favourably about her. one pupil wrote, 

"She knows how to make our science lesson a very enjoyable one. 
She knows just how to treat children, she is never harsh and tries 

to make you understand in the simplest way. Our teacher never Wish 
things and never misses a detail. " 

Yet this was the teacher who had the lowest overall score on the CS A test. 

One clue as to why this might be care from the interview with her headtea^ _. 

At the time neither he . nor the interviewer knew the results of the MA 

test., : chile discussing her 'hesitant' attidtude towards teaching a fou w'h 

so 
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or fifth form class the head commented that he felt that her attitude 
stemmed-from her personality- as she was 'pretty sensitive' and`a bit 

a9*lmrb-thts-ztrt-becmr. I- i: 2 "Ptal 

."iavv z[ZSxT`ý i3; ý1 

She displayed no fear of the pupils in her every- 
day teaching. She had had frequent visits from her supervisors during her 
training and so was not upset at final teaching assessment and she was 
familar with traditional written examinations. Only the unf; ailar lorfornance 
testing of MA was new to her and so her personality may have foun"i 
difficult to cope with. 

It Is interesting to note that during the interviews he&Alkeachors only t: ri; 
referred to teachers being 'emotional'. The first tim 4ar, in r. efereiuc- to 
the teacher mentioned above who scored the lowest CSA mark, Arad the t of t 
time was in reference to the. teacher who scored the second lowest irk. 
An evaluation based on a single performance of a CSA test, we suggeý ray 
produce results which are biased -against people with a 'sensitive' or 
'emotional' personality. ". If having such a personalitk, º is a hind£-an-_e to 
effective science teaching then it is valid for CSA to discriminate in this 

way. However, from the results we obtained using other methods of assessment 
this appears not to tie the case. 

ESP used a multi-media approach to distance teaching. In an evaluation of 
the programme it would be of interest to know about the relative effectiveness 
of the different components of the programme. The face-to-face coriponent, 
for example, was much more expensive than the correspondence component. 
The organizors would like to know therefore, how effective this relatively 

expensive component has'been. How did the teachers acquire the different 

skills ? Were they obtained via the correspondence units or were workshops 

and tutorial sessions essential for developing teaching skill ? 

Formative evaluation, during the first years of ESP had shown that while 
80 to 90 % of the students had thought that weekly tutorials were useful 

and interesting only 50 to-55 thought this of the audio tapes which had 

been specially prepared to supplement the units. Emphasis shifted away frn 

the production of tapes, therefore, and towards the face-to-face component 

and for the later units local tapes were completely replaced by relevant 

commercial tapes and slides obtained via the U} Ministry of Overseas revel_-wen-.. 
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It would be of immense value for the future development of the programme 
for the organizors to know about the effect of the different teaching 
components. The CS A evaluation, however, did not provide us with informaticz 
about this. With hindsight, provision to do so could perhaps have been 
built into the evaluation procedure, although because of the time and 
expense involved it is unlikely that all the relevant factors about a 
programme can be evaluated by CSA. 

The lack of information about the effect of the different components of 
F5P highlight what we concluded was the major limitation of (S. 4, evaluate c-,, 
namely, the restricted range of information it provides. While racogri. zin` 
that information from any single evaluation method is liable to be limit--3, 
we felt that the information from the C SA approach was definitely limited 
for it"missed' a number of factors which would have been essential for 
a complete evaluation of the programme. 
Four such factors have been identified t' 

(i) Teacher's willingness to remain in the local area 
One of the major problems with college based teacher training, especially 
in developing countries, stems from the fact'that colleges ar3 based in 

predominaat3y urban areas. Students from rural areas often find difficulty 
in coping with the change to urban lifestyles. For those who do settle, 
however, the problem is exacerbated by the fact that they may then find it 

equally difficult to return to a rural lifestyle after spending two or three 
years in a city environment. Teachers from rural areas who have been trained 

at Guyana's two colleges of education-(primary and secondary) have often 
been unwilling to return to their local areas, preferring to remain'in 
Georgetown. This phenomenon is not restricted to Guyana. In Russia, for 

example, 38 7 of those who graduated from teacher training institutions in 

1979 refused to take up teaching appointments particularly when the 

appointments were in village schools (pinyon 1980). 

By using distance teaching the Ministry of Education was able to train the 

ESP teachers in situ. This was considered a major benefit of the progr 
(Brophy and, Dalgety 1980) and it was hoped that by being trained in their 

local environment the ESP teachers would be less likely to want to move 
to a city environment.. Th@_CSA evaluation has not provided us with any 
information on this aspect of ESP, but this was not a goal which we had 

set for CSA to evaluate. We know the teachers are competent to teach 

WISC and SDSP but will they remain teaching where they are needed 

or will they leave there rural areas, follow the pattern of the college 
trained teachers, and 'drift' towards the urban areas ? 
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It is still hoped that ESP 
. rteachers will not follow this pattern and 

some evidence is available from answers given on questionnaires sent 
to the twenty-nine kBP and the twenty-two college trained science teachers 
'graduating' in 1980. (According to the Board of Examiners twenty-six 
people graduated fr om the College science programme in 1980 but of these 
only twenty-two have taken up teaching posts). 

Replies to the questionnaires came Strom 84 % of the teachers ( 83 1- ESP and 
86 College trained) and are summarized in Table 7 below. 
From the replies we find that while 42 roof the College teachers wished to 
change school only 25 % of the ESP teachers wished to do so. . -ire impcýrt. ant, 
perhaps, is the fact that only 29 % of the ESP teachers p=anted to teach 
in the urban based 'Senior High Schools' compared with 74 % of the College 
trained teachers. 

Table 7 School Preference of Collep-e and ESP Trair. ed Teach-4" 

Wish to change 
school type 8( 42 %)6( 25 

Wish to teach in 

Senior High School 

College trained IMP trained 

14 i74 öj 7( 29% ) 

Not only can teachers in rural areas be taught in rural areas but there 

are signs that they are quite likely to be content to stay there. 
Both are important features favouring the :. SP programme. The-'(A did not tell 

us about this aspect of ESP; it had not been designed do so. 

'i. ý-4 

(ii) Effect of teacher's cultural background on teaching performance 
The CS A situational tests told us how competently ESP teachers could 
teach, but they did not provide us with any evidence that their 

performance could be affected by their cultural background. Evidence 

that performance could be affected in this way carne from the interviews 



with headteachers and from the reports of pupils. Talking about a teacher 
who came from a rural area a 'city' headteacher, for exanple, spc!; e of 
the teacher's "cultural and environmental upbringing " being responsible 
for his "lack of rapport" with the children and suggested that his 
"very sheltered upbringing" had made it difficult for him to cope with 
the "dynamic" children in a city school. The children themselves wrote 
of this teacher that he, 

"cannot pronounce words and speak properly" "confuses the whole chemistry class" and 
"suffers froxa language variation". 

This teacher achieved the minimal competence level in all six skills. The CSA 
test did not tell us about his language "variation". He is competent to teach 
WISC and SDSP but should he be asked to do so in a large city school? CSA tests 
cannot identify and demonstrate the effect cultural and racial factors have upon 
a teacher's performance unless the tests are specifically designed to do so, 
that is, by collecting information about culture and race. 

(iii) Teacher's previous experience and academic backgrcu:: " 
When selecting students for the ESP progra. e two importa:; t criteria 
were used, namely their academic background and their teaching; experience. 
priority was given, whenever possible, to candidates who had taught for 

at least three years, and to those who had good academic qualifications 
in science, mathenatics and english. It would be of value , both to 

programme organizors and to the administrators, when selecting future 

students to know if there is a relationship between success on the programme 
and the applicants initial teaching experience and academic qualifications. 
Is it necessary to restrict entry to those who have the best 0 level grades ? 

Do they become the best teachers ? Is teaching performance related to 

the person's previous teaching experience ? 

We tested a representative sample of the ESP 'graduates' and so can test 

some hypotheses about how academic background and experience might affect 
the teaching performance of ESP teachers. Our sample, however, was drawn 

from the population of successful students. Five people were 'referred' 

by the Board of Examiners. Je do not know about the teaching performance 

of these (as yet) unsuccessful ESP students. 'Mould they have achieved the 

minimal competence level ? If they failed on subject knowledge -as tested 

by the pencil and paper test ciould they still have been judged competent 
to teach : ": ISC and SDE? fron the CSA tests ? The CSA has t. r+id us about 
the performance of successful ASP students. As used here, it did not 

provide us with information about the unsuccessful students. If this 

information is required then it must be designed into the study. 

42-1 
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6. During the interviews with ESP participants one of the supervisors 
had asked could CSA provide information about the teache3: 6" attitudes 
The t5A we used was not designed to do this. The results tell us how 

well the teachers can perform. They reassure us that the teachers do 

h&ve the necessary skills but they do not tell us if they actually use 

those skills. Because a teacher can encourage children to draw a 

conclusion from an observation it does not necessarily follow that he 

actually does it. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

This report describes how a Criterion Sampling Aplsoach was developed 

and used to evaluate the Emergency Science Programme for Science Teachers. 
The evaluation forms part of a multi-national jro joct being uirlerken 
by the UI CO Institute or Education, Hamburg, a project whose main 
purpose is to evaluate the feasibility and applicability of using the 
Criterion Sampling Approach for evaluating the learning outcomes of 
nonformal educational programmes. UlE will be making recommendations 

-about the use of GSA based on the experiences of the _ case ata; ý'. ieý". 
In the light of experience gained using CSA to evaluate 15? %e have 
drawn the following conclusions. V 

A. The Criterion Sampling Approach is a feasible and practical 
way of evaluating ESP. 

B. The CSA results are a valid and reliable measure of ESP teachers' 

competence to teach WISC and SLSP in secondary schools in Ceryana. 

C. Criterion Sampling has a number of advantages over other evaluaticn 
methods. For ESP the major advantage is that MA has enabled us to 

obtain, under standardized conditions, direct 'low inference' 

measures of the competence of teachers from widely different areas 

and school environments. 
D. Criterion Sampling is relatively expensiveand, in common with other 

techniques has its limitations. So far as the ESP is concerned the major 

limitation is that information important in the evaluation of ESP as a 

whole was missed by our approach and came to light only through using 

other methods of evaluating. Used by itself CSA might provide a narrow 

and restricted perspective of an NFEP. We have learned that the CS A 

approach is not a panacea to evaluation. It will only answer the questions 

that it was designed to answer; additional information is always helpful 

in evaluation. 
Following on from these conclusions and agdin on the basis of our 

experience with ISP# we make the following recommendations to UTE. 

The institute should continue to develop its interest in CS A and 

might give its attention to maintaining a directory of those 

evaluation studies which use the CS A, and to acting as a 

resource and advice centre for others wishing to use the aprroach. 
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2. While encouraging the use of Criterion Sampling the Institute 

should also draw attention to its limitations and advi3a that, 
in an evaluation of an NFEP, C SA should be supplemented by 

other evaluation techniques. 

3. When advising evaluators about 6A the Institute should strass 

as crucial, the fact that the situational tests must accurately 

represent the real life situations for which the candt4ates have 

been trained, and should emphasize that it is, therefore, essenti2i 
for these tests to be either developed or monitored by : opuýAle 
familar with the everyday situation the tests are izitendci to 

represent. 
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project Outline PAC 4.21 

Hamburg 

UIE 
publications of the UNESCO 

1979 

1977 

1978 

Institute for Education 

Hamburg' 1978 

UIE 

General Fr ework for greraring 
Research Designs 

" PRG 4.21 

Hamburg 0 

UIE 

Conceptual Undery1nnings of the 

Criterion Saripling Approach 

PRC 4.21 

Hamburg 
I.. 

UNESCO 

LearninP to Be 

The World of Education Today 

and Tomorrow 

Paris 

1979 

1979 

1972 

V ; >. A 
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Whitehead J. A. 

Science_Society and the Future 

Paper delivered 

Umana Yana 
Georgetown - 
Guyana August 1976 

a 

fiR4 

Zieky M. J. 
Methods for setting standards for 

criterion referenced item sets 

In Sumner R. and Robertson T. 

Criterion referenced Measurement 

and Criterion referenced Tests 

NFER 

England 1y7? 
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Main Surveys Used in Developing Science Teacher Competences 

Butzow J. W. & Qureshi Z. 1978 
Science Teacher Competencies 

'A Practical Approach. 

Science Education 62 (1) 

. ýByrbee R. W. 1973 
The Teacher, I like best 

Perceptions of advantaged, average 
and disadvantaged students. 
School Science and Mathematics 

Vol Lxxiii Nos 646 

Bybee R. W. 

The Ideal Elementary Science Teacher 
School Science and Mathematics 

Vol LXXV No3 661 

1975 - 

Chiappetta E., Shores_J.., Collette A. 1978 . 
Science eIucation researcher's perceptions of 
Skills necessary for secondary school science 

. 
teachers 

journal of Research in Science Teaching 

Vol 15 No 3 

Chiappetta E., and Collette A. 1978 

Secondary science teacher skills 
identified by science su; ervisors 
Science Education 62 (1) 

Chiarpetta E., and Collette A. 1978 

Secondary science teacfier skill 
identified by secondary science teachers 

Science Mu _ation 
62 (2) 
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Fairbrother R. W. 1977 

Good and -poor science teacherst 

a cluster analysis of the personalities 
of student science teachers and 
practising science, teachers. 

PhD Thesis * 
Chelsea College I, 
University of London 

Gillian J. and Choppin J. 1977 

Teachers for Tomorrow 

N. F. E. A. S. 

U. K. 

Hayson J. T. and Sutton C. R. 1974 
Innovation in Teacher Education 

McGraw Hill 

Houshill P. B. and Dieter D. 1975 

The self-image of outstanding 
biology teachers 

School Science and Mathematics 

Vol IXXV No 3 

Lawrenz F. 1974 

Science teacher's perceptions of 
their teaching skills and their 

school conditions 
Science Education 

Vol 58No4 

Moore K. D. 1978 

An assessment of secondary school 

science teacher. needs 
Science Education 

Vol 62 No 3 

... 
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Simpson R. D. and Brown D. R. 1977 

Validating science teaching competencies 
using the Delphi method 
Science Education 

Vol 61 No 2 
ft 

Tamppari R. and Johnson C. 1975 
Characteristics of the employable science 
teachers as percieved by school district 
hiring officials 
Journal of Research in Science Teaching 

Vol 32 No 4 

Their H. D. 
The aims and objectives of teacher 

education for integrated science including 

characteristics and competencies of the 

integrated science teacher 

New Trends in Integrated Science Teaching 
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Skills considered by Guyanese science educators to be most 

important for science teaching in Guyana. 

Subject Knowledge (ranked according to importance) 

1 Use correctly all the different apparatus and materials needed 

for the science curriculum being used by his / her pupils. 

2 Observe safety precautions for any situation that is likely to 

arise in his / her science teaching. 

4 Make use of improvised apparatus when necessary,... 

3 Ensure that information is correct when presenting it to 

the class. 

Random selection .......... Items 1 and 2. 

Scientific Methods 

1 Encourage pupils to make observations for themselves. 

2 Encourage pupils to record what they have observed. 

j Guide pupils to make conclusions from their observations. 

4 Encourage pupils to discuss their results with the teacher. 

Random selection ............. Items 2 and 3 

,z 

ý 



Making Learning Relevant 

1 Select and use relevant materials and examples from the 
local environment. 

2 Encourage pupils to bring in materials from the local 

environment for use in the lessons. 

Adapt-a lesson plan to suit the specific local conditions 
of a school. 

4 Suggest examples of scientific knowledge and skills which are 

applicable to the social and economic life of the community. 

Relate new experiences to pupils' previous experience. 

Random selection ................ items 3 and 5. 

i 
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Worksheets Used for Criterion Sampling Tests 
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I TEL? 1 S A'r. TY III T: '. º": J, r". H)R. krOFY 
. '. "" ---- ---""-.. 

Teacher No 

III thin teat ue wish to ch"ýcls- if tho teachers trained via the Emergency Science 
Programme are able to observe safety precautions for any situation that is likely 
to arise in their teachin;. 

ý, . 
In one of the laboratories we have arran4-, cd TUELVE (12) potontially dandcrous 
aituation3 which could rrisc In your tcech: ng. ' 1r'e want you to identify each 
Of the twelvA and to suMo ta way in which each darer could be prevcntcd or 
overcor: e. 

'rn this test the score awarded for each teacher will depend on the nu ba; r of 
tango:.: that are recognized and also on the suggestions made for dealing vtth 
them. 

Dl, riý Eiw Ii0'yED 

............................ . 

:........................... 
4 

............................ 0 

.............. 
1 

............. 0 

............................ . 

............................. 

. ...... .................. '.... . 

............................ . 

.00.0.... 04000.0000.. 000000490 

......................:..... . 

ii0: "l THIS GvN/. W E^ ED 
on oVý: iclO: lo 

"""""""""""""1""""11"""1"""1"""""1" 

"""""""""""11"""""""""""1"11"""""""" 

'""""1"""""""""1""""""""""ý"""ý"""""" 

"""""11""""""ý"""""""""""""""""""""" 

"""""""""""""""""""""1""""""""""""" 

000460"00"0000"0000000""0000"""6 """ 

"6w. 0000000.0 41 9649.0004.. 00000.000 

.................................. 4 

.................................. 0 

...............:................. " "" 

.................. 0111111..., 00.. 0 
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TEST 2 

IDENTIFYING SCIENCE APPARATUS 

TEACHER, trC 
�____; 

In this test we wish to check if teachers trained via ESP are able to use 
correctly all the different apparatus and materials needed for the science 

curriculum used by their classes. 

(A) In the first part of this test we are asking you to identify 

number of items of equipment needed in the WISO and SD6p pro f-r&r.., es. Ca a 
bench in one of the laboratories you will see thirty-seven (37) items of 

equipment. Each has been numbered. Below you will see the names "f 
thirty-one (31) of the thirty-seven items on display. We want you to 

identify these thirty-one by writing alongside the name, the number than tho 

actual item bears. For example, if you can see a ring magnet on the bench, 

look at the number on it and then write that number alo: gside its name on 
this sheet. 

In this test marks will be awarded for each item identified correctly. 

(please try not to move the items, we want everyone to see them clearly). 

NA? OF TTEM 

ring magnet 

Bunsen burner 

measuring cylinder 

boiling tube 

wire gauze 

retort stand 

conical flask 

round bottom flask 

dissecting scalpel 

Petri dish 

filter funnel 

atomic models 

filter papers 

watch glass 

microscope 

microscope slide(plain) 

microscope slide(cavity) 

plug key 

dry cell 

bell `Jar 

filter/vacuum pump 

asbestos =at 

mounting needle 

teat dropper 

resistence'wire 

plotting compass 

. converging lens 

pestle and mortar 

pulley 

protractor 

optical pins 

r 

,, 

0.76 



Teacher No 

ASSm-mr: G sCim: CE APrAnATta 
. _..... 

ýB) In the second part of T ZT 2 we are asking you to connect up and 
asseible three sets of apparatus. 

_ 

(i) On the beach. you will see the following iters of electrical 
app:. ratus= a plug key, a cell, an a'nmeter, a voltmeter, a 
fixed resistance, and t;: o light bulbs. _ 
Use these it: us to set up the following circuit.. .......:.... 

-ice 
On the bench you will see the following; ite is of appar . tun; 

a one-hole4 rubber stopper, ä lergth of glass tubing, a 
set of cork borerz ar4 a boiling tube 

. 
Ire trait you to, insert the glass tubing throz_h the hole in 

the rsbbor stopper and then insert this into the neck of 
tho bailing tuöe. One exa-tple of the finished rssenbly 
is on show for you to soe. 

(iii) On the bench you will seo the following items sa lenzth of wire, 

a weight ar4 a uoodan rod. 
We want you to-cut off a piece of wire of approximately 4sa mi 
Coil it a. -. d than attach it to the weight and the rod es shown in 

the diagrz. below. I; ark3 will be a. r rded only for ttc;: ns 

which are correctly senýaled, so please leave your equiprient asZer.. bled. 

r. 

lp 

i 

..... ý 

. ý..,..,,....... ;... 

ý...... 
1 

:i 

.. 

! 



TS: PT 2 

USING SCMMM, AFPARATIIS 

TEACHER NO 

(C) In this part of TEST 2 we are asking you to use some items of 

equI ent as accurately as you can. 

We would like you to: 

(1j Use tho metre rule to meaauro the length of the string 
providcd to the nearest millimetre. 

(2) Use the stop watch to time the aound"on the taperecorder 

to the nearest half second. 

(3) Use the measuring cylinder to manure the volume of the 

liquid given to the nearest .5 cm 

(4) Use the balance to weich the nass of the stono provided 
to the nearest gram. 

(5) Use the thermoreter to measure the temperature of the 

liquid in the boiling tube to the nearest .5 degree Celius. 

(Pleas3 tell me when you wish to carry out thi3 activity). 

Marks in this test will be awraded for the accuracy of your measurements. 

1 The L3rg-th of the STREM is 

3 

The SCU: iD on the tapp was 

The VOLM-S of the liquid was 
4 The NASS of thri stone was 

S The Va; PERATUR or the liquid was 

1. 

-------ooooooo------- 
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SCIENCE TEACHING MUMS 

TEACHER NO 

in this test we wish to check if teachers trained via ESP are able 

(a) guide pupils to make conclusions from 
their observations, 

(bj encourado jupils to record chat they 
have observed, 

(cý relate new experiences to pupil's 
previous experience. 

to ``s 

To test these skills ue are goin. to ask you to EACH a thirty (30) wi:: l: 
lesson to a group of four first form pupils in one section of this labora! iu. -y. 
(The other Mr teachers in this group will be teaching thou pupilLa at tho 

same time). The lesson will be based on the perdulun and at the end of it 

we want your four pupil; to have reached the conclusion that, 

"If we cha: ge the lenGth of a pendulum we char, e the time of the suing but 
if we cha .. e the uoight of a pendulum we do not change the length of the swing". 

You must not tell the pupils this. We want them to draw this conclusion fron the 
obsorvations that they rake. '- 

You will be provided with : four sets of weights for pendulum bob-, four retorts 
with split cor! s and strip-, four zetre rulea and one clock or stop watch (with 

a second hand). You are also provided with some blank pap"3r yott- can use for 

worksheets. k'e would like you to :: pond about thirty minutes preparing and 

writing out your lesson plan. We will be collecting the plan off you after the 

lesson, so please put your Teacher 1o on it. 

In your written plan we with you to S: MS how you will demonstrate the three 

skills which this test Is :. äaes:, ing. (See a, b, and c abov3). 

At the end of the lesson we would like you to ask your four pupils to write on 
the bottom of their worknheets - after their other written work - any concluzions 

that they 'have made about the p: rdulum. 

We will to collectir, -., your les:: on plan, the pupils record of their obnervatiors 

anal ti. cir corielu-don::. in this tc:, t marks will be awaraud for j the wc. y that you 

plan to der on:. trate tha three skills, the way th2t the pupils record their 

observatiocs and the canelu:. ionc that they rake. 
ýýýNýýýMAýýMý 

ýýýý 

79 
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ADAPTING !. I=, SO1t' PLAN TO LOCAL CU: tD1TIUM3 " 

In this ter,. '. we wish to check if teacher3 trained via ESP can adapt a leszcn 

plan to cult local cordition3. - 
" 

We have made a random selection of Oi O lesson from k'xSC - UNIT 14 Leeson 3, 

Power : the rate of enerrr conversion. Its want you to adapt this i sson plan 
to suit a pr ocular local condition (shortage of apparatus). You are proýr' ýc 3 

with a photocopy of th% lesson plan Given in the WISC Teacher's Guile. `l !s p'10--, 
however, involves the use of a bloc. t and tackle and a stop watch. We rant yoga t. ý 
'Las ; irie that you are Crirg to teach a third fora class which has been follswin- 

I 

the VIBC proms am a a., ci that you now wish to teach Lesson 3 of Unit 14. 

You have ne'i. ttier a block and tackle nor a stop watch ( or stop clod: i, CO Yflu 

must aciaFt tha lesson Flan. 

. Adapt Leeson of Unit ]J to that the pupils will ba able to achieve the sage 

objectives izithout usinZ either a bloc's and, tac: cle or a stop watch (or stop cloc:, ). 

Vrito out your r_cw lesson plan. 

In this Test narks will bo awarded for the way that you have - adapted the 

original lesson as demonstrated by the modified lesson plan that you have 

'ritten out. 

--------oooOooo- 
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TABLE 3 

Results of ESP Criterion Sampling Test 

Teacher Skill Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

1. -64 - 85 93 S2 50 SO 3C. + 
2 43- 68 53' 76 50 . 100 410 
3 58 88 

. 
100 52 50 '100 448 

4 56 85 67 80 25 100 411 
63 87 100 60 100 100 S10 

6 63 83 87 68 50 i0n 451 
7 70 96 100 76 100 100 542 
8 73 78 100 Co 100 50 481 
9 43 80 93 '76 loci 100 h9", 

10 55 79 100 76 100 100 510 

11 43 61 90 68 50 25 337 
12 49 76 
13 64 84 93 72 50 100 463 
14 61 95 97 72 100 100 525 

15 55 90 iob 80 50 100 475 
16. 60 80 97 52 25 100 414 

17 51 66 100 76 100 100 493 

t; ininal Cazpetence 55 53. 50. 48 S0 50 306 

High Competence. 85 85 93 76 75 100 514 
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CS A and Headteachers' Assessments of IMP Teachers' Subject : KnoxledCc 

CS A SCORE' 
( Skill 1+2 

TEACHr S GCS CLASS 

166 . yes 
156 yes 
151 yes 
150 yes 
149 yes 
148 yes 
146 yes 
146 yes 
141 yes 
134 yes 
131 yes 

123 no 
123 no 
117 no 
104 no 
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2.3.3 Evaluation of Distance Teaching: 
A Criterion Sampling Approach 

M Brophy and BAC Dudley 
University of Keele 

Abstract The authors have been involved in an evaluation of an Emergency Science Programme 
(ESP), a distance teaching scheme for the in-service training of science teachers in Guyana. The 
study has been undertaken in collaboration with the UNESCO Institute for Education and 
forms part of the project'The Evaluation of Learning in Non-Formal Educational Settings'. 
A number of evaluation methods have been used, of which one is the Criterion Sampling 
Approach (CSA). This approach involves the systematic observation, measurement, and 
evaluation of students' performances on standardized samples of the tasks for which they are 
being trained. 

In the paper. the Criterion Sampling Approach to evaluation is outlined and its merits, in 

relation to other methods of evaluating distance teaching. discussed. An outline of the ESP 

programme in Guyana is given, with an account of how a CSA approach was developed for 
evaluating this particular project and how the results obtained by the CSA approach compare 
with those obtained using other evaluation techniques. 

The Emergency Science Programme 
In 1976, the Science Unit of the Ministry of Education in Guyana was asked to 
set up a training programme to help overcome the drastic shortage of science 
teachers in the secondary and community high schools of Guyana. As a result, 
the Emergency Science Programme (ESP) was launched in 1977. This in-service 
science teacher education project uses a three-way distance approach; the students 
receive correspondence units, tapes and slides, and they attend weekly tutorial 
sessions and annual vacation workshops (Brophy and Dalgety, 1980). The 
correspondence units arc prepared by local lecturers, mostly from the University 
of Guyana, and the regional tutorial centres are staffed, on a part-time basis, by 
trained graduate science teachers. In the third long vacation the students are 
attached for a period of work study to a local industrial or medical laboratory. 

Guyana is a relatively small country with a population of only 700,000, and 
although almost half of the science teachers are untrained there is a need for only a 
small number of trained science teachers. To date, approximately 60 teachers have 
been recruited to follow the ESP three-year training programme. The first batch 
began in 1977, the second in 1978, and a third intake are currently being recruited. 
Twenty-nine of the 1977 intake have successfully completed training and have 
been awarded trained teachers' certificates which are equivalent to those awarded 
to students from the college of secondary education. 

It is appropriate now to carry out an evaluation of the ESP programme, an 
evaluation which is summative in that it assesses the degree of success the 
programme has in training the first batch of students and formative in that it 
provides information on which to base improvements for future generations of 
students. 

Many distance teaching pcpg(wnmes have been set up, yet we can offer little 
substantial evidence to show that they produce the intended results. From over 
60 projects using distance teaching methods to train teachers (Brophy and Dudley, 
1980) we have little more than 'circumstantial' and 'anecdotal' evidence with 
which we can assess them (Jenkins, 1980). A thorough evaluation of a project 
such as ESP would, therefore, be of benefit for those who are considering the 
setting up of new projects and for those who are considering modifying existing 
ones. 

.` 
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The Evaluation Strategy 
The evaluation of ESP is being carried out using a number of different approaches 
including- 

1. A comparison of the performance of ESP 'graduates' with that of college. 
trained science teachers 'graduating' the same year. Points for comparison 
are self-image, final teaching assessment grades, ratings by headteachers and 
teaching style as perceived by pupils. 

2. A comparison of the economic cost of training ESP teachers with that of 
training college science teachers. 

3. An evaluation of the on-the-job performance of a sample of ESP teachers 
using a criterion sampling technique. 

One aspect of this evaluation, namely the criterion sampling technique, will receive 
particular attention in this paper. 

Criterion Sampling 
Two major characteristics of a criterion sampling approach (CSA) to evaluation 
can be deduced from its title. First, it is dependent upon criterion referenced 
measurement. Unlike traditional tests which use norm referencing, criterion tests 
assess a candidate's performance against a fixed standard and they do not judge it 
in relation to the performance of others. If a candidate achieves a score above the 

__fixed, 
'criterion'standard he 'passes' - irrespective of the supply and the demand 

for people with this 'pass' qualification. In these respects criterion reference testing 
involves 'quota free' selection (Hambleton and Noviack, 1973). 

In traditional pencil and paper tests students gain marks by responding to stimuli 
which they arc unlikely to encounter outside the examination hall. Pencil and paper 
tests require indirect, 'symbolic' responses from their candidates, responses which 
may have little to do with the individual's actual behaviour in the job situation. 
In a review of 50 years of research on general intelligence tests, Chiselli (1966) 
found that the correlation between these tests and job proficiency was no more 
than +0.23. In a CSA evaluation, an individual is assessed by the score he achieves 
on a number of situational 'performance' tests, tests which reflect the real life 
situation. 

A second traditional method of evaluation, with which most of us in teaching 
are familiar, depends upon the candidate being rated by his supervisor on his job 

performance. For example, student teachers are assessed or rated by their lecturers 

on their ability to teach during teaching practice. This method has the advantage of 
allowing assessment to take place in the job situation but has the disadvantage that 
it is based on unstable - high inference - observation. Supervisors' ratings can be 

affected by many different uncontrolled factors. The second characteristic of the 
CSA approach is that it can control many of the variables encountered in the real- 
life situation by testing the candidate's performance on a sample of the tasks he 

would carry out in the everyday situation. CSA, therefore, attempts to standardize 
the test conditions while also approaching the authenticity of real life 
(Fredenkens, 1975). CSA has been described as an approach: 'in which the 
students' performance on standardized samples of tasks for which he has been 

trained is systematically observed, measured and evaluated'. 
The CSA approach to evaluation is at present being investigated by the UNESCO 

Institute for Education. Hamburg, to see if it offers a suitable method for evaluating 
non-formal educational programmes. Distance teaching is one type of non-formal 
educational programme. At the request of the UNESCO Institute, a CSA evaluation 

was included with the other approaches being used in the evaluation of the 
Emergency Science Programme. This now forms one of four case studies which 

. I., 
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are to be used for the Institute's meta evaluation, ie the evaluation of CSA as an 
evaluation method. 

1. Observe safety precautions for any situation that is likely to arise in his 
or her teaching. 

2. Use correctly all the different apparatus and materials needed for the science 
curriculum being used by his or her classes. 

3. Guide pupils to make conclusions from their observations. 

sampling procedure. The three competencies which were rated by the Guyanese 
educators as being the most important were isolated. The skills rated by the 
educators as being most important for each of these three competencies were 
then listed and a random sample drawn of two skills from each of the three lists. 
In this way a random sample was obtained of the skills which Guyanese science 
educators feel are the most important for teaching science in Guyana. The six skills 
identified in this way were: 

science teachers and science educators thought were important for science teaching. 
Nine such competencies were identified. A further study of the literature was then 
made to determine which skills were required for each competency. Eighty-eight 
such skills were identified. The second stage involved asking science educators in 
Guyana which of the nine competencies they considered to be most important for 
teaching science in Guyanese schools and which of the 88 skills were most 
important for each of the competencies they chose as being important In this way 
we were able to identify both the skills and the competencies that Guyanese science 
educators feel to be among the most important for teaching science in Guyana. 

Criterion sampling involves the sampling of the criterion behaviours for which 
the students have been trained. The UNESCO Institute for Education recommend 
that the evaluator draws up a Task by Skill matrix in which the rows represent the 
tasks and the columns the skills underlying the performance. This matrix can then 
provide the test plan from which the evaluator can draw a sample of the task skill 
combinations. Science teachers are required to perform an enormous range of tasks 
involving a great number of skills. A task by skill matrix for science teachers would 
contain a large number of task skill combinations, many of which would be of 
limited use in everyday teaching. The sampling method used for ESP, therefore, was 
a modification of that suggested by UNESCO. Instead of taking a random sample 
from the universal set of task skill combinations, it was decided to use a stratified 

The CSA Evaluation of ESP 
In a CSA evaluation the first step is for the evaluator to identify the major goals of 
the project under review. For ESP this was relatively simple because the goals had 
been written into the original proposal for the programme as submitted to the 
Board of Examiners in Guyana. Its major goals can be summarized as aiming to: 

provide its students with enough theoretical and practical knowledge in science, education, 
earth science, English and mathematics to enable them to teach the West Indian Science 
Curriculum (WISC) and the community high school science programme, Secondary 
Departments Science Programme (SDSP). 

So ESP was designed specifically to train people to teach WISC and SDSP. 
The second step in the CSA approach is to determine the criteria to be used to 

evaluate whether or not this goal has been achieved. A CSA approach requires that 
we use measures of candidates' performance on a sample of the tasks for which they 
have been trained. The ESP evaluation required, therefore, that we determine what 
a teacher must be able to do to teach %VISC and SDSP by answering the question: 
'What are the criteria by which we judge successful science teaching in Guyana? ' 
The answer was determined by means of a two-stage strategy. The first stage 
involved a thorough review of the literature to determine what competencies 
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4. Encourage pupils to record what they have observed. 
5. Relate new experiences to pupils' previous experience. 
6. Adapt a lesson plan to suit the specific local conditions of a school. 

Both the %VISC and the SDSP programmes have prepared detailed teachers' guides 
and an analysis of these was made to identify those tasks in which these six skills 
were necessary. Situational tests were then designed which would test the teacher's 
ability to perform these tasks. Where appropriate. random selections were made of 
the content to be tested. For example, one of the tasks a teacher would have to 
perform in order to use science equipment correctly (skill 2) would be to identify 
the equipment. A list of the equipment needed to teach WISC and SDSP was drawn 
up and a random selection made of 31 of the items, a 30 per cent sample. As part 
of the situational test for this skill, teachers were asked to identify this sample of 
WISC/SDSP equipment. 

The situational tests were carried out in Guyana over a three-day period in 
January involving 16 of the 29 ESP teachers. Criterion performance levels for each 
skill were determined using 'inspection-based' and consensus judgements carried 
out by a panel of three representatives of the Guyanese science educators. 

Results 

Data from the CSA evaluation is still being analyzed but some findings are already 
clear, for instance 11 of the 16 teachers tested had at least minimal competence in 
all the six skills tested, four were competent in five of the six, and one was 
competent in four. 

* Level of Competence Criterion Skill 
123456 

High competence 06 12 87 13 
Minimal competence 13 10 4872 
Below minimal competence 300021 

Table Ia. Competence of ESP teachers on criterion skills 

Number of Skills 
6543210 

High competence 0163321 
Minimal competence 11 410000 
Below minimal competence 000014- 

i 

Table lb. Number of criterion skills in which ESP teachers were competent 

As mentioned earlier, the whole study has a dual purpose - one to evaluate ESP 
itself, the other to investigate how effective are the CSA tests at evaluating ESP. 
Correlations between CSA scores and final teaching assessments were low with the 
only correlation above +0.1 being that between teachers' assessment grade and 
score on skill 1- knowledge of safety precautions (p = 0.3 7). A stronger 
relationship might be expected between the CSA scores on the two skills related 
to subject knowledge and the teacher's performance on the final science examination. 
There was, in fact, a significant positive correlation between skill 1 scores and 
science examination scores (r = 0.6 p <0.01). The correlation with skill 2- use 
of apparatus - was not significant at the five per cent level (r a 0.26). McClelland 
(1973). however, has argued that the criteria for establishing the validity of criterion 
referenced tests 'really ought to be not grades in schools, but "grades in life" in the 
broadest theoretical and practical sense'. 

*'Results based on preliminary data. 
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Accordingly the question that arises is how 'grades in life' for Guyanese science 
teachers can be assessed. In Guyana, as in many developing countries, headteachers 
tend to give the higher ability classes to the teachers in which they have the most 
confidence - especially with regard to their academic and subject knowledge. In 
Guyanese schools, a good measure of the headteacher's confidence in a teacher's 
subject knowledge would be whether or not he timetables that teacher to take a 
GCE class. Notes made of interviews with 15 of the ESP teachers' headteachers 

showed that 10 of the 15 taught GCE science and five taught only junior forms. 
In a comparison of the CSA results of the 'GCE' teachers with those of the'non- 
GCE' teachers on skills 1 and 2- those skills which related to subject knowledge - 
we find there is strong evidence to show that the scores of the teachers obtained 
via the CSA tests were consistent measures of their subject knowledge as perceived 
by their headteachers. 

Teaches GCE Skill 1 Skill 2 
+ 73 78 
+ 70 96 
+ 64 85 
+ 64 84 
+ 63 87 
+ 63 83 
+ 61 95 
+ 58 88 
+ 56 85 
+ 55 79 
- 51 66 

- 49 75 
- 43 80 

- 43 61 

- 43 43 

* 

Correlation between skill I score and GCE teaching 
r- 0.83 (p <. 001) 
Correlation between skill 2 score and GCE teaching 
r=0.58 (p < 

. 03) 

Table 2. CSA scores of GCE and non-GCE teachers 

It might well appear that all we have to do to evaluate the teachers is to ask for the 
headtcacher's opinion. However, our results show that while a headteacher's 
opinion correlates highly with a teacher's subject knowledge, it does not correlate 
at all highly with any of the other skills. So while headteachers may be choosing the 
most knowledgeable teacher they may not necessarily be choosing the best science 
teacher. 

The evidence, so far, confirms that CSA testing is both feasible and suitable for 
evaluating distance teaching. Situational tests can be constructed to sample job tasks 
that the 'graduates' of distance teaching programmes are required to perform, and 
such tests can be accurate measures of on-the-job performance. This is not to say, 
however, that the CSA approach is a panacea for all problems encountered in 

evaluating distance teaching. Indeed, the ESP evaluation has identified a number 
of difficulties still to be overcome. 

* Results based on preliminary data. 
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2.3.4 Evaluating the Effectiveness of 
Distance Learning: A Case Study 

E Scanlon 
The Open University 

Abstract: This paper will describe (i) the formative evaluation methods used to produce a 
revised version of the Science Foundation Course, (ii) the summative evaluation methods used 
to assess whether the revised version was an improved version. (iii) the extent to which the 
revised version was an improved version, and (iv) the extent to which the formative evaluation 
strategies used contributed to the improvement. 

Introduction 

Unlike teachers in traditional universities, Open University (OU) teachers receive 
no direct feedback from students. In most institutions, a great deal of feedback in 
courses is said to emerge informally and automatically from close interaction 
between students and teachers. More formal methods of evaluation have therefore 
been given careful consideration at the OU. The University is engaged in a cycle of 
remaking courses and a variety of models of using feedback in the production of 
these courses have been tested (Nathenson et at, 1981). 

This paper examines the evaluation history of the Science Foundation Course 

over 10 years. This demonstrates how feedback data can be used in the attempt to 
improve courses. Also, by considering the successes and failures of the remade 
version of the course, the contributions of the evaluation strategies to the 
improvements will be identified. The main conclusion is that, while the course 
team was able to respond collectively to large structural and content changes in 
the material, individual course team members did not respond appropriately in all 
cases to detailed feedback which dealt with individual components of the course. 
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Patterns of Distance Teaching in Teacher Education 

M. Brophy and B. Dudley 

Education Department 

Keele University 

As school involvement ratios increase in developing countries 

and the numbers of school pupils correspondingly escalate 
the need for trained teachers will continue to grow. Traditional 

training programmes have failed to meet the demand in the past 

and are unlikely to meet future needs. A partial solution, as 

many countries have discovered, is to use diatnce teaching to 

train teachers. This can be done for a number of different 

purposes within teacher education, however, and different methods 

or approaches can be used. This paper analyses these different 

purposes and methods and suggests a means of classifying distance 

teaching approaches to teacher education. 

---0000000-----. -- 



i Patterns of Distance Teaching in Teacher Education 

In many developing countries teacher training institutions have been 

unable to keep pace with the demands of their rapidly expanding education 

systems. Faced with the difficult choice between reducing the level of 

school enrolment on the one hand and employing untrained teachers on the 

other, governments have reluctantly inclined towards the view that, 

"poor education is better than no education" (Curie 1973) and have 

recruited unqualified staff to teach in schools. Indeed the education 

systems of many developing countries have been able to expand only by 

recruiting untrained teachers in large numbers. In India, for instance, 

more than half the primary school teachers and ninety per cent of the 

middle school teachers are unqualified ( Jain 1977) and in Africa, Asia, 

South America and the Caribbean large numbers of untrained primary school 
teachers have been reported during the past five years ( Wali and Lovegrove 

1978, Young et al 1980 and Murray 1979). 

While there may be debate as to whether or not teacher training colleges 

are viable in developing countries ( Husen 1979 and Hawkridge et al 1978) 

there can be no doubt that they have failed to supply trained teachers in 

the numbers needed. In an effort to overcome their teacher shortage many 

developing nations have re-examined their conventional patterns of teacher 

education and sought to supplement them by introducing in-service teacher 

training programmes, for example with sandwich programmes in Brazil (Krasil- 

chik 1980) and Nigeria ( Hawes and Ozigi 197,5) and evening classes in 

Guyana (Ministry of Education, Guyana 1977). Of all the strategies that have 

been tried, however, that of distance teaching is the most common. It has 

been used in over forty nations to supplement college-based training. 

It has many advantages and has met with considerable success. 

Advantages of Distance Teaching for Teacher Education 

For college based training, teachers have to be removed from their schools; 

this exacerabates the already critical problem of teacher shortage and 

stand-ins, when available, are even less qualified than those they are 
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replacing. With a distance teaching method of training, teachers remain 

at their posts and replacements are not needed. Hanson (1969) in his 

report on staffing requirements for education in Africa, noted that, 

"the problems of staffing teacher's colleges seemed to be 

even more critical than those for secondary schools". 

Distance teaching programmes have the advantage that they can pay 

specialists employed in universities and colleges, to prepare course materials. 

Similarly, while it is difficult for overseas specialists to participate 

for the two or three years of a college programme, it is comparatively 

easy to obtain their participation for short periods of time at summer 

institutes and vacation workshops and these can be incorporated into distance 

teaching schemes. With care, distance teaching schemes can be made to 

rely upon existing buildings, equipment and manpower and can be very economic. 

According to Lyle ( 1967) the UNRWA / UNESCO Institute of Education programme 

trained Palestinian teachers by correspondence (1964 - 66) at a cost of 341 

US Dollars per student year, while similiar college based training cost 

820 US Dollars per student year. Kaunda (1973) found that correspondence 

courses run by the University of Zambia trained teachers for half the cost 

of full-time college trained teachers. Training teachers by distance 

teaching methods is less expensive than training them through college-based 

programmes. 

Teacher training colleges are expensive to set up and difficult to staff. 

There can also be delays in completing college buildings such that it may 

take five years or more before their first trainees are available for 

teaching ( Brophy and Dalgety 1980). Distance teaching programmes, however, 

do not necessarily need new buildings, they require minimal new staff and 

the teachers are immediately available to schools (though initially they are 

untrained). Since it is egalitarian rather than elitist in nature, distance 

teaching is expedient for most countries. Large numbers of teachers can 

be trained at any one time, and the programme brought to the teachers where 

they live; there need be no discrimination against those living in remore 

and rural areas. In Guyana, for instance, through distance teaching, 

qualified science teachers became available in regions which previously had 

been dependent upon either unqualified or expatriate teachers (ibid). 

Curie (1913) suggests that creating alternative routes to advanced education 

will also help break down the elitism which has arisen in many new countries 
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from the linited number of places available in universities and colleges. 

Training teachers in situ helps overcome problems encountered when trainees 

from rural areas are brought to towns or cities for college-based training. 

Often these rural students have difficulty settling into their courses and 

many of those who do settle do not want to return to their own areas after 

qualifying. Just such a problem has occured in the USSR; of those graduating 

from teacher training institutes in 1979,38 % refused to take up posts as 

teachers, particularly when these were in village schools (Binyon 1980). 

The fact that an in-service programme exists, with its correspondence 

materials and perhaps its radio and television programmes being distributed 

throughout a country has brought benefits to education systems in general 

and, in some cases, to the society itself. Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) report 

that the radio programmes broadcast for the 8,335 students of a Kenyian 

distance teaching project were listened to by half a million adults, and 

Moss (1974) estimated that 46 % of all university tutors in England had used 

Open University materials in their conventional university programmes. 

From the student teachers point of view it is a major advantage of distance 

teaching that they can become qualified without having to interupt their 

earnings. Many adults, especially those who are married, need to remain in their 

own town or village and it is important that they are not obliged to take up 

residence in, or near to, a college in order to be trained. Distance teaching 

methods allow the trainees a considerable degree of autonomy in developing 

their study habits and in setting the pace of their study. Both features 

are particularly advantagious in developing countries, for many of the male 

teachers also farm and a large proportion of the female teachers have young 

children. Teachers lviing in rural areas seldom have access to libraries, 

and distance teaching offers the further advantage that the structured 

correspondence units supplied to trainees will in themselves be a valuable 

source of reference materials, both for their training and for their teaching. 

Unlike college trained teachers, they do not have to return books when their 

training- programme is completed. 

3 
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patterns of Distance Teaching 

Distance teaching programme for teacher education are to be found in many 
different forms and they have served many different purposes. Some have 

been used solely to increase the teacher's academic knowledge. One, the 

Kenyian Junior Certificate programme which began in 1967, provides a secondary 

education for teachers who have only a primary school education (Kinyanjui 

1974). Another, the General Secondary Course, set up in 1965 by the Malawi 

Correspondence College provided secondary education for many uncertificated 

primary teachers ( Ewing 1966). Where teachers have already achieved a 

satisfactory level of academic attainment, distance teaching has been used 

to provide professional knowledge and training. Graduates in Australia 

may obtain postgraduate teaching certificates through the correspondence 

courses of one of a number of universities ( ibid and Smith 1978), and 

correspondence courses on teaching methods have been provided by the 

University of the West Indies for teachers on various Caribbean islands 

(Ewing 1966). On the other hand, there are some distance teaching programmes 

in which both academic and professional knowledge are supplied, either as 

part of an initial training scheme or as an aid to the understanding and 

teaching of a new subject or topic area. This is the way modern mathematics 

has been introduced into schools in Mauritus ( Kinyanjui 1974) and science 

into basic schools in Chile ( Martin 1980). Teacher training courses 

which provide all the academic and professional knowledge and training needed 

to obtain certification have also been developed using distance teaching 

techniques. Some of the better known programmes of this type are the UNRWA / 

UNESCO Institute of Education Project for Palestinian teachers, which has 

been in operation in the Arab refugee camps in Lebanon, Gaza, Jordon and 

Syria since 1964 ( Kinyanjui 1974) and the Francistown Teacher Training 

project which, between 1968 and 1973, trained over 30 % of the unqualified 

primary school teachers in Botswana (ibid, and Kabwasa and Kaunda 1973). 

0 

As well as serving different purposes, the programmes for teacher education 

have employed a variety of distance teaching approaches. Some, such as the 

schemes in Burma, Dahomey and the West Indies (Ministry of Education, Burna 

1979, Kabuasa and Kaunda 1973 and Ewing 1966) have relied upon written 

correspondence materials alone while others use written correspondence 

linked with media materials. The National Teacher's Institute in Kaduna, 

4 
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Nigeria, uses written materials and audio cassettes (Wali and Lovegrove 1978) 

while the Television University of China, as its name implies, uses 

television broadcasts and correspondence materials (McCormick 1979) 

A third approach, which, like the first, does not use media at all, relies 

upon supplementing the correspondence materials with face-to-face tutorial 

sessions and is found in Jamaica ( Murray 1979) and Zambia (Kabwasa and Kaunda 

1973). From 1968 to 1979 it was also used for the Proyecto de Perfeccion- 

amiento en Servico ( PPS ) by the Ministry of Education in Chile ( Martin 1980). 

But each of these three approaches is less common than the one in which all 

three means of communication, namely correspondence, media and face-to-face 

meetings are employed. This three way approach, best known through its use 

in "Open" university schemes, has also been used specifically for teacher 

education in Kenya, Ivory Coast, Algeria, Botswana, Guyana, Uganda, Nigeria, 

Sri Lanka and Swaziland (See Young et al 1980, Brophy and Dalgety 1980, 

Kabwasa and Kaunda 1973 and Kinyanjui 1974). 

Distance teaching schemes have been designed to serve a number of purposes 

and have employed a range of methods. There is such a variety that it is 

difficult to establish the relative merits of each. A classification of 

distance teaching patterns, both past and present, used for teacher education 

would help and such a classification is presented in Table 1. It is a grid 

or matrix, in which each teacher education programme is classified into a 

column according to its main purposes, and into a row according to its methods 

of communication with participants. A survey of distance teaching programmes 

for teacher education shows that all of them can be classified into this 

four by four grid. 

There are four groupings with regard to purposes, namely 

1 academic content alone, 

2 pedagogy alone, 

3a limited amount of both content and pedagogy (limited in that 

a complete training programme for certification is not offered) 

4a complete training programme of both content and pedagogy (offering 

certification to those who complete the work successfully). 

In much the same fashion these programmes can be separated into four 

groups with regard to the method, or methods, employed by each, namely 

5 
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a correspondence materials alone, 

b correspondence materials and media, 

c correspondence and face-to-face, and 
d the three way method (of correspondence, media and face-to-face). 

All sixteen different distance teaching patterns identified by this four 

by four matrix have been used in teacher education. The programmes in 

Table 1 include distance teaching schemes designed specifically for the 

training of teachers and also schemes intended for a wider audience, but 

in which teachers are known to make up 30 % or more of the student body. 

The classification shows a number of trends in distance teaching. Most 

complete training programmes (Column 4 in Table 1) have been designed for 

primary school teachers and few projects rely solely on written correspondence 

materials (Row a). Of the distance teaching projects which encountered 
difficulties in implementation many had tried to rely on correspondence 

alone. The University of Brazzaville programme (Cell la) suffered a high 

drop out of students, the programmes of the Institut Pedagogique National 

in Dahomey (Cell 4a) encountered. administrative problems and the Malaysian 

Teacher Education project (Cell 2a) was judged by the Ministry of Education 

to be unsatisfactory and was terminated. Other projects, that were of 

the correspondence alone type, have been modified; the Ministry of Education 

in Burma (Cell 4a) now includes the use of audio cassettes and so becomes a 
4b project, the Diploma in Education in the South Pacific, initially a 3a 

has become a 3b project and the CNEG programme in Algeria (Cell 4a) now 

includes both media and face-to-face sessions (Cell 4d). In each case the 

-modifications lead to the programmes being reclassified lower in the tabel 

rather than across; the purposes remain constant (the Columns) but the means 

to achieve them (the Rows) changed. 

In spite of ( or perhaps because of ) the economic depression which has 

hindered development in many third world countries during the past decade 

distance teaching is likely to play an increasingly important role in 

teacher education in developing countries for the foreseable future. 

Over sixty such projects have been developed to date. For anyone wishing to 

develop a new project or modify an existing one it is important, therefore, 

that they should be able to critically analyses previous programmes and 

where possible learn from their experience. It is hope that the matrix 

presented here will assist such analyses. 

--------0oo0oo0 ------- 
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A directory of the programme listed in Table 1 is available from the authors. 
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DISTANCE-TEACHING SCHEMES FOR TRAINING SMALL NUMBERS OF TEACHERS 
M. Brophy and B. Dudley, Department of Education, University of Keele, England 

While it is true that distance-teaching projects become relatively cheaper 
as the number of students using the programme increasesl, it is also true 
that distance teaching can be viable for teacher-training projects which 
involve small numbers. 

There are such urgent needs in third world countries for specialist science, 
mathematics, and industrial arts (craft) teachers that these needs cannot 
be met either through normal college-based training programmes or by large 
scale in-service projects. They have been, and continue to be, met by 
distance teaching schemes, as. was the case in Guyana in recent years. 

In September 1976 the government of Guyana took control of all schools in 
the country and found that many of the people teaching science in the 
secondary schools were untrained and had only GCE '0' level qualifications. 
(This was the UK-based General Certificate of Education, normally obtained 
after five years of secondary school education. ) At that time the old 
college of education building had no functional laboratories and the planned 
new college of education would not be opened for at least another five years. 
Few students were taking the science programme in the college and there 
were neither staff nor facilities to cope with any substantial increase in 
their numbers. The Ministry of Education, therefore, was faced with the 
problem of having no institution available in which these existing secondary 
school science teachers could be trained. At the same time, the Ministry 
was pressing ahead with its plans to convert many of the 'all age' sections 
of the primary schools (which catered for approximately 70% of the 11 to 15 
age group) into community high schools. Science would feature prominantly 
in the curriculum of these new community schools; in the 'all age' schools, 
little if any work was being done in science. The shortage of science 
teachers was becoming critical. 

To help overcome this shortage the Science Unit of the Ministry of Education 
planned an in-service training project for science teachers - the Emergency 
Science Programme (ESP) - which began in April 1977. This programme uses 
a three way distance-teaching approach and includes correspondence units, 
weekly face-to-face tutorial sessions and vacation workshops, as well as 
audio-visual tapes and slides. In 1977,46 students, who were already 
teaching in secondary schools, were recruited for the programme. They were 
working in all regions of the country, including the remote, isolated, north- 
west and Kwakwani areas. In 19'78 a further 22 students began training, 
selected this time from community high schools. 

-9- 



1 The trainees have a minimum of four GCE '0' level passes (Grades A, B or C) 
with at least one of these in a science subject. Before entry to the 
programme each student had taught for about two and a half years. Experienced 
educators, from the University of Guyana and from the various sections of 
the Ministry of Education, were commissioned to prepare the correspondence 
materials. Local trained graduate science teachers were appointed as part- 
time tutors, and tutorial centres were set up in five regions of the country. 
Over the three-year training period students receive 18 correspondence units, 
each of which is expected to provide them with 78 hours of study, including 
18 hours work at the local tutorial centre, where emphasis is placed on 
laboratory and group learning methods. In the first and second year of 
training additional practical work is undertaken at the three-week workshops 
held during the long vacations. In the third long vacation the students are 
attached for a two to three-week period to a local industrial or medical 
laboratory. For example, in 1979, students were attached to the Government 
Analyst Department, the Meteorology Office, hospital laboratories and 
private food company laboratories. There the students were trained to use 
the apparatus and carry out many of the experiments normally undertaken in 
those laboratories. 

The 1977 intake of students have now (1980) completed the ESP programme and 
the 1978 intake are in their final year of training. In addition, the 
correspondence units are being used by science students in the Secondary 
College of Education, because all three science tutors in the college have 
gone overseas for further training. The college was able to carry on its own 
science programme by means of the correspondence materials of the ESP 
programme and with the help of part-time staff. 

There were only 162 untrained non-graduate science teachers in Guyana in 
1977, yet this represented almost half of the science teachers in the 
country2. Any programme that intended to help these people was of necessity 
bound to involve a small number of students. They were in all regions of the 
country and many of them were in isolated rural areas. It would have taken 
very many years to resolve the shortage of trained science teachers using 
the college-based approach, and in the meantime schools would still have 
been staffed with untrained, underqualificd teachers. The further expansion 
in science teaching would have been greatly constrained. Distance-teaching 
methods offered a viable supplement to traditional training programmes, 
helping to alleviate the problem immeidately and resolving it in time. The 
ESP distance-teaching programme appears to have met with considerable success. 
However, Michael Brophy is presently undertaking a summative evaluation of 
the ESP project with a view to providing evidence on how well, in fact, the 
programme has achieved the objectives set for it by the Ministry of Education 
in Guyana. One part of the evaluation involves using a criterion-sampling 
approach (CSA) and this will form a case study for the Unesco Institute for 
Education project 'The Evaluation of Learning in Non-formal Educational 
Settings', the results of which should be valuable to others interested in 
evaluating distance-teaching approaches to teacher training. 
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Distance Teaching Projects Listed in Table 1 

Algeria 

The Centre National d' Enseignement Generalise (C21EG) initially correspondence 
courses alone to train primary school teachers but later supplemented by evening 
classes, seminars and broadcasts. 

Cell 4a (later 
. 

d) Kabwasa and Kaunda(1973) 
rinyanjui ( 1971) 

Australia 
(1) Victoria Education Department provided correspondence courses for in-service 

training of already professionally qualified primary teachers. 

Cell2,2 Ewing (1966) 
(2) Western Australia Institute of Technology offers distance teaching progrommeg 

leading to a masters degree and a diploma in science education. 
Cell Ref. Dekker-9 ( 1974) 

(3) The University of New England offers masters degrees and diplomas in education 
using correspondence materials with media and vacation couirses. 
Cell 2.1 Ref Smith (1973) 

(4) In 1978 Deakin University began open university type courses in education, 
humanities and social science. 
Cell 2d Ref Jovons (1978) 

(5) The In-service Training Branch of the Department of Education in New South 

Wales provided correspondence courses for the professional growth of trained 
teachers which also included some acadinic content in science and the 

humanities. 

Cell 1,1 Ref owing (1966) 

Botswana 

The Francistown Teacher Training College project which ran from 1968 to 197), 

trained about 600 unqualified primary school teachers using correspondence 

materials linked with residential courses and radio programmes. 
Cell ud Ref Young (1930), Kabwasa and Kaunda 

(1973) and Kinyanjui (1974) 
Burma 

The Ministry of Education in Burma in 1978 introduced a two year corresrondence. 

course for non-certificated teachers to help overcome what they referred to as 
'a very acute shortage' of trained primary school teachers. They later supplemented 
the rrinted materials with audio cassettes. 
Cell 4a Ref Burma, Ministry of Education (1979) 

\ý 
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British Honduras ( Belize ) 

Correspondence courses for uncertificated teachers in English, History and 
Science arranged, in 1966, by the Roman. Catholic Managing Authority. These 
courses were at two levels , the higher of which was intended to prepare 
teachers for entering training college. 
`Cell Ref Ewing (1966) 

Chad 

Correspondence courses for teachers run by the Teacher Training Centre of 
the Ministry of Education. 

Cell 4a Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) 

Chile 

The -. Itoyecto de'Ibrfeccionamiento en Servico was an in-service training project 
for grade 5 to 8 teachers. which ran from 1968 to 1979 and used correspondence 
materials linked with face-to-face teaching 

Cell 3c Ref 
- Martin (1980) and Baez (1976) 

China 

The Television University of China began broadcasting in February 1979 and by 

the end of the year had 420,000 enrolled students, 30% of whom were middle 
school teachers. 

Cell lb Ref McCormick (1979) 

Colombia 

The University of Javeriana set up an open university type programme for rural 

primary school teachers to help overcome an urgent call for training. This 

programme uses correspondence materials with television broadcasts and some 
face-to-face teaching. 

Cell 4d Ref Pena (1977) 

Congo 

The University of Brazzaville provides corresponcier, - ,e courses in History, 

Geography, Language and literature. 30% of the students are teachers. 

Cell la Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) 

Costa Rica 

The Universidad Estatal a Distancia offers bachelor degrees in school 

administration and education as well as in-service training for secondary 

school Geography teachers. 

Cell 2d Ref, Pacheco (1978) 

Dahomey 

The Institut Pedagogique National offers correspondence lessons : )r monitors 

and teachers leading to the Certificate of Proficiency (CAM), the Elementary 

Certificate (CEAP) and the Teaching Proficiency Certificate (CAP). 

Cell, - Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) 

(9) 



Dominica 

In 1966 the Education Department provided a training -rogramme for uncertificated 
teachers using correspondence assignments and fortnightly training classes. 
Cell 4 Ref '. Ewing (1966) 

ý 
I 4 

I 

Ghana 

The Correspondence Unit of the Institute of Adult Education at the University 

of Ghana offers a secondary education programme for adults using correspondence 

materials and face-to-face sessions. 33% of the students are teachers. 

Cell le Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) 

Guyana 

In 1977 the Ministry of Education in Guyana began a three, year in-service 

training programme for Science teachers using correspondence naterials, weekly 
face-to-face session: and audio cassettes. 
Ce11 Md Ref Brophy and Dalgety (1980) 

Iran 

The Free University of Iran, in 1978, began a programme to prepare Science and 
Mathematics teachers to initial degree level. The project uses correspondence 
materials and face-to-face teaching linked with television and radio boradcasts. 

Cell 4d Ref Free University of Iran (1978) 

Israel 

Everyman'$ University provides in-service teacher training courses using 

correspondence materials, televsion and some face-to-face tuition. 

Cell 3d Ref Young (1980) and Ginzberg (1978) 

Ivory Coast 

The Television and Educational Reform Project was set up to provide primary 

education for children, and in-service training for teachers. In 1977, 

7400 teachers were receiving training through the project. 

Cell 3d Ref Young (1980) and Kaye ( 1978) 

Jamaica 

The, in-service Teacher Education Thrust (ISTET) is run by the Ministry of 

Fducation for teachers in primary and all- age schools. It is a four year 

part-time programme using correspondence materials linked with vacation and 

weekrnd workshops. 

Cell 4c Ref Murray (1979) 

\\ (io) 
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Kenya 
(1) 

(2) 

The Junior Certificate programme of the Correspondence Unit of the 
University of Nairobi was set u^ in 1967 to provide untrained primary 
teachers with two years of secondary school education. 
Cell Id Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) & Kinyanjui (11 

The Unqualified Teachers programme of the same university started in 
1969 using a three way approach to provide a complete training programme 
for primary school teachers. 

Cell 4d Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973)& Kinyanjui(1974 

Lebanon 

The UNRWA / UNESCO Institute of Education project for Palestinian teachers, 

which begun in 1964 was in Lebanon, had teaching centres in Arab refugee camps 

in Gaza, Jordon and Syria. 

Cell Ref Young (1980), Lyle (1967) and 
Kinyanjui (1974) 

Lesotho 

The Lesotho Distance Teaching Centre in conjunction with the National Teacher 

. Training College began in 1978 a distance teaching programme for 400 

unqualified teachers. 

Cell 4d Ref Young (1980) 

Malawi 

The Correspondence College at the Further Education Centre in Blantyre, set" 

up in 1964, offers secondary education courses for primary school leavers and 

also in-service training for primary 

in the secondary education rograrme 

school teachers. 

Cell , 
1l. Ref 

14alaysia 

Correspondence courses in pedagogy 

by the Ministry of Educatioiiin the 

the prograr ae to be unsatisfactory 
Ref 

teachers. Of the 1000 students enrolled 
in 1965,10% were uncertificated primary 

were 

Young (1930), Kabwa, a and Kaunda 
(1973) and Ewing (1966) 

provided for uncertificated teachers 

early sixties . However the Ministry found 

and it was discontinued in 1966. 

Ewing (1966) 

Mali 

The Institut Pedagogique' National de Mali provides teacher training courses 

using corres ondence materials linked with radio braodcasts and face-to-face 

seminars. 
Cell - 

Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) 

Mau=-tus 

The rlauritus College of the Air Primary Mathematics roject, set up in 1972 to 

train the island's primary school teachers in the teaching of modern mathematics 

(11) 
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originally used correspondence materials and radio broadcasts but latel 

occasional face-to-face sessions were added. 
Cell 3b Ref Kinyan jui (1974) 

Mexico 

The Telesecundaria Project was set up in 1966 to provide alternative secondary 

schools in rural areas. Each class of children has a primary school teacher who 

acts as a local co-ordinator and these teachers receive additional training through 

correspondence materials, television broadcasts and face-to-face sessions. 

Cell 3d Ref Young (1980) 

New Zealand 

The Correspondence School of the Department of Education in New Zealand was 

established as early as 1922. In the early sixties it provided 
(1) a Diploma in Teaching programme for trained teachers Cell 2e, and 
(2) a Technical Teacher's Certificate Cell 4a Ref(21) Ewing (1966) 

Niger 

In the Tele Niger project young primary school leavers received a three week 

training course followed by correspondence materials and television broadcasts 

to enable them to act as teaching monitors in the primary schools using 

television teacning. 

Cell 3d Ref Young (1980) and hinyan jui (1971+) 

Nigeria 

(l) 

(3) 

(If) 

(5) 

A Postgraduate Diploma in Science Education offered by the Correspondence 

and Open studies Unit of the University of Lagos. 

Cell 2d : lef University of Lagos (1976) 

Ministry of Education (Kaduna) correspondence programme for the Higher 

Elementary (Grade 2) Teacher's certificate. 

Cell 4a Ref Ewing . 
(1966) 

Emergency Teacher Training Scheme, National Teacher's Institute. 

Cell 4b Ref Wali and Lovegrove (1978) 

Teacher In-service Education Programme (TISEP), Institute of Education 

Ahmadu Bello University. 

Cell 4c Ref and Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) , Aleyideino and 
Hawes (1971) 

The Correspondence and Open Studies Unit of the University of Lagos offer 

a BSc in education by distance teaching. 

Cell 4d Ref University of Lagos (1976) 

Peru 

-Correspondence 
courses for in-service teacher training were set up in 1972 by 

the National Institute of Research and Development of Education (INIDE). 

Young reports that the programme was'beset' with difficulties. 

Cell 4a Ref Young (1980) 
(12) 
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Philippines 

Primary school teachers involved in the Educational Radio Technical Assistance 

project receive limited training through correspondence materials, radioo lessons 

and occasional group meetings. 
Cell d Ref Young (1980) 

Pakistan 

The Faculty of Occupational Education of the People's Open University is especially 
Concerned with teacher education and agricultural education. Khan reports-that 

priority will be given in teacher edu cation to providing in-service training to 

practising teachers to 'improve their teaching skills by equipping them wit}j 

up-to-date knowledge of child, adolescent and adult psychology, instructional 

techniques, guidance and counselling'. 
Cell 2d Ref Khan (1974) 

St Lucia 

A correspondence course linked with face-to-face teaching sessions and organized 
by the Ministry of Education for uncertificated teachers. After the six years of 

part-time study trainees spent one year of full-time study at a teacher's training 

college in order to receive certification. 

Cell 3c Ref Ewing (1966) 

Spain 

The Universidad Nacional de Educacion a Distancia in Madrid provides an in-service 

diploma course for teachers in co=erce schools. 

Cell 3d Ref Torente (1978) 

South Pacific 

In 1971 the University of the South Pacific in Fiji set up the Diploma in Education 

programme to provide academic knowledge and professional training for experienced 

but untrained teachers. Originally the programme was based on correspondence 

materials alone but later these were supplemented by audio cassettes. After 

completing the distance teaching component ¬tudents spznd their final year in 

full-time study at the University before qualifying for the Diploma. 

Cell 3a Ref Kinyanjui (1974) 

sri Lanka 
(iý The Sri Lanka Institute of Distance Education (SLIDE) set up in June 1976, 

offers courses leading to National Diplomas in Science and in Mathematics. 

They are teacher oriefited and have been designed specifically to help overcome 

an acute shortage of science and mathematics teachers. 

C-: ý11 Id Ref Perera (1978) 

(2)`Correspondence Teacher Education Unit set up in 1972 to increase the rate at 

which the country's 440,000 untrained\teachers were receiving in-service 

(13) 



training. Distance teaching courses are offered for untrained teachers, one for 

graduates (Cell 2d) and another for non-graduates (Cell 4d) 

Ref Young (1980) and Kinyanjui (1974) 

Swaziland 
The, W illiam Pitcher Teacher Traing College in 1973 began a five year programme 
for 600 unqualified primary teachers using distance teaching techniques. It has- 

now been extended to include a further 500 trainees. 

Cell Lkl Ref Young (1980) 

Tanzania 
(1) The National Correspondence Institution of the University of Dar-es-Salaam 

runs a distance teaching programme in political education for teachers. 

Cell 3d Ref 18 Kabtrasa and Kaunda (1973) 

(2) The Institute of Mult Education Correspondence Education Department has 

been running distance teaching training programmes for primary teachers 

s. _ since 1976. 
Cell 4d Ref Young (1980) 

Togo 
0 

The Ecole Norma' Superiere provides a distance teaching programme for the 

up grading of teaching assistants. 

Cell 3c Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973) 

Uganda 

The Correspondence Unit of the Centre for Continuing Education at the University 

of Makerere in 1967 began a distance teaching project for upgrading Vernacular 

teachers ( those who teach in a local language), and a programme for Licensed 

teachers which began in 1971. 

Cell 4d Ref Young (1980) and Kaye (1978) 

2 

United Kingdom 

The Open University in England offers a number of courses, some of which are 

designed for teachers. In others, not intended specifically for them, teachers 

hake up over 30% of the student body. 

(1)' Open University Degree programme following academic courses only. Cell Id 

(2) Open University Post Experiences courses. Cell 2d 

(3ý Open University Degree programme following both academic and education 

courses. Cell 3dd 

Ref Open University (1980) 

Venezuela 

I 

The National Open University of Venezuela offers courses leading to education 

degrees with majors in Physics and Mathematics. 

Cell . ei. Ref Project (1979) 
\'\ 



West Indies 

The University of the West Indies provided correspondence courses in pedagogy 
for uncertificated teachers in a number of the Caribbean islands including the 

Virgin Islands, St Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla. 

Cell 2a Ref Ewirg (1966) 

West Germany 
(1) The Fernuniversitat in Hagen began distance teaching programmes in October 

_19915, providing courses in Mathematics, Economics and Education. 

Cell 2d Ref Peteres (1978) 

(2) The Deutsches Institut Fir Fernstudien of the University of Tubingen provides 
in-service training for Biology, Chemistry and Physics teachers. 
Cell 3a Ref Fernstudium In Medienverbund (1978) 

Zambia 
(1) The Correspondence Unit of the Ministry of Education provided correspondence 

courses for the Junior Secondary Education Certificate (JSE) and for the* 

General Certificate of Education (GCE). 
, 
547ä of the students of theJSE proGrarme 

ýý- were teachers as were 34% of those on thE. GCE prograztme. Cell la 

(2) University of Zambia BSc degree programme aimed at existing teachers amongst 

others. Cell ]c 

(3) University of Zambia scheme for training teachers in Educational studies 
Cell 2b 

Ref Kabwasa and Kaunda (1973). 
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Extract from the "Official 
, 
Gazette"" of Saturday, 10thJanuary, 4981 

VACANCY- 

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SOCIAL 
r DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURE 

Applications for the "EMERGENCY -SCIENCE = PROGRAMME" Tea_her. Training Course, 
1981 --'1984. ` ,'. 

Applications are invited from suitably quali- 
'_fied- teachers who are desirous of pursuing a 

course in in-service teacher-training or teaching 
Science in a Secondary (including " Community 
High) School. The Emergency Science Programme` 
Course leads to the award of a Trained Teachers 
Certificate ' (Science). Duration of the Course 
wilt be three (3) years. 

Applicants must have minimum qualifications 
as: follows : -= 

(a) FOUR ° (4) C XC, General Proficiency 
ppasses, Grades I or II, of " which must 
be Integrated, Science.,, 

(b) FOUR (4) G. C. E., Ordinary Level sub- 
ject passes, Grades A, B or C with effect 
from June 1975; 

. one of which-must be'a 
Science subject, ' 

Oft- 
ý 

(c) Any combination or (a) and (b) above, 
provided one of the four subjects; is"a 
Science Subject. 

Applicants 
Fare 

asked to note that because of 
the standards set for the academic component, of . the training programme, the qualifications -listed 
above . are_the minimum" academic qualifications 
required. ,`. -, -,, - 

Applications, are also" Invited drom suitably 
qualified per. ons , who are desirous of teaching: 

COURSE CONTENT 

1. . The '. course 'consists' of units ins Science, 
Education. Foundation Mathematics. % Founda- 

''tion English and_ Geography for Scientist9. 

2. ' 'The training is efected through : - 
(a); Correspondence, material, 

(b) `, Weekly ' Three"hour tutorials, 

(c) Teache'r' Vacation, Courses, 

(d) Workshops,. 
Y. ` (e)- ;. Supervision of classroom 

, 
teaching, :, ' 

(f) A work-study course,, ani 

(g) A longterm, '-task-oriented project - in 
Science 'or ` Science Education in the 
community; -and- the presentation of a, 

.a° 
dissertation N related to the project,, -, - 

CRITERIA for. CERTIFICATION are :-` 

(1) Successful 'completion off, the "prescribed 

-: course of study, and a, satisfactory level of 
participation and work, throughout the three 
year period, in assignments, tests and work- 
shops. 

(2) Success in the " first second and third year, 
examinations. '% g, at 

6) At least` 75%' attendance at the relevant 
vacation,. work-study and ' tutorial , courses. 

- On successful' completion of training, graduat . 
ing students will be employed as Grade I Trained 

-Teachers on the salary scale, ElC ! i. e. $39.68 - $61286 (revised 1980). 

Successful applicants will be required to sign'- 
a- bond to serve as "a teacher ' in 'a- Government .; 
School ý in any, part' a: Guyana, for 'a period 'of V. - THREE(3) years immediately after, completing, '-. 
the - course; then the . obligation: shall be void; 
but otherwise shall remain in cull, force and effect. 

IleadmasterstHeadmistresses are `requested to 
ensure that this notice Is brought to the attention , 
of ALL untrained personnel on their staff.:,. _ 

Application Forms may be *obtained from.: - - 
1. The Student Affairs Division, Ministry of . Education, Social ; Development, and Cul- 

ture, 21' Brickdam, Georgetown. 

-2. The 
- 

District - Education Officers `at ' New_' 
rmsterdam. ' Fort Wellington, '-Vreed-en" 

p, Linden, Suddie -and ; Mabaruma. ", '_ "- 
3.. The Education G icer (Science)Ministry 

d. ' - Education, - Social' - Development - and ` 
Culture, 68 Brickdam; Georgetown, or 

4. The Secretary, Teacher Training Activities. 
C/o, Flat 8,. Queen's College Compound, 
Georgetown. 

All applications should ben sent to the-Educa- 
tion Officer - (Science) 'Ministry -«of. Education, 
Social -Development and Culture, 68 Brickdam, , 
Georgetown; -and -should -, reach that- office not 
later than Friday 'January. 23_1981. -_,: _-, '- 

^"v 

(No. =,? 

Chiýef , Education Officer. 

ý 
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-PROPOSED EMERGENCY PROGRAMME FOR THE UPGRADING OF JUNIOR SCIENCE 

TELCEERS IN SECONDARY AND COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOLS. 

Tho Shortaao of Scionco'Tpachors and Its Effects 

For: nW yocira- now there has been an acute shortage " Qf qualifi- 
ed-scionco touchers in the secondary schools and with the opening of 
the Cortmity. High Schools this shortage-will-asoune disasti us pro- 
portions. Tho effects of tho absence of qualified teaches 'of 
scionce are clearly soon not only in the poor results of our child- 
ran in G. C. E. science subjects, (such as those shown in Table i 
below), but also in the lack of trained personnel for science and 
t6clmology. 

Tnb Q 

Percentage of candidates in Guyana Secondz Schools passing 
0-level Science subjects in Juno 1974. 

Biology Chemist' Physics 

Entered 2938 1134.1108 

Passed 1057 494 
. 
434 

Percentage 36.44 39 

Rof. 1.. (poilvod fron: - "A Digest of Dducational Statistics" 1973 1974) 

Thus one of the major 'inns of Dr. L. G. Ponnenpertima, the 

Special Advisor (Scionco), from the Conmonwealthý-j? =d'for'Technical 
Co-operation in his report, "Guyana the organisation of technological 

research and development" was that in Guyana, 'there is at present 

a dearth of Supporting Scientific "thic. Technical Services and Research 

and Developmont to support. various sectors of the econoziy'. (Ref. -2) 

. 
This' dearth' was said by the marketing rian4gor of. trio Guyana 

Timber Export Board in a memorandum to the NSRC to. be duo largoly 

to a, "Lack of qualified scientific and technical personnel" and seen 
by hin to bop 'a bottleneck to Guyana's rapid industr&r: '. ization" (Rof. 3) 

He suaats that this ran-power TvOi lrcia which, iä= tße .t 
two fold duo to ; 

(a) limited facilities and motivated studonts available för' ^i, 

4t` 
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(b )a ahortago of qualifiod, acionc'ö` ioachora 

Dr. J. Whitohoad has statod, "Tho acienoo and tochnical output of tho 

oducational syston. will not'incröiiao until noro töachora 

with appropriate qualifioat. ons are available ..... " (Ref. 
_ 
10) 

It is clear therefore that-an adoquato. pool of skilled and 
trained scientific*porsonnolcan novor be achieved whilo'wo'aro 
forced to use unskilled and untrainod toaehors of science. Unfortun- 

ately, this is what has goon happoning despite the efforts by, the 

various training institutions to recruit^atudent toichors of 'scicnco. 

This is. borno out both by; a survey oarried out in 1974 by Dr. Tholl- 

airathil. at tho IInivorsity of Guy= and'by tho ansvors'tö"'ä quostion- 
"+ý". :"i. "..... 

nairo sont out by 
"tho 

Ministry -of Education; 'to-äll "bocondary schobls, 
in Soptoabor of this yoa. r. Soo 'L'ablo 2 and 3 bolow. 

" "1'ý .- 
ýýý .":. 

1 

Sirvny. ýöf *Scionco t6acliere in 40 socondary 'echools in Guyunä -1974. ,r. -ý.. 
(Adapted from survey by ISr. Tholltiirathil. U. G.. ). R©f. 4 

.... __. . ,,,.. , ., 

- g-Levol untrain©ä, "' 58 

o-I, o, tol untrainod' 36 

.T otal 187" 

.ý.. _,.... ..:.: 

'Truinod Tonchor -4b' 
Untrainod Graduato 32 PorcontagoI`untruintd67A9d 

. 11 

Trained Graduato . 21. Porcontdo trained ' 32 6% 

r -- 
- ... .... .". 

I 

TablO 3 
" "s 

ý. 
', Ir . A: " 

. 
'ý 

ýF. 
.� -2 _".. 

Roaponso to" Quastibnrlairo'roturnod by 31 socondnry schools on Scionce 

Staffing 1976.. ; Äýf. 5 

Trainod, O'mduatö `" 10 
IIntraUgd' Graduatb 60 
Trainod Teacher 19 
A=l, ovol untrainod ' 63 
0"-Levol untrainod 44 
Total 196 

.. 4 

2 nb 

ý: Z'ý'" 

ý . '' : ý. 

ýp? orcontago traiuod '14i8% 
Porcontago untrainod 85.2%. - 
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Thbro is every reason to bglievo that those schools are 
typical of tho other 26 in the country. (b list of the 31 schools 
that. )avo bean included in this analysis is given in Apponäix-B). 

ý 

So-in those 31. egcondary schools today loss than 15% of the - teachats 

teaching science have-had any toachor training. ' This as can bb-seen; 

is vory such logs than tho. 32.65 in the 1974 survey. 

I 

Using this list and informal contacts with the schools, to data 

80"1ersons 
: who are teaching with only 0-3evol qualifications, have 

boon idontifiod in secondary and community high"schöoia. -This includes 

12 of the_ 18 . science teachers so far appointed to' community high 

schools, some of whom have a pass in only one 0-lovol science subject. 
However, avian in tho secondary schools the problem is more acute than 

Tables 2 and 3 suggest. For exanplo of the 70 graduates in, the 1976 

aurvoy, 36 (i. e. 51%) teach in only, 5 of the 31 secondary schools. 
Some school`s have 

, "'trainod science staff whatever. Thus one school 

with seven parsons teaching science, have twa. withA-level'and. five 

with 0-level, of these one person has'A-level physics, one has A-level 

chemistry and no one has A-level biology. ' Another -schdoi -has - bnly- 

-on©. A--level and throe 0-level teachers. So it' is clear therefore 

that the,, system has a largo percentage of untrained, ' tmskillod. 

science tgachers and that situation will got worse unless""sone y 

specific Motion is taken to overcome it. 

The urgent nood to 'improve thoquaiitity and quality of science 
teachers vdi cloarly rocögnizod in the Group_Roport, Rof.. 6., at"lho 
Diamond Workshop of tho National Science'Policy and Plan of Action 

For Guyana, and it was statod in this report. that, 'Education and 
training was the proroquisito for the attainment of = the priority 

goals, in any national scionce policy........... 

This workshop also suggostod that, "The'supply of. scientifio, 
anginooring and technical nanpowor should be increasod as ran 1v a 

possiblo and used to its fullest extent in the interests of the Develop- 

ment Plan. " Ref. 7 And to assist with this it proposed a 'crash 

pro ell to increase this supply. But as Ponnanporurim suggests, 

ý ___ __. _----- . 
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"Science at school level provides the-input to higher-'educational 

and training institutions and hence in fact Molds te kev to the 

output of scientific 'and technological personnel. " 

With this convent in nind"and taking into account NSRC's own 

proposl for a 'crash programme', it is obvious that there is need 
for the innediate implenontatio. n of 'an emergency programme td train 

scieno* teachers, one which will n''co use of the availability Of the 

many unqualified persons who are already acting tenporär ily as ' toachora 

of science in our secondary and co=unity high schools. - 
- .... ýý. ".. - '. 

Since those with A-levels nearly all leave the system within, 

a couple öf. years, this programme is proposed to enable those persons 

with four ol-'noro 0-Levels who are already teaching science, to become 

trained qualified teachers after three years of in--service training. 

Othorwiso, thoy too will leavo"in a short tine. 

Thus it will supp'lonent the normal-, output of science teachers 

without disrupting the present system and so help to reduc&'the current 

shortage of science teachers. 

Tho PröRrammo. A3ns rmnd MQthods 

i.: fý, f; 

4. 

n 

The progrcnne wi:: ý, aim to : 

1. provide the students with sufficient content knowledge, in Integrated 

to enable them to teach the proposed CXC, WISO and 
Ccmmunitr* fl gh School : Programme, 

2, develop in the students a working knowledge,.. to b level standards. 

of those areas of chemistry, biology, physics and the earth sciences 

which will be, necessary for an adequate understanding of the 

proposed CXC, WISO and Community High School. Progr=res, 

3: --" provide a course 'of training in educational theory end practice 

'- which- will enable the students to fulfill their. role as qualified 
teachers in Secondary and Community High Schools, 
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work related to tho correspondonce naterial. Theso'will be hold 

outside school hours, for " example " cn a Sdtürdsy " no3=riing:. (Äii 

analysis of ; the seas in which there are 0-lövel people, teaching 

suggests that there would need-to'bo-at'least six tutorial groups; 

one, in Goorgeta m, one on the East Coast, one in Now Ansterdrt, 

4. oxposo- tho atudýnta_. tn. ctlu3r f. is7 dnr. ý? st»äy- i"nT'ovcant tä-the 

teaching of Intogratoä Saionca and. tho int©gr3tioi; i of, scienco 

in tho curricul=, and .ý t 

5. foster in the students an awareness of the importance and 

relevance of science, and tochnologt' to* tho achievement of the 

Vacation Courso Contros. 
.: 

It is 'Jiröposed that -tho students will be tirio-tabl'od in "theix 

schools to have at least the oquival6ht-tf ono 'day por week, tö devote 

entirely to tho. training progi e. They will also be expöcted td" 

follow study-Jeri-da at hone, in 'the tutorial groups and at Teacher 

airs of a doviloping cocioty. 

The program o content till be based on: The dollk; 6'of 'Education 

Progranno, the propoobd. - CAC prograine;, ZIISC, the' Conniüsity High School 

11r6gianme and A-1evei'ccionco courses. 

It will use"a variety of'media and it is proposed'; to`incorpörate 

into it: - 

(a) - Correspondonco natorial: " 1: 

":. ý 

V't-: cll will ihcludo reading natcrial and practical' investigations, 

to bo carried oiüt, written: ' up and' prasonted for asses'snct purposes. 
y. Y. µ 

(b) Tutorial Groups: 

rieeting 'regixI. arly under a 1oCal 'experionced* gradudte'tQa&, erj for 

(a) 

one in Rose Hall, one on the West Coast -or West-Bank Donorara. 

and one in Essequibo. ) 

Two, three week Vacation Courses designed' especially for these 

students, to increase their number of contact hours with 
experienced scionce educators, equiprimt and fellow students. 

ii 
I 

ý i. l 

Ii 

i 

1ý 

tj` t 

ý` I 
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-, TGrof one week periods of'work experience during school vacation 
working in local industries, such as nining, forestry, or 

, 
brewing. 

(e) 
.- Ong long tern " task-oriontod' educational project czid tie 

^preso 
i-. 

tation of a 5,000 word dissertation ralatod to this. 

In connection with the tutorial groups (b) Mr. D. Whitecross 
of the UK Ministry of Overseas Development has indicated. that his 
ministry -would be willing to finance -°tho provision of a. number of snail 
libraries for. these tutorial groups. Thu-- tho six tutorial contrvs. in 

+Ar. .,.. «4 .... ý .. ýýý. _ _"___i a-- -" �ý.. _--s. ta. Lv Yc. ii"1V1, {iJ Ltraua woula oacn I=V© tnozr own anall lib: 

rolevant background books. 

©acý Standards 

Ih is proposed that after throe years of: - part-time study, 
supervised teaching, vacation and work experience courses, the 

students who qualify will receive a Grade 1 Class f"Trained Teachers 
Certificate. The students academic background of a nini63' öf four 

0-levels, including English Language, is . equivalent to t'1aat. needed-. for 
both, the College of Education and the In-Service Teacher Training 
Progrraone. Since students who successfully follow either of these 

programmes are awarded the Trained Teachers Certificate, then students 
with equivalent backgrounds who follow an equivalent, course nustRalso 
rpcoivo the sane Trained Teachers Certificate. For this to be so, 

. however, the programme must be at least equivalent to that of the 

, In-orvice and College of Education Programmes, as. can be soon from the 
(P. 4), ' 

. 
the content, ` (p. 13), ' the methods and the analysis 

"of, 
wgrk hears below, this programme will` be so. 
"p; 4 co Teacher Training Prose 

Duration of course 2 years part-tino/ In-Soriico 
(i. e. six terms of 12 weeks) 

Hours-Of-'Instruction: 

4 hours per day for 4 days per week, 
j' hours per torn; six terns S 

_' .< , __a ___ý_ý_, L_ -1-i--. -- 

46 

1t 152 hourw 
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0 

0 

Classroon Toaching: 
..?.. 

5 hours per d4 för 5 days pör: week 

39 weeks per year, -two years- 

C211o6 of Educat3Log Prörrxýe:. - 

Düration 1 of- courso 3 years full-time 

Hours . of Instruction: 
27 hours per `week 

, 
36 weeks per year, 3 years 

Classroom Teaching: 

C 

0 

5 wookm per year, three years 

5 hours per day for 5 days per week. 

.,., 4. 

Pror " sod no Pro 
% 

ýýý r-u ( +ý i* 

.. ý..::.....,:. -.,. ''�ý., ýý�ý., '^ 

ý10,950 Ytoitrs. 

ýý 

. `i. 

r. ... ý 

Duration of courso 3 years Part-tirio/In-5orviCo- 

p 

l 
< 

Hours of Instruction:,. 

10 hours per wook, . 
39 wooks, . par -"year, 

three years 

Tutorial. Groups: 

3 hours per week, 39 weeks p©r yoar 
., f 

-. ý, ý: . $CLZO@ years 

T. V. C. ý=`- t. --ý ,_.., 
"5:. hoürä' por. daryý 5 drays per week 
'3. wooks, two, ycass 

f': ý ,- Work Expos . 
enc©; Courä. os. - 

5 hours, per.. dir.; 5, days or w©ok 

- . 2. weaks 

Tatal hours, of , ixi. structi. on 

Classroom Teaching: 

5 hours per ' daj 4' äays per week 
39 weeks per year, thron years 

f 

: J. 

I 

" 
r1 

="2; 754 "hours 
t. . 

375 hours 
ý. 4ý 

ý. 

ý., _ .f 

.:. 
1. 

'170 hours 

L- 

n 

150 hours 

. 
50 hours 

1721 

ý 2340 
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Evaluation 

It is proposed to assess the programme using both formative and 

summative evaluation. The programme contort will be divided into units 

and each unit will be evaluated by objective, opon--ended'and essay-type 
tests. Included with these will be questions asking the students for 

self-assessments and for comments on areas of difficulty. Thus it is 

hoped that feedback from the earlier units will assist in the writing 

and development of the later work. L surma. tive evaluation of the 

vhole programmes, if possible under an indoperident evaluator, night 
include a comparison of the teaching technique and science content 
of a sanplo of the students in the progranne.. with. that of a sample 
from the College of Education Progra=w. 

4, A 

Difficulties Still to be Overton 

One of the major difficulties which will have to be faced in 

the development of-this progranne arises from the fact that although 

all the students will have obtained 0 level standard, they will bring 

to the course a wide range 62 scions backgrounds. To'date"56% of 

: s.;: tho; jstudents have physics, chemistry and biology at 0-level, 24%-have 

two science subjects only and 20%, one science subject only. 

Thus the material will have to in sore areas, start at a level 

,... lower. than= 0-level standard. . brtunatoly tho studonts wi. li'all hay3 zoeourse 
to tho. oano thrco basic 0-le7: l 'texts, though the secondary schools and 

these may bo used in the introductory material. 
However the v, riation will' riot, only be 'in science -content but 

inýlaboratory skills as well. Thus, many of these with only, one 0- 

leveY, obtained this through private study and nay have no experience 

at all/practical work. Even those taught in sono of the junior secondary /of 

schools will have a united practical background. Thus there: will. bo 

a need within the progranne to assess and whore neposs=7 upgrade basic 

laboratory skills, .F.. i. ' 
i" 

Thoso may be assessed via a quostionnairo made up from objective 

and open-ondod items similar to those used by the Associated Examining 

Board in their assossnont of practical abilities for 0 and A'Iov©l 
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I. 

G. C. E. subjects, two exanplos of which are given in Appcnäix C. 

A second major problem arises from-the need. för. -supervision 
of the studontg' in their schools. Even if only 50 of the 80i-, 

0-level acting teachers are accepted for the 'programme, 1 t- will 'stiU 

impose a severe strain on the four science supervisory'staff at,: 

present sorving�with the ministry. One partial solution'ni it be 
to ask the acting teachers own headmaster to submit .a roporti at 'the 

--end 'öf each' torn. This could be in the form of a. dotailed - question- 
. .. 

näiro'which'the headmaster would complete and thus. could be used 

,:, as _a supplement"tö the observations of the supervisory staff. 
Conclusion: * 

An outline of a specimen unit of the programme is given in 

Appendix A. This include the objectives of the tTnit 
_and 

the list 

. of teaching media and materials to be used for that tUnit. ' Also 

included in Appendix A. is a proposed list of content for Year I of 
the programme. 

- They. need for this programme has been nado clear by the report 

of Dr. Ponnanperuna, the Diamond Workshop reports, the surveys carried 

out by Dr. Thollairathil in 1974 and the Ministry of Education in 

1976, the G. C. E. results and the connents of individuals such as the 

nar$eting tanager of the Tinbor Export Board. Unless innediato 

steps are taken for its implementation we shall continue to try to 

produco trained scientific personnel using untrained and unskilled 

science toachors and so simply perpetuate the "dearth" of the 

scientific and technical personnel so vitally noodod for the 

attainment of-our National Scienco Goals. 

p 
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A Currioilun Modol for tho Pror*rtinno Baqol on i{orrts Modol for 

Ct, irri. cai. un Thoory in, Provtdod Bo1ow. 

Ob. ioctivo3 Evaluation y 

(1) Incroaso proportion of "trainod (1) Fbrvati. vo, u3ina tosts 

scionco torichor3, intorvio1: 3, golf-a--sossaonts 

(2) Incraa3o body of toachors with (2). St; rmativo, using an indopon- 

contont lmor. lodgo rolovant to dont ova3. uator" 
CXC and WI JC and Coazninity 

Hi, -"i School Prograrrso 

(3) Provido students with content 
knc-dlodgo of Into] ratod 
3ci=co to 3 lo"rol at, . ndtird. 

f 

P.. 

Knowlo 

Contont aroa an fö_ CXC and WICC 

troatod to groatär 'dopth "rith 
work at hidhor lovola ot thinking 

and with onphaaia on applications 

and rolovanco. 

I. u1 'i-podia aprroach using 

a g. iidöd diccovcry nothod 
bacod'cn corroopondonco toxts, 

practical invcctigations, 

tutorials, work oxporionco 

oouroo3 and vacation work- 

chops. 

(Rof. 9) 
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APPETDIX A 

r,.,: ,ý ý" ,. _.,,, I Tin-Lt 

OBJI'CTIV4S 

L. 

When they have finished at", adying this unit, the students should 
bo able to: 

t 

I (a) Dofino corrocfiy or recognise the best dciinition; e of"the following 
terns cytoplasm, nucleus, call taall, plasm, nenbrano, 
mitochondria, cndo plasmic, roticulun, golgi body, ribosonos, 
lysosono, ciiloroplast, nuclear pp -"o. 

.. 
i_ ý. _ ._.. ... 

- MAY 
"... 

(b) Identify fron photograph-, the najör, cub-coliular" organelles 

and structuros listed above, 

2 (a) Identify fro photti phs or from tpropared blides. 

orithoI3 , : oc]o, no_r , blood and conneotyvo ticouo and plant 
epidor .?, pa%acnc'_1yna, rhloen and nyi. cn tissue. 

(b) Doscribo how tho wtrüc " "YrtQ of Aho, abovo ticsuos uro rolatod to 

thoir function. 

F, 

ý` 

3 (a) 

(b) 

4 

5 

t 

I 

concreto aituatio. s. 

r'ount crocinom for microscopic 'ox . na ion car ctly. 

U3o tho nicro3coro zram obsor: -htion,. 

Solvo s; nplo problem based on. oxporinontal data.. Rolevant to 

this unit and apply,: tho. ideas ezplaa. ned in this, unit .. o now 

Extract 'conclu ions from data givenr prgposo hypothesas to 

explain phenomena and suggest oxperi^: I 1 tests of hypothesos 

f: º information within the general content of this unit. 

TeachinrT red-". n end nntorials for Mit. 

For this unit the teaching naterials will include: -. 

T2i3'- list of'. ob jc ctivoc of the* : unit., to. act as an "advancod 

orgnnisor"for the students, (Ref. 11) 

--. 
1- I -- -- ý.. 
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2. G corrospondonca. toxt doaling with tho contont listod in 

objectivos I and 2. 

3. Photo micrographs und oloctron micrographs of tho various 
organollos, structuros and tissuos listod in objoctivos I 

and 2. 

4. I. proparod paaphlot on thy,: 
(a) caro and use of tho uicroscopo 
(b) raking of a nicroscopo alido 
(c) sinplo procgduro for staining slidos. 

5" A practical oxorciso to proparo, obsorvo and ostinato 
onion and chock coils. 

6. So1f-assansmont quostions on tho unit contont to assist 
tho studont with his undorstanding of tho contont. 

7. A tutorial rioting to: - 
(a) discuss with tho tutor and follow studonts any 

aroa of difficulty in tho unit, 

(b) view prepared slidos and plectron micrographs of some 

of thoastructuros and tiasuos dealt with in tho unit, 

(c) answor proparod quostiona doaling with objoctivos 4 

and 5 oithor in diacuosion or by writton work. 

8. A tost including objoctivo, opon-ondod, itons and 3tructurod 

question to assoso how far the objoctivos of tho. unit havo 

boon not by; the individual studonts; the total studont 

population and sub-groupo within that population. This will 

also include itons allowing for students consents upon various 

contont areas of tho unit. 

ýr 
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YF, AR Y- CONTENT 

Scienco: 

i.. - 

Wbat is science? (various definitions) 

Process or content. 
What is unique about science? (Rf. Jevons) 

Tho social implications of science 

ccionco tho-liberator, science the, onslaver, (simple treatment) 

Rof: Marcuso, Hoberms, Foyerabond, Young. 

Ecionco and its society. Ref. Roso 

Why toach science? 
Culture of the society. 
Science for tecimical . oveiogaent 
(a)resoa., ých and dovololment 
(b) ooientific literacy of 
(c) pctsoral. &evelcpnent (efficiency. health). 

-, 

Co1lurtr 3t___rr_ýtýiýi " 

Scale in science, oreani: to aeons. 
Cellular struc1a o via Clio optical microscope, CF plant and 

animal cells divor: it3r of collsp form and function. 

The ultra $tracturo of the Coll via' tho electron nicroscopo 
.1.. 

t 

Organollos form an, function; ' the nucleus, mitochondria; 
endo. plazic, roticulun, golgi body, lysoanes, chloroplasts 
The Plasme nenbrco. 
Tissuoc frcn coils: (animi) epithelium muscles, connective, 

skolotal, blood cell, nerve. 
(plant ) opidcrnal, laroncY a, vascular. 

Single coil organises: the pzanociua, alb, amoeba. 
Movencnt in and out of coils: 

diffusion, osno3is, plasnolysiss 
F'': ýCocr-', aw :c c-: " Py ocy-'ýn ~ ct r: cport. 

Tho Structure of Phtte .ý 

The elementary atruotur© of the atom. 
Size of atoms, atonic number, eloctron levels, atonic orbitals. 

a 
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Rolativ©' atonic raass,, = istopes; 

The avogadro constant, the nol©, 
The dotor. -Amtion of 'rslativo atomic mass, 

.. ýý: ý� 

tho 

mass defect and binding energy. 
Radi, oactivi, ty, half-life, alpha, J eta and gamma radiations and 
their nature, geiger, tube, Ynuclear equations,. spectre, dispersion 

of light, the visible. spoetruri, atomic spectra, absorption 
spectra, omission spectra.. The photo electric effoct, photons. 
Plank's constant. 
Electron energy shells, ionization energy, enemy sub-shells 
aPDF nononclanature 
Periodic relationships among elements' and their electronic 

structure electron spin - Hund's Rule. 

Electrovalent-, covalent and notalic bonding. 

Effects of type of bond on behaviour and properties. 

The elements of Group I- The Alkali petals 
IV 

H 1t 11 ` If 

Chemicals of Life 

VII The Halogene 

Water as a. solvent: Polar noleculos. 

Thörnal properties of water. 
Acids and-basos. (sinplo--treatment here) 

Carbohydratos:, " nova: and disaccharides, the glyooside 
I.. 

,.;; --ýstarbh and c©1lulos6 
Lipids, proteins, nnd,. pep"tide, bonds, vitamins. 
Chemical reactions in the coil: 

energy - synthesis afid breakdown 

I 

activation onorr 

nass spectroneter, 

bond, 

photosynthosis and the release"of-energy 

aerobic and anaerobic respiration... 

enzymes, their role in the cell and factors influencing 

ratos of reaction 
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1aw_MMotion and tho Eleotro-Magnotic SpectrunL. 

Photosynthesis and photons. 
Light and vision in pan. and other annals 
Optical Instrunents - the nagnifying glass, the"uicroscopo, the projector 
Lenses - Ions-fornul- 1sin, lo) 

. The nature of light, roflectioa-and'°refraction at plane"surfacos. 
Total internal reflection. Critical angle. Y4 

t, The olootro-nagnotic spoctrun, wave=length, frequency and velocity. 
The nature of sound, neasuring tho speeä. sound. 

Approaches to Teaching Science rY , 

.. 

The teacher centred, the child. contr©d'approach. 
Active and passive learning. 

Discovery and expository teaching. 

Trial and error learning. 

Conditioning and reinforcement theories. 

Programed learning. 

The Curriculum 

What is the curriculum? 

ý 

. 1- eý 

aims, objectives, content, nothods, evaldön. 
The formal and informal curriculum. 
Some types of curriculum- olitist, ' iztilitariam, specialist. 
Functions of education in socioty: " 

political, economic, cultural, social nobility 

education as a distribution process 
Othor peoplots curricu]. aL 

U. K., U. S. &., U. S. S. R., Franco. 

Intolli nco: 

What do we Wean by intelligence? ' 
intolligonco A, B and C. 
The nature, nurture oontrovorsy. 

.,! 'I 

i 

I 
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APPENDIX B 

L ist of schools includod-in Tpblo 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6: 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

Alleyno High School 

Central High School 

Christ Church Secondary School 

Covent Garden Secondary School. 

Ctnings Lodge Gov't Sec. School 

East Ruimveldt Gov't See. School 

Guyana. Oriental College. 
Indian Educational Trust Collage 

North Georgetown Gov't Soc. School_"ý .ý 
Queen's College 

St. John's College 

St. Joseph's High School. 

St. Rose's High School 

St. Stanislaus College 

Berbice Educational Institute 

Borbico High School 

Central Corentyno Gov't Soc. School 

Corentyne Comprehensive. 
Corentyno High School 

Lower 
YCorentyno ; Gov't Soc. 

" 
School :".. 

71 

Manchestor Gov't Soc. School. 

Now Anstordan Gov't Svc. School 

Rosignol Gov't Soc. School. 

Skoldon Lino Path Gov't Sec. School 

Skoldon Lutheran High School 

Tagore Manorial High School 

Annasºcialo Gov't Sec. School 

Bladen Hall Sec. School 
Patontia Gov't Soc. School.. 

Stewartville Gov't Soc. School 

Zooburg Gov't Sec. School 

I 
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APPENDIX C 

4: 

I .. 

50 
c1L 31 

ýS 

.' 
ýp 

What is the reading on the nicroneter screw shown in the diagran? 

d. 3.46 
B. 3.49 
C. 3.93 
D" 3.96 
E. 3.99 

,,, r 

(Q. E. E. äI, ovel `PYýysics 1971) 
.. A. - 

IN 
Write down in order a series of instructions for Waking nicradcope 
slides of matorial such as that used in making the slides which 
were photographed fcr question 8. (i. o. "nitosis). * Include 
information about fixing,, stainirig and riounting. Begin each 
instruction on a now line. 

(A. E. B. A-Level. Biology: June- 1975) 

Ref. - 8 
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